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During the period 1 •pril 1954 to 2 Ma7 1955 the Bell Aircraft
Corporati=n condubted a study prvpsr for the New Development
Office$ Bombsient- A-frcraft Branch, WAM, in accordance with
USA' Cot.-avb No. AF33(616)-2419 t0 No, R14l-47, The objective
of this ituti was to investigate the possible design and dovelopent
problems associated with flight in the speed and altitude regimes of
the weapon system dutlinad in Bell Aircraft Report D143-..945O1O.
The results of this st"dy will provide the firm technical foundations
necessary bor planning i'ture programs, funds, and facilities.

The work accoolished during this progrma is reported in
the following rorts,

Dlh3945-wOL Aer6od-Aamos
D143-945-013 Structures
flJS-543-w-Ly4 Praliminar* Global Syste Study

Dlh-'U45-015 Radraz
DI4.S9416 Navigation and Control
Dlh43-94-Ol7 Proulsion
Dl13-945W-O8 Fina.. Smmary Report

In the present report the pig azr6 numbered by sections, In
4,fh interest of reading o msnience, the rj"bolep referenoo, tables
md figures generally are arranged &t the ý4nds of th major sub-
seotions to which they are partinant,
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The data present.ed in thi-s report are the results of a study
of the aerod3namic problems involvnd in the design of the MX-2276
weapon system. This weapon system, which is substantially as
described in original proposal presented in -Bell Aircraft Report
Dl1 3-945-OlO, encoun'ers regimes of flight wherein little previous
attention has been given to the design of a workable flight vehicle.

It is essential to the development of such a system, that
reliable methods of estimating the necessary aerodynamic parameters
be determined. In the original study referenced above, the basic
intent was to demonstrate feasibility and to generally outline some
of the more critical problem areas. To accomplish this, approximate
means of estimaning the aerodynamic parameters were utilized and some
preliminary investigations into the accuracy of these parameters were
conducted. In addition, preliminary conclusions were reached as to
the desired flight path and range capability of the weapon, and a
tentative configuration. was establisned. The feasibility of the
weapon system was demonstrated in a'preliminary manner.

The purpose of present study'was to investigate the major prob-
lem areas in greater detail; In particular, the investigatic•is were
directed into 1-he areas of 1) hypersonic lift and drag, 2) heat trans-
fer, 3) performance calculation, b) stability and control, and 5)
launch and stage separation, with major attention given to the first
three items. It was not intended that this study should include any
optimization of .the vehicle, but rather that the results would define
the future development programs required to arrive at a workable
weapon system.'

In order to initiate -the present study it was necessary to define
a method of approach. The configuration originally proposed is suf-
ficiently representative of the ultimate weapon to justify its use as
a basis of study of the aerodynamic problems and no attempt was made
to alter the design in the light of new findings. The flight path
recommended as most effieiant in the original study, that is, initial
ascent of the vehicle to its maximum velocity followed by a continu-
ous unpowered glide to the end of flight, wa!3 chosen, since this
flight path penetrates most deeply into, the realms of flight
at hypersonic velocities and extreme altitudes.

It was planned that .the initial phase of the study would be in-
volved in an ovorall investigation of present outside activities and
a review of the available technological. information. With the com-
piling of this dnta, the study would then be divided into two general
fields involving I) General. Aerodyn.amics wherein the presently avail-
able methods of analysis womld be applied -to the study of the problem
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areas, and 2) Appl.ied R.csearch i,;he7,,e fundan-ental theories and ,nalyt-
ical -ethods would 1e investigated to determine regions of applicability
and to de&KUni the regions and problems wherein basic information
is presently lnoing.

A general sutnary of restLlts is presented and the oonclusion
and recoizendations derived f:i• the study are listed, The technioal
information s~porting the e rosu-ts follows and is divided inbo the
two major fields of Genor4 AerodynarJ.cs and Applied Research.
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Section 2

2 ... ___ uration

The config-ration presented in the original work ham been retain-
ed for this stud since opt±id.ation of the shape was not required.
It is considred that the original configuration is sufficiently re-
presentative for use in the present stuy.

2.2 Ataswhere

Recent data obtained from sounding rocket firings has shown the
NACA stmndard atmospheric characteristics to be in considerable error
at altitudes over .00,000 ft. An atmospheric variation based on the
data obtained fror. these firings has been proposed. Since the varia-
tions are large enough to produce significant changes in the present
analysisj the work performed in the latter part of this stuc and that
generally presented herein has been based on the proposed atmosphere.

Since the MX-2276 glide range is on the order of half the cir-
cumference of the earth and the flight duat.!n is short, subsequent
analysis should consider the atmospheric variations wh1dch may be en.
countered. These may be large according to the available data.

2.3 General Aerodynamics

The aerodynanics of the EX-2,276 &ystem is treated in Section 4
(General Aerodynamics) in terms of the application of available

methods and extension6 of available rnethods, and the new methods
which have been derived in the pi'esent study, The analyses are
generally concerned with the study of the glide phase of the third
stage wince it is felt that it is in this phase that most of the in-

portant aerodynaric problems occur.

2,3.1 Performanoe

The MX-2276 Stage III maximum L/D glide characterietics have
been completely revaluated above M - 4, generally using extension
of inviscid flow theories and flat plate boundary layer theories.
Boundary layer transition was assumed to occur at 2.8 million local
Reynolds number.

The mAY1ux L/D' s vary approximately from 4 to 5 during the
glide period and are very close to ,those originally predicted. The
equilibrium altitudes, however, are considerabl.y lower at the higher
up-edsl the original prediction whs 2Y,0O0 ft. for the 22,00 tps-
initial Epeed, the present is 214,000 ft. This is partially due to
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to adopting the new praessure-altitude variation. The non-rotating
earth glide range for the aircraft with bomb load vas found to be

0, 670 nautical miles from the initial speed of 22,000 feet per
second to zero final speed while the corresponding glide range

A preiainAry investigation into the affects of shook wave
boundary layer interaction on wing I/D's has been made. It ws
found that at the present equilibriu= glide altitude there are ap-
preciable effects on surfaoe pressures and sk:n frictions but-that
the suomation of these effects in !VD's produces only small changes
from the no interaction I/.-ax values. The differences in pressure
result in an inorease in lift, ho0eVr, whi.ch w•ll in tun increase
the equilibrium altitude somevihat. Since I/Daax vries with altitudes"
differences in I/D,-ax iiay result. This effect has not been studied
at present.

No new studies on the ascent path have b,ýn attempted since
thoso would lie more in the field of deig, optimization. Studies
of this type should receive future consideration however, to determine
the effeots of the path on asoent performance and on stage separation
problems

2.3.2 E•.u•tioný.of Motion

The equations of linear and Agalar motion of a hypersonic
vehicle havo been derived for flight about a rotating earth, For
the present study, only earth attvacti.o., curvature and rotation
need be considered, the effects of the earths orbital path and the
attractions of other heavenly bo,6ee5 being small. These equatios
form the basis on which glide paths, maneuvering chnracteristics and
stability and control may be acc,:rately analyzed.

2.3.3 Fliaht Paths

The new linear equations of motion which innlude the effects of
earth rotation have been applie-d to the deterination of glide range
to demonstrate the eafeots on the flight paths. Num.erical integra-
tion of these equations has been accomplished with IBM computing
machinery. The results indioat-e that for an initial velocity of
22,000 ft./seo., earth rotation causes a 25% increase in glide range
for flight about the equator to the east, as compared to the glide
range aboit a non-rotating earthp and a 55% reduction in glide range
for flight about the equator to the west. These effects are appre-
oiablo and must be considered in the design of a. vehicle to accomp-
lish a gienv task.

teA study of the feasibility Of flying at altituides higher than
teequilibrium altitude for maximum 141D of the present third stage

has been rmade in order to investigate possible heat transfer
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reductiorn3. The study included the effects of 1) lowered wing load-
in7, 2) increaed lift coefficient and 3) partial lift paths. The
present wing loading is, already close to a practical minimum, and
the partial lift trajectories reoult in flight path osciallations
which v.ill tcnd to increase peak heating loads. Flight at a lift
coefficient greater than that for maximum lift-drag ratio results in
only a small saving within the critical areas of heating and a large
loss in glide range. These results, which are based on inviscid flow
methods, indicata t1erefore, that the prospect of an appreciable heat
reduction is not favorable. The effects of shock boundary layer in-
teraction on these results havo not been considered in detail at
present.

A possible method of naviggation would be to follow great circle
paths about the earth, however fli.ght on a great circle with zero*
aerodynamic side force, will require that the aircraft be rolled in
order to utilize aerodynamic lift to counter the Coriolis forces
caused by earth rotation. An investigatien has shown that a maxi-
mum roll of 220 will be required for the prosont third stage and that
the normal load factor will v n mixiinl, o, t33;, ý.cii, the lead fac-
tor presently required nt th.: r;..:iU;,um flight vcIccity about a non-
rotating earth. Maneuvering frccm one great circle path to another
will require additional roll arid normal Icnd factor and only moderate
rates of turn can be achieved tvith r eIrtivoly large increments, of
normal load and roll. Furthe•r .-3tudics of the det;il. of flight pro-
gramming, heating and load iwmitations nre required.

2.34 Aerodynamic Heating

Assuming a thin outer &lkin insulated frcra the ironer structure,
a number of equilibri.u wall ter.:peratures have been estimated for
the Stage III configuration for the glide' conditions determined in
performance estimation. The compressible boundary layer heat trans-
fer coefficients were determincd by the reference temperature method,
local surface flow conditions were estimated from inviscid theory.

The reference temperature method has been showm to give good
results in the supersonic region of flight. This method has been
extended to hypersonic flight by extrapolntion from the presently
known variation of the properties of air with temperature. Obviously
then, the accuracy of this method in predicting surface temperat•ures
in hypersonic flight is uncertain.

The most severe temperatures are found on the bottom of the
body and wings. The temperatures one foot from the nose are approxi-
matel3y 2000 at the initial glide speeds and indicate the probable
need for cooling close to the nose. The temperatures drop rapidly
with dirtance aft until transition (assumed at 2.8 million local
,Reynoldm number) is reached where they rise apprsciably and remain
essentially constant for the remaining distance aft. The temperature

I
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for the turbulent flow regiona which cover large areas on +he bottom
are on the or6er of 17a3°F for much of the g7.ide, and are approXi-
mately 600OF greater than if the boundary layer were laminar. The
ipcra arce of transition and its deterrinstion .ia evident from this.
In view of the present lack of knowledge as to w1ere trensition will
occur it ic obvicuc that th• is a major unnertninty of the system.

The v•rietions of equilibrium terparature of the bottom surface
with angle of attack and with changes in surface erissivity at the
M - 20 point on the glide path .qere estirated. The need for a high
coefficient of emissivity is demonstrated; a decrea6e in emissivity

.,. coeffiuient from .9 to .6 increases tho surface temperature by 200F
to 300*F. Angle of attack is shown to be extre:nly important, the
temperature rising approximntely 100F per degree. It is apparent
that naneuvers such as pul.-ups and turns will be strongly tempera-
ture limited.

The above analysts did not include thu effects of shock bwundary
layer intersotion or slip flo•,. A chnck of the efteots of shock boun-
dary Lsyer interaction on the "r.n surface tcnera2tur eD ,as made. The
effect is grcatest at the leadiirg edge and decreasce dorntream., In-
clusion of interaction gave very slight!ly higher temperatures on the
loi•er surface; a 40'B 'ncra at the 6 inch station, the severest
condition considered. interaction c;usid ccns.dOrabl• chlrnge in the
wing upper su'rfaco tenperat,u,'cs; for the 6 rinch station at M - 20 a
7%COF increese, at M 16 a 3O incrc'-aE, at 1 1 10 a 80°F inrense.
It is obvtous that shock - bouncdary layer interaction is an impor-
tant considoration but it is aelo cf intcrest that its neglect on the
lover surface wos not critical for the present flight plan.

Other than a deterninrnton of ths regions in which nlip flow
may- occur, it was not pcsoible to investigate this effect in the
present study.

Tempersturcs and heat fluxes in the stagnation areas of leading
edges and noses have been estL'mated for the M - 21.9 and M - 16 con-
ditions on the flight path. These are based on the assumption that
the incompressible theories for predicting heat fluxes in such areas
can be applied to the subsonic fle; behind the normal shock waves
produced by the leading edges and nose. The temperatures and heat
fluxes are very severe. It is evident from then that the leading
edge hea'tong will present one of the most dlffioult design problems.
It appears that considerable cooling of these areas will be neces-
sary.

It should be noted however, that the, methods employed are only
S aPPr~d•ate eqd thut further study of the effects cni lea4ing edge
heating of hypersonic viscous flow are required and in ýdditicn
should consider the effects of variation of the profile shape.
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To evaluate the merit of transpiration cooling the quantities of
airinjection necessary to ccol the first fot-+ ar' the first 10 ft. of
the lower surface to 1600°R (though not the leading edge radius it-
self) have been estimated for the Stage I1I glide. Approximately
1200 lbs. of air are required to cool the first foot of the wing.
This is felt to be a practical quantity and to indicate the feasi-
bility of this method of coolJing, particularly since there is promise
of considerable reduction in the coolant rate from the above through
use of better cooLintc than air, which was used because the theory
in its present state of devolopment applied only to injection of air
into air.

The present study has left the temperatures in the base areas of
the body and wing completely urdefizned. The~o areas of the vehicle
lie in a highly complex mixture nf boundzry layer flow which avail-
able analytical methods are unable to describe. Determination of
the termperatures and heat fluxes in various base areas will probably
rest on future experimental investig'tions.

2.3.5 Stability and Control

A hyTersonic vehicle of the type of the 1MX-2276 will be required
to be controllable over a ,7ido range of flight velocities. Stability
and control characteristics of aircraft up to low supersonic speeds
are presently- understood to. a reasonable degree. In the hypersonic
flight regine, nev: corditions are encountered and new equations gover-
ing the moticn of the vehicle at hypervelocities have been derived.
The equations. sho that stability and control analysis at these
speeds will be a task of a -preciable ma:rnitude. Considerable effort
must be applied to the deternirintion of static and dynamic aerodyna-
mic parameters, fc.r hich little work has been done to date, using
the available methods of ;pproach.

Some preloiminary estin-.itcs sýhow that st-tic longitudinal sta-
bility and control can be achieved at M 20. These approximate
estimates ,.ere bsscd on inviscid flo.: theories. Tentative estimates
shbo that the effects of fluid viscosity, i.e. boundary layer inter-
action, can be appreciable at high altitudes and high Mach numbers
and should be giYen further corsmideration.,

2.3.6 Separation

As originally described, the MW-2276 System requires three
stages of boost. Three sepayable configurations, the first and
second stage boosters and the glide vehicle, are assembled adja-
cent to one another in a parallel arrangement. As the final stage
is accelerated to the initial glide conditions, the first and second
stage boosters separate and drop away as their fuel loads are expen-
ded. The aerodynamics of these separations is considered in a qua-

A litative manner hereinafter. No definite conclu•sions as to the
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practicability of the original booster-vehicle configurations for
separation are made. It is recomended that when preliminary design
of the system is begun, booster-vehicle combinations be put into aero-
dynamic test as soon as possible as it is believed this is the only
way of eyaluating them in a sutfioiently quantitAtive manner.

2.3.7 Mdssi.le Trajectories

Some approximate esti iates of the zero lift tfta-ectories of the
MX-2276 miusile havo been ýide, assuming constant drag coefficientop
to determine the line of s'.ght' angle from the carrier to the missile
during the fall and the ti:ie and range increments between the time
at which the oarritr passe; over the target and impact to the i4nsaile,
These estimates were made to illustrate the meohanics of the mijsile
drop and serve as preliminary design information for the missile
tracking and guidance system.

2.4 Applied Research

Thd Applied Research 23ection, Section 5, is concerned with the
existence and accuracy of nethods for analyzing the force and heat
loads to which the M?-2276 aircraft will be subjected and with the
major flow problew• which need be solved in order to provide an
adequate set of methods. One of the primory aim. wav to point out
the "nnew" or "unconventionEl" phen.omena of the hypersonic flight
which are not apparent or do not ccur at ordirary 9sipersonic speeds
a t4o provide means for auseesing their importance.

2.4..l Flow Regions

One approach centered about a critical investigation of the
foundations of basic concepts of -ypersonic flow theory to indicate
the nature and types of frow patter.a which 'ould be expeted to
obtainj it was desircd to detumrnie both the physical problems and
the basic flow equations wich could adequately and consistently do-
scribe these flow problems. To this encl an analysis of the flo
abcut a flat plate flying in the range of speeds and altitudes cor-
responding to the flight plan of la-2276 was rade, delineating the
nat,..e and th extent of the various flow regions. In attempting
to build up an overall picture of the various flew regions, however,
details of the flow about a plate for various Mach number - Reynolds
number combinations were required, but since there are very few ex-
periments in the high. M, l•w Re range o-f interest, these details for
the present study were derived from theory. In partioularl it wns
found that the boundary layer slip and bow _hock-boundary layer in-
terqction phenomena could be appreciable in parts of the Mach number
Reynolds number range of interest here.
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2.i21.2 Shocks Boundary Layer Interaction

A survey was then made of the various shock-boundary interaction
theories to compile and correlate the information on this phenomena
for use in building up a picture of the various flow regions and for
predicting the pressure, shear, and heating parameters on a body in
hypersonic flight. There were, however, several different theories
predicting different results for some cases of shock-boundary layer
interaction, while other cases of interest, e.g., the expansion side
of a plate at angle of attack, had not been considered at all. It
was necessary, therefore, to go into shock interaction theory in some
detail in order to evaluate these theories. As a result, some im-
provements were made on existing theory, (flat plate, zero angle)
and new theory and numerical results were obtained for the cases of
interaction on a flat plnte at positive and negdtive angles of at-
tack. It is shoim that the increases in pressure and skin friction
coefficient due to shock interaction for all :cases can be correlated
in a general but simple and convenient form.

2.4.3 High Temperature Phenomena

Another line of approach followed in this study was to make pro-
bing investigations into the nature and magnitude of "new" effects
arising from the high temperatures which would be realized in the
boundary layer and behind st.rong shocks in hypersonic flight. To
this end studies were made of the emissivity of air - which governs
radiative heat transfer - of the effect of dissociation of the air
on connective heat transfer and of real gas effects on shock flow
relations. In these cazses deterninition of even the order of magni-
tude of an effect involved detnilbd investigations.

In considering whether or not the intensely hot air in the
boundary layer radiates an appreciable amount of heat to the adja-
cent structure, the first step is to estimate the emissivity of air
at temperatures of the order of 10,000°R and low densities. The
estimates obtained from air an.ly.is based on the quantum mechnnical
aspects of kinetic theory show that the order of magnitude of the
emissivity of air at the temperatures wider consideration is'suffi-
ciently high so that radiative heat transfer appears to be an im-
portant factor. It remains, however, to solve the flow equations
in the boundary layer including a radiative heat transfer term, in
order to determine the exact way in which rndiatioz, will que1itatively
and quantitativoly affect the overall heat transfer picture. A pre-
requisite to such a detailed study is a precise knowledge of the
emissivity as a function of wave length, pressure and temperature.
A theory has been developed to compute this quantity; it was not,
however, possible in this study to carry out the detailed numerical
cnlculations.

Some brief thoughts and remarks on the calcul.tion of the trans-
port properties of dissociated gases are given and an investigation
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of the effet of a"asumli equilibrium dissociation of air on the boun-
dary layer characteristics is reported. The results of the latter
study show that skin friction and heat transfer are essentially un.
affected by disnociation so long as both the stream and body tempera-
tures are below dissociation values. It appears that a sixlaz' re-

O of G b1Und=rC-e4 bwdy..

A recently completed program (at Bell Aircraft Corporation) to
co ute basic tables of flow parameters for both shook flo-w and is-
antropic flow, incorporating real gas effects up to dissociation
teonperatures, is discussed, Since the gan flow tables are basic to
any numerical analysis of the flow, it was important to determine
how the actual behavior of air at high teriper-ature differs from that
described by the standard ideal gas tables, and thus the real gas
flow tables were needed as a standarl comparison. A nuncerical com-
paris•t..at typical flow conditic.,s of interest was made. It is of
particular interest to the perfor-mance ard viscous heating analyses
that real aas effects on the flaw adjacent to surfaces at reasonably
low angles of attack (eg. the Stage I!: lcwer surfaces) are small.

2.,.4 Transpiration Cooling

A eurvey n.! evaluation of the existing theooretical and experi-
mental literature on the Aerodynsa:'.c ,soccts of transpiration cooling
was nmde seeking a basis :or the c-lculation of coolant requirements.
Practically all of the thecrsticall studies ox.i-ned ,ere restricted

* to supersonic flow at lo%; each nu•bo generally less then M - 3.
Hence it vas deaaed neceezry tc Jcv;elop new solutions to the equa-
tions of the comprossible la7iinar bo' dsry laye including the effects
of transpiration cioing fo• Mach nunb7ýrs up to 20. As the end re-
sult, an 6pprox-_r-ati theoretLcl nrthcd wss developed for corputing
the rAte of ,nass flow injection of coolant requIred to keep a sur- -
face at a given (srbitrnry) temfratume undor given initial free
stream conditions.

The theory applies to a laninar boundary layer, which is most
pertinent to the present case, as transpiration cooling will most
probably be confinnd to ,he severely heated areas near the leading
edges where the flow is expected t be laminar. It is probable that
the injection of the relOtiviy 5nall amounts of coolant into the
boundary layer will not destabilize the la~rinar flov. In the strict
sense air must be used as the ooolant because the theory is based on
homogenous boundary layer considerations for uhioh the coolant and
boundary layer flows must be of the same gasj but it is believed that.
a dissimilar coolant can be handled vith sufficient accuracy through
a #V" extension of the present theory. A set of exemplary design
charts 4 'Ialculated uaing air ae the coolant.
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2.4,5 Hypersoio Inviacid Flow Theoy

The detailed investigatin of shock-interacti±' theory led to
a thorough atuy of hypersctiio inviscid flow theory, since results of
the latter have an important influence on the results of interaction
theo2t7_bPased cc-the tw 1.u6 ~ lnrn~ nAI.___FrtherMore. the so-called
"*ewiton:1 flow" approximation of invisoid hypersacic flow in an im-
portant practical method for determining pressure distributions on a
body ihere viscous effects do not predominate, and hence the appli-
oability and limits of this approximation-were given cocnsiderazion.
Some cntributions to an understanding of an improvernt in accuracy
of the approximate hypersonio inviscid theory have been made.

2.a4,6 Boundary Layer Transition

In any peaotical computation of friction drag or aerodynasio
heating, the state of the boundary layer must first be assureds i.e.,
a knowledge of the transition point is reqaired. Unfortunately, the
present state of reliable knowledge on this subject leaves muskh to
be desired, The effect and the importance of the many vtriables
which could effect transition and the mechanism of transition itself
is not yet understoodj hence tho assumptions of theory are incomplete
and experiments are not fully controlled. The best that can be dons
at the present time is to assuma a t'rnsitioM Reynolds number based
on the trends exhibited by available wind tunnel and flight test data.
In the original work and th6 present study a transition Reynolds num-
ber Re = 2,.8 million at all Mach ninbers was assuned. This appears
to have been conser-atively low judng fro:i the trends exhibited
by the test daa available, and from discussions with sevsra al ex-
perim.enters during visits to other research agencies.

2i5 Faoilities

The test facilities which would be pertinent to an MX-2276 de-
velopment program have been considered and the range of coverage has
been reviewed, for those facilities •:hch are presently available,
or are presently under development and w.ill be available in the near
future. Simultaneous simulation of all the flight parameters en-
countered in the flight of NX-2276 is difficult in earth-bound test
facilities. However, the Various types of wind tunnels and ballistic
ranges which are in or approaching operation will enable investiga-
tions of the prblem areas over much of the flight regime to be en-
countered. Thii data can be augented and extended by flight test
vehicles. Several test vehicles (the HTV and IACA PARD) are pro-
sently being developed which will approach the ultimate MX-2276
flight conditions.
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Section 3
Conclusions and Recommendations

3.1 Cacusm

The Oa to•se derived from-th problem st tudy of the aerodynamics
.ttmi *Z W~6 wijatware amera~uted in brief ere. ha meul
COM81 the SUtge !U hypersonic, high altitude glide which in considered
tim ums critical operational phase with respect to aerodynamics.

3.1.10Omeenl Aerodyn eis

3.1.1.1 PerfornOe

a. MxU L/D's of 4 to 5 between M 4 and 20 which vi-1ve'
the desired 10,000 rile range for an initial glide veloeitr
of 22,000 fps, appear attainable for glide oonfiguratione
of the tyTe originally presented for the system. This as
based on theoretical analyses which are direct extensioms

*• of those which have been experirentally confirmed at loer
supersonic Yach numbers but which do not account for the
additional hypersonic and low density flight phenomena
that ray occur.

b. Inclusion of shock-boundary layer interaction effects for
the glide conditions, considered to be the most important
of the hypersonic phenomena, caused significrt increases
in the wing lift and drag but when these were surmad
produced only small changes in wing L/D. Similar analysis
is required for the body,

a. Upper surfaces (expansion sides) art of secondary importance
in their effects on performance. It may be possible to
modify t12 upper wing profile, eg. increasing the thick-
""ess of the airfoil aft for better structure and stowage,with little loss in aerodynamic performance.

3.1.1.2 Flight Mechanics

a. Equations of motion including the effects of the earth
rotation which are necessary to the study of very high
speed flight have been derived and utilised.

b. Effects of earth rotation on range are considerable and
m=st be included in the consideration of specific glide
paths.

a. Flight constrained to great circle courees on the earth
will produce appreciable additional loads which must be
included in considering the overall L/D and the aerodynamic
heating.
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d. -r-ra n the 3tage III -- git altitude higher than that

for x i/D Slide by usilg higher lift eceficients
than thoee for maximum L/D by attespting partial lifting
paths, in ordsr to reduoe viscous heatingoes not appear

3.1.1.3 Aes au Heating

a. For the glide path calculated for Stage I1I, the surface
temperatures appear tolerable after approximtely the
first two feet where they are less than 180O*.

b. If transition occurs at 2.8 million Reynolds mtn*er (the
nmumer assumd during this study for lack of better
information) turbulent boundary layer flow would exist
over much of the lower surface of Stage III and tempera-
tures there would be on the order of 17004? for the higher
speed portion of flight.

a. If the above areas were iaminar instead of turbulent, they
would be approximately 600" cooler which indicates the
iMortance of obtainink better knowledge oncerning
transition.

d, Surface emissivity also plays an important role in deteruing
temperature. A value of 0.9 was generally used in this work
and variations from this caused significant changes.

e. Increases in angle of attack at the higher glide speeds, as
needed for maraeuvers, will produce large surface tempra-
ture changes, on the order of 100' per degree angle of
attack increase. This is an important consideration as
maneuvers will undoubtedly be limited ýy such heating,

f. The leading edge tenperetures estimted are beyond tolerable
materials limits; cooling in considerable quantity appears
definitely necessary. The leading eudge heating problem is

eeon to be an extremely imortant one which Pay greatly
effect design considerations, e.g. aweepback and leading
edge radius as well as provision for cooling,

g. Transpiration cooling mertis atteutiv; it is indicated to
be an efficient mans thugh it has not been possible to
evaluate it to the extent, desired during the present study.

h. Inclusion of shock b 'idary layer interaction effects in
the prediction of wall temperatures did not produce
appreciably greater to.mrratures on the bottom surface.
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For the upper surfaces; however, interaction increased
the temperatures significantly over large areas and it
is evident that interaction effects must be considered
there if any accuracy of prediction is to be achieved.

3.1.l.4 Stability and Control

a. It is evident ti -it the additional forces induced by the
rotating earth i ll complicate stability and control
analyses.

b. An analysis based on inviscid flow theory indicates
aerodynamic stal ility can be attained at M - 20 with a
reasonable configuration.

C. A check of boundary layer interaction effects shows these
to be important to stability at the higher glide Mach
numbers and definately to be included in future stability
analyses.

"d. Control appears feasible using conventional types of
aerodynamic surf, a-s according to inviscid flow analyses.
Boundary layer interaction should also be included in
control analyses as it wTiy modify control effectiveness.

3.1.1.5 Separation

a. No definite conclusions as to the practicability of the
original parallel stagre configurations were reached. A
quantitative analysis of separation was not irde daring
the present study.

b. It is believed that tes-o results are necessary to achieve
qiuantitative evaluationa3 of the separation configurations.

3.1.2 Applied Research

3.1.2.1 Flow Regions

a. Boundaries delineating certain regions of fluid flow -

or flight - in which "new" or "unconventional" flow
phenomena become significant have been derived.

b. In some areas appreciable interaction of the boundary
layer with the bow shock will occur.
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a. It in shown that -lp in the boundary layer nay be a

signifit consideration.

d. Tsupesraeoi produced by strong• shock waves or by'v'iscou,
heatin in the bundary layer will be large enough to
pradd larp par-oia-g of -A oiaclvtion in thas air.

3.1.2.2 sook-Bunary Mayer Iterati=n
A. Existing theory for ihoek-boundary layer interaction has
d beenr improved for the caye of sero angle of attack flat

plate flow. A new theory has been developed for nteraotL•

on a plate it positive and negative angle of attack.

b. The increases in pressure and skin friction coefficient &ue
to shook interaction, both weak and strong, can be corre-
lated in a general but simple and convenient form.

3.1.-2,3 Hit Tmperature Phenomena

a, Radiation of heat from the hot boundary layer air appears
to be an important quantity which should be considered
in the boundary layer and heat balance equations.

b. A theory has been developed to compute the emissivity of
air.

a. While not done in the present study, emissivities of air
should be calculated and included in the heating analyses.

d. Equilibrium dissociation of the air in the boundary layer
has no appreciable effect on skin friction and heat tronsfer
if (as in the practical case) the wall and local stream
temperaturs are below that which produces dissociation.

e. Tables of basic flow relations for shook and iseutropio
exason fl ov comidening air asa real gas have beeft
uaculated at Bell Aircraft and have been used in the
presut stuadr.

f. There is little information available on the thermodynaric
properties of air (including the transport properties) at
ter-eraturas elevat.•d through te range where dissociatiot
and ionization occur. This basic information deserve
such research effort.
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3.1.2.4 Transpiration Cooling

a. A theoretical method has been developed for predicting
transpiration coolant requirements under hypersovic
flight conditions. It applies to laminar boundary layer
flow when air is used as a coolant.

b. This method of cooling appears favorable and should be

studied further; particularily, the method should be
extended to other coolants which have better cooling
quali.ies than air.

3.1.3.5 Transition

a. There is essentially ro theoretical or hypersonic test
inforirntL on which will allow reliable quantitative
prediction of transition Reynold's number.

b. The best that can be done at poresent is to assume a
transition Reynold's nuublvjr based on available test
trends.

a. The transition Reynold's number of 2.8 million used in
the p-'sent studly is belicve~d conservative in the light
of rt.cent hypersonic wind tunnr~l tests.

d. The problem must receivc much attention because of its
demonstrated importance to the skin temperature and skin
friction.

e. It is believed that theoretical investigations are not
sufficient for this problem and that test information,
preferably from free flight or ballistic tests, are
necessary.

3.1.3 Facilities

a.' There are a number of wind tunnel and ballistic facilities
available now for investigating the hypersonic aerodynamic
problems of the MX 2276; many more facilities, larger in
size and/or covering greater flow ranges, are planned or
in development.

b. Flight test vehicles approaching the ultimate MX 2276 flight
conditions are being developed and are in initial flight
test now.

a. These facilities, having many diverse abilities, will allow
experimental investigation of about all aerodynamic problems,
Configuration evaluations, boundary layer investigation,
high temperature flow aero-thermodynamic effects.
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3.2 Reaoouendations
I

As a result of the problem study of YI-2276 aerody'nmics the
investigations listed in Tables 3.2-4, 3.2-2, and 3.2-3 are weamended,
Prima•riI these sre recommended with respect to fiurthr evaluating the
aerodynami problms of the estea# but would provide basic desifM
information also& Many of the analytical and theoretical investf&atione
would be direct extensiorA of work done in the present-study,
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6 Introdatons

The material presented In this section of the report encoqmasses
tse fields of general aerodynmics wherein the presently available
methods of snai•dis may be applied to the study of problem areas.

The basic intent of the early anqlysis was to demonstrate the
feasibility of a ypersonic weapon system and to outline the major
prmblem veare Approximate means of estimating thb necessary aero-
dynamic parameters were therefore utilized, which in some oases were
outright extripolations 61 avail-able supersonic analysis methods.
Som preliminar7 inventigations were conducted in order to roughly
evaluate the accuracy of these approximate methods, Since 'the intent
of the present stAW' was to investigAte these problem areas in greater
detail and in addition to deterrine the extent of other problems, the
original methods of study hove been reviewed and where possible, have
been inproved and extended to give more accurate results.

In this regard, the following subjects have been ccnsidered: i)
atmospherla characteristies, 2) glide performance praimeters, 3) flight
meoharics, 4) the general field of aerodynanic heating including vis-
eous heating, the 8aeialized problem of leading edge heating, and
transpiration cooling, 5) stability and control, 6) stage separation,
and 7) missile trnjectories. The re-ults which have been obtained
in the investigations of these subjects are presented in the following
parts of this section.

In order to plan a progrn for the investigation of the basic
-problems and to hold the present investigation to applicable cases,
it was necessary to first define the flight conditions under which
it is expected that the MX-P276 system will operate. The flight path
recommended as most efficient in the original study, that is, initial
ascent of the vehicle to its maximum velocity followed by a continuous
unpowered glide, was chosen since this path penetrates most deeply
into the realms of flight at hbpersonic valocities and extreme alti-
tudes. For the intended purpose, it was felt that this path would be
sufficient even though it might be modified by optimization in the
future.

To illustrate the nature of this path, severAl flight limits of
interest have been plotted on Figure 4.l-1, with the flight path as
determined in the present study. It is reasoned that the very low
static wing loading of (W/S)o - 10 psf. at a hypersonic lift coeffi-
cient of CL * 0.20 defines an upper altitude limit for level flight

SECIRET _._
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(and for -- ;do L/D glide), The eff cets of centrifugal forces in.
volved in flying a ircular path about the earths eenter and the
chcreaae in gravity with altitude amg included in this limit CU~re1-
The "tollte 34dt is that where the effective gravity is seo• and
no Lilt j# required. -Tho cor. o 180W' valn teq~er-armr appr~i.-
mates the temperature problem yith respect to flight path. If 1800*F
were the vper limit allowed for the configuration noted, flight
would have to be above the cum (as it is for the present flight
path) or cooling wouad be necessary. Pbr the glide phase this also
ivplied restrictions on wing loading and lift coefficient.

The c~mamio pressarea of the glide flight for the weights of the
Stage III glide vehicle with and witholt prload are shown in Figmat
4.1-2. It is evident that these remain appreciable throughout and
indicate the feasibility of aerodnamio stability and control. Even
at the highest altitudes reached the dynaic pressures are of thsims
order as for present low-apeed aircraft.

Figure 4.1-3 illustrates some of the flow phenoiana which =ut
be considered in the aerodynamic analyses concerned with the flight
path. The fit path is shown superimposed on a plot of bowulary
lVer interaction and slip flow boundaries of fluid flow as they apply
to a point one foot from the leading edge of a flat plate. In
addition kapersonio flight, by shock waves or viscous forces, produces
air flow temperatures sufficiently high to cause appreciable deviations
frot normnl air properties, i.e. real gas effects, and In certain
areas also dissociation of the air. A ourve showing where approx-
imately 5% equilibriu di isociation could occur in the boundary lier
is also shown on Figuie 4.1-2. These boundaries indicate where
extension of the clasticAl methods for supersonic analysis, e.g.
inviscid flow theory, begin to become inapplicable and must be modified
or replaced to account for the various phenomena. The above are
treated in detail in the Section 5 and are discussed briefly where
pertinent in the present motion. The effects of shock boundary liver
interactions which have been found to be partýoularly significant,
have been brought forward and applied to exvlee in the present
seStion.
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In certain o-4 the aerodynamic investigtions for the preeent
study it .as necessary to have a ftirly specific configratJon to
evs•lA!•ta Since the study did not require developmt of beWtter or
optimized shapes the configuration presented in the original wo-
(Reference 4.2-1) was retained. The majority of the aerodymnaic
studies have been concerned with the hypersonjo flight of the third
stage, the glide veioleaj therefore a fairly copleae aerodenmic
configuration description is praWedu here.

In the original layout of the third stage oonfiguration the
major consideration was given to obtaining good glide performance as
the system performame potentialities were of greatest interest at
that time; less attention was given to stability and control. The
configuration certainly does not represent an aerodynaeio optimim,
but it was considered to be sufficiently realistic and typical of
the class of vehicles in question for use in the present study. An
additional advantage was that performance re-estimations-could be
directly compared with the original.

Figure 4.2-1 is a dimensional three view of Stage III as used
herein. Table 4.2-1 presents the physical characteristios break-
down necessary for the aerodynamio estimations. Figure 4.2-2 show#
the numerical identification of the various surface areas used
throughout.

Some additional desoriptin may aid the reader. The body bot-
tom is flat. The upoer nose is a 5 cone whose axis is inclined 5"
to the flat bottomj the nose sides are flat wedge surfaces, trian-
gular in plan 'orm from apex to body shoulder. The upper aft body
i£s a cylindrical surface; the sides are flat surfaces vertical to
the bottom and tangent to the upper cylinder. The wings are broken
into two panels having different taper and sweep geometry but the
same airoiXl aeation. This at-otion is 4% thick and of the modified
wedge type. The bottom line is flat and in he same plano with the
body bottomj the top is a wedge line from the leading edge to the
mid-chord from whence it is a slab line parallel to the bottom.
The trailing edge is a square base line (full blunt). The rocket
mntor fairings are essentially extensions of the wing upper wedge
surface. The elevator-aileron controls are located in the outer
ving panel only. The vertical tail section is a (symetrioal, modi-
fled vedge of 5% thickness, made up of a forward wedge line, an aft
slab line and a square base trailing edge. Nose and leading edge
radii have not been defired and their effects have not been included
(other than the assmaption that they are small) in the majority of
the analyses. The bomb is housed aft in the body between the roaket

Rmotors.
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TABLE 4.2-1

PHYICAL CHARACTERfSTICS OF STAGE II

ITEM UNITS WINO ROCKET FIRINCS VMICAL TAIL

S q. t 905 289 104.5

Sex ref. sq. ft 615 289 104.5

SB sq. ft. 15.8 26.2 5.24

Sin. panel sq. ft. 388 - -

Sout. panel sq. ft. 227 - -

b in. 472 85 123

b in, 41l2 8123

bi. panel in. 170 - -

bout. panel in. 2L2 - -

ORin. 488 573 204

O~eak in. 170 - -

Sin. 1o414 40.8

Xin.pae1 - o.e - -

out. panel - o. - -

0,O205 0.724 0.20

sLin. panel in. 337 --

Cout. panel in. 136

in. 328 3-9*

A - 1.89 0.93

(t/c) R 0.04 - o.o0

(t/c)T 0,o0• o.o

h/t 1.0 - 1.0

S
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IT EM UNITS WliG ROCKET FIRINGS VATICAL TAIL

a. o in. pawl deg. 61.9 -

dog.- 33.6

doL. Edg. 4.58 2.87

ITEM UNITS 1ODY

F sq. ft. 22.3

F cone or oyi. top sq. ft. 9.8

F none wedge *q. ft. 12.#

Sw cone sq. I.°

8w nose wedge sq. ft$ 71.6

5wcyl1. top sq, ft# 6

Sw oyl. ides sq ft. 131

d hor. , n 60
d verto in, 60"

in. 896

.0N in., 3144

S- 15.74

19 N. de.

deg*.
e B dSC. 0
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4s.3 Atmoepric-Data:

Until reaently the variation of atmospheric characteristics with
altitude presented b7 the HACA in Reference 4.3-1 has generally been
used as a standard by the aviation industryo It was amended slightly
up to 67,000 ft. altitude by Reference 4.3.2. In the past few years
io, aug rocket Arrgs ao "- be it --onsa4Ama-
able error, particularly at altitudes over 100,000 ft. and has led
the Rocket Panel to reaond the atmospheric variation given in Re-
ference 4.3-3, based on the sounding rocket findings. The original
MX-2276 aerodynamic analyses were made using the Reference 4.3-1
atmosphere and this convention was carried through to the first por-
tioms of the present study. Hovever, it was found that the Rocket
Panel variations are large enough to produce significant changes in
the present analysesj and since those are considered more realistic,
it was considered necessary to adopt them as a new standard. The
subsequent work in the present study was, therefore, based on the
Rocket Panel altitude. Generally the data presented in this report
is based on this altitude. nhen earlier work based on the Reference
4.3-1 altitude is precented the difference is stated. Within a par-
ticular study phase which utilized the older standard the oamprative
results are certainly still valid.

In the interest of ccnvenience in usage, especially for the
computt.tion and use of the Bell Aircraft Corpovation real gau tables,
the Rocket Panel tepeprature variations have b.-en approximated by
linearizations. These are sho:n in Figure L.3-1 which corpares the
several temperature altitude mctals. Figure 4.3-2 compares the
various pressure models. The Air Force Geodetic Research Division
has been copiling ne, atn•ospheric variations to be generally adopted
in the U.S. in the near future. Recently preliminary infoznration on
this atmosphere was advanced to BAr. The temperature and pressure
variations of this atmo:phere are also shown on Figures L.3-1 and
4.3-2, It will be notel that these vary some-what with those of the
Rc'cket Panel and of PAC; but not enough to cause appreciable differ-
ences in aerodyr.;nric aralyses.

The present analyses are based on the single temperature and
-reseure mcdels discussed above. It should be reiomebered that the
KX-2276 glide range is on the order of half the oircuT~fercnoe of the
earth and that thiE is traversed tn little over an hour. In subse-
quent analyses, particularly with respect to flight progrearuing,
much more detail concerning the upper at-osphere must be known and
considered: the prevailing winds, night-to-day variations, altitude
and inter-corntinental vriations, etc. The available information
indicates such variations may be large.
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4-3-1 Wsrfleld, C.H.t Tentative Tables for the Propertisot the Uer Atoherej NAM, Teochoal Note 1200,

dated 1947.

j.4-2 Anon.; Mammla of the ICAC 5*.t~ ard Ktacgphai'4ý-
Caloulations by the NACA; ACA Teomoal Note 3182,[ dated May 19.44

4o3-3 The Rocket Panel: Pressures, Densities, and Teera-
tures in the Upper Atmospherel Physical Reviews Vol
8, No. 5, pp 1027-1032, dated 12-1-52.

4934 Nimner, R.A.: Proposed UnitwJ States Standard
Atmospherj -UF Curve, dated 4-26-5.
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4.4 Glide Performance of MX-2276 Stage III (Non-rotating earth)

A cumplete revaluation of the lift and drag coefficients and the
w•Lximum L/D characteristics of the aircraft has been made. These
characteristics have been evaluated at 4 1 M S 20 since the major
portion of the range (approximately 970is attained between these
Mach numbers.

The aircraft has been Lrc's:,, down into a number of surfaces (pimi-
lar to the breakdown in Refirence• 1-12) for convenience in deter-
mining these characteristic:,. Snoc'K-expansion theories were employed
herein to predict the local 5jjr ice pressures and flow conditions,
except in the case of the nose wharr the concept of Newtonian flow
was used also. The lift and pressiore drag for Stage III are to be
found in Figures 4.4-19 and 1A.-20. The skin friction drag coeffi-
cients were determined frov, inc:,,ipressible skin friction formulas
modified for compressibility by reference temperature paraiecters.
Boundary layer transition was a:sbwned to occur at 2.8 x 100 local
stream Reynolds number throughout. The Stage III skin friction drag
coefficient iday be viewed in Fi•ure 4.4-2 6 where the effects of alti-
tude and angle of attack are found to be of great importance in the
higher Mach number region.

The time history of the Stage III glide is to be found in Figures
4.4-30 and 4. 4-31 for the aircraft with and without a bomb load, re-
spectively. Included in these fi4 ures are the equilibrium altitude,
glide velocity, range, the aerodynamic characteristics (oc , CL and
maximum L/D) and the wing equilibrium wall temperature at the one foot
station.

The valuesOof L/Dmax and altitude for the present estimation
and those originally estimated (Reference h.4-16) are compared in
Figure 4.4-33. The L/Dmax curves are very similar. As a result the
non-rotating ea,.th glide range for the present calculation does not
differ appreciably from the original. The equilibrium altitude is
lower for the new calculation. The latter is partially due to the
use of a new atmosphere as described earlier.

A preliminary investigation into the effects of shock wave boun-
dary layer interaction on wing L/D's has been made. It was found that
at the present equilibrium glide altitude there are appreciable ef-
fects on surface pressures and skin frictions but that the summation
of these effects in L/D'a produces only small changes from the no in-
teraction Libmax values. The differences in pressure result in an
increase in lift however, which will in turn increase the equilibrium
altitude somewhat. Since L/D is a function of altitude differ-
ences in L,/VMx may result. T219 effect has not been studied at
present. The results of this investigAtion are found in Figure
0 .14-32.
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Followlng arP the methods of analysis used in deterrdining the

maximtum ./DIs for the airor&ft and the glide range

4~,L.1 Lift and Preesu~re Drag

" - 91,.Iai l and Pressure Drag Coefficients of Wing

Present linearized 4ng theories are not valid for determining
wing aerodnynic chrxecteristics over the Mach number range encountered
in this an~.ýygis, so other means have to be considered. It has been

"shown in Reference 4,4-1, 4.4-2 and 4.4-3 that the exact two dimen-
sional shock-epAnsion theories predicts lift And drag coefficients
for three dimensionAl wings At Mach nuwbers 4 arnd up and for high
Reynolds nu**rg, within a few percent of experimental values as
showm in Fig-r4e 4.4-1, 4.4-2 and h.h-3. These tests klso indicate
that at near hypersonic speeds the Aerodynmnic chAracteristics are
little effected by p .form And are cependent mostly upon section
rofile and thickness. This hes f2rertýy been pointed out in Reference
.4-4 as hat the fAct that the two dimensicnal theory of Linnell

(Reference ..4-5).agrees very well with the exAct shock-expansion
theories and is easier to use in predicting the lift and drag coefficients.
However, Linmell', thecry does not yield the local streAm to free
srtreuw temperature, density, and velocity ratios which are needed
in the skin friction and skin teirperature qnalyses. For this reason
the more eoxplete shnck-oxpansinn theories hnve been used. The local
stream to free strean pressure, teitpratw'e, density, and velocity
ratios, have been evaluated over idequ•-te r-.n,7es of Mach ntrber and
angle of attack for the vqrious wing surfaces from the shock flow
tables in the case of compression qndJ the isentropic expansion flow
tables in the case of expansion as presented for air ( Ir - l.4) in
Reference 4.4-6. Typical values of these quantities are p sented
in Figures L.4.- thru 4.4-10 for the flat bottom surface.

The effect of rounding the leading ed&e on the subject wing has
not been included in the enalysis at this tire. The -jager amount of
available supersonic tests showing the Affect of leading edge radius
on the aerodynamic characteristics of wings indicate that roundnrg
the wing leading edge increased the drpg coefficient A noticeable
amunt. This effect, however, is shown to diminish with increasing
Mach nunber in the supersonic speed regime. It seems likely and
reasonable that sweeping the leading edge would also decrease the
mngnitude of the drqg increase.

The effect of leading edge rndius on drqp should be Ptndied more
critically in the future because relntively large radii msq be
dictated b7 erodyn•r•ic heating considerntions. In pprtle r hVTWer-
sonic tests to evnlu-te lcading edre de-ign are recorrended.

7 The res•Itincr winn, lift, aLd pre-,re dr- coeffici-n÷,s qhown in
Fi-nres ..q-2i and w,)j-22 woerr oht-ini-e fro, the nbove by the followdnR

7 relatic'r :
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M LUC Coo Oc- CX Si cc

CD - CX 00occ + CN Sin aC

CN .CN + N42 + Nmc -01 02 03

a1 C 2i 0

-2 -_ - 1)o%(P - l)-0.5 (L -1)'r m 2 P. O o

-- 2 + o

a , C D • • C p h ,_+0

•~ ~0 L2- 0,04 •-)OOC~p

* base pressure coefficient from Figure 4.4-13 which Is
obtanrvid by fairing data fron Reference h.4-7 into
the vacuum pressure coefficient At approximAtely M * 6,0

- norrzal f';rce coefficient
C, xxinl force coefficient

UP pressure coefficient

a - surface chord
I mean chord of wing
M o free streAn Mach nuber

..- a surface local streiR pressure to free stream pressure

a- surfAce mAximun thickness ratio

ah surface tr#1lin. edge height to chord ratio

SC angle of attack

Subscaript s
i1 bottom surface of wing
2 a wedge surface of wing
3 a slab surfsace of wming
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4.4.1.2 Pressure Drag Coefficients of Vertical Tail

The pressure drag coefficients were obtained for this surface
in the same manner as outlined in the wing section and are presented
in Figure 4.4-14.

h.[A,.3 Lift and Pressure Drag Coefficients of Body

There are a few experiments availnble (References 4.h-1, 4.4-8
and 4.4-9) for bodies of the present type tested At supersonic Mach
numbers up to approximatelv M - 7. The comparison of test and prediction
is good when using the concept of Newt-onian flow. The Newtonian (or'
impact) theory unfortunately does not predict the local stream to
free stream temperature, density, and velocity ratios as do the shock-
expansion theories. For this reaon the shock-expansion theories were
used where reasonable for the bod•y aLlso. Further, it is felt that the
shock-exp'nsion theories are actually more npplicable to the prediction
of the bottom pDarqmeters, most inportant of thp body surfaces, since
for the present configur.ation this slrface is continuous with the
wing bottom surfaces.

Newtonian thcx- was nsed in predicting the normal and -xial
force coefficients of the dropped note cone. Several additional
approximations were then neceszary to obtain the cone surfnce local
to free stresm te:nperature, density,, and velocity rstios needed for
the skin friction calculations. 'hen the body is Pt zero angle of
attack, the cone axis angle of attack is 5° (in the sense of positive
pressures on the surface) nnd the "op cone element is at 10%. For this
case the needed parameters were issumed conservatively as those of a
100 cone at zer'o anrie of yaw - aind ".ere obt-nined for all Mach numbers
from Reference 4.4-6. With.the body at, 5".anrgle of .!tack the nose
cone 1xis is at zero ingle of attack and the parameters for an'
uny-wed 5" cone are pertinent And were used. At body angles of attack
of 10* Pnd greator, the top cone element is at zero angle of attack
or less; for this case the cone surface local to free stream temper-
ature, density, and velocity ratios were conservatively assumed to be
one.

The local stream to free stream parameters on the top of the
afterbody were approximated in the following manner. The parameters
for the top cylinder element were found using the two dimensional
shock-expansion theories - expanding from the conditions obtained for
tie nose cone. In determini-ng the normal force coefficient on the
complete cylinder the pressure coefficient was assumed to vary as
follows from the cylinder top element to the vertical straight sides:

C ' Sin 00 P3 ofP3 Si
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where

eC'P3 pressure coefficient of the top cylinder element

9 - radial angle of cylinder

and the normal force coefficient then becomes

CN3 a 2f CP3 Sin 9 r d 9

a 2C'P f Sin2 9 d 9

... rr__rC

2 P3

"The local str).a• to free stream, parameters of the nose wedge were
obt,-ined from the two ,shmeniovsL shock flow tables for a 5" wedge.
Free stream c.li:-.'• •ciitions were con.!idered to be present on the
straight verticni sides o0' the ajf1trbody.

The body bise dr,-Ag, coefficient 'ns obta-ned from the data in
References L.4-t0 -nd --!I 'which wee fnired into the vacuum pressure

coefficient at a-oroxi:,terly, M 7.0. Coar!i sons of the above method
with experimentpl d3Ja -re shrowýn in Hi-'res 1.)-15 and .4.-16.

It is noted thnt the exprjri'ontpi body ldft coefficio.nts are
lower. thnin rindic.e1k.d by the prre'-ent method; this is prob.tbly d,.i. lt,
t-he three di~qensi on. effects of the 'est dA!,-, 'However, the • .of
shock-evxp.ansion theories is believed to be iJ order -since - bottom
slarface of the bo(y is coti~nuows with the wing bottom sir ,7ce'forming
one suirface which will experience es,,entinlly two dim".sional flow.

The resulting bod, lift and pressure drag *efficients shown in
Figures 4L.4-17 and 4.4-18 were obtained from the Above by the

following relations:

Sa 4, Cosa - Sin oC

CD =rXCxos K +CN Sin CC

where
C C + o •-N- * 2 C

Sref Srefi" 3 Sref

Sre 1 -- + S 3S
n,2 +-ON2 -S2 + ON S3

o 2ref Sref 3 -ref
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1" S % + % p4

S ref Sref

ref r (M 2 PO Sref S-ref

S*0 rnose done normal force coefficient from Equation 60 of
N2 Reference 12

* nose cone axial force coefficient from Equation 60 of
2 Reference 12

CpB *fromt Figure 4,4-13
S* nomarl foroe coefficient

Cx axial faor@ ocefficient

Cp so pressure coefficient

- surface area on which coefficients cf a particular
surfsce are based

Sref " reference area on which the coefficients of all surfaces
are finally bnsed

M - free strenn Mach number
L- surface local stremn pressure to free stream pressure

r ant1e of attack
Pcc

and subscripts

1 bottom surfAce of body
2 * conical surface of body nose
3 - circular cylinder surface o: body
h 4 wedge surfaces of body nose

tjo)s.l.& Wing-Body Interference

Wing body interference effects, i.e. mutual upwash effects of the
wing and bodV on each other, have not been included in the present
anaslysi. There are indications from experiment that the effects are
mall to negligible in the lower •qperson€c speed regime. Tests of
a body with and without large fins at M a 6.9 in Reference h.4-13 show
that interference is not present, In discussions with NACA personnel
during visits to their facilities it was expressed thAt the hypersonic
interference effects were believed to be mall or non-existent.

SECRET



It shouild bie noted, however, that the experimental data ar~e for
much higher RayaoIds nuM1ers (Re x 10-6 - 1 to b,) th~en encountered on

•rmbably =all enough in these tests tht the do not produe azWnoticeable interference effects.

In aditano the body and w.ng lover surfaces of the prevent
oonfiguration form a continuous r•rface which should tend to sinizis
interaction effects in that area. Since this bottom surface contri-
butes almost the whole of the aerodyna•mi lift at high speeds, its
effeetapredominate and a small overall interaction effect is
in•ioated4

44,1.5 Stage III Total Lift and Pressure Drag Coefficients

The total lift coefficient of Stage III was found by the summation
Of the lift coefficients of the wing and body for several angles of
attack and Maob numbers. The total lift coefficient of this aircraft
is found in Figure 4.4-19 in carpet form.

t total pressure drag coefficient of Stage III was found by
cobining the pressure drag coefficients of the wing, tail, and body
at several angles of attack and Mach numbers. The total pressure drag
coefficient of the vehicle is shourn in carpet form in Figure 4.4-20.

4,4.2 Skin Friction Drag Coefficients

&.Li.2.l •Compressible Skin Friction Coefficients

The skin friction coefficients have been estimated through use
of the weIl known incompressible skin friction relations extended to
supereonic and khpersonic conditions by evaluating the air properties
in these relations at a reference temperature - a weighted mean tempera-
ture which occure within the boundary layer. This reference or effec-
tive temperature iethod has been widely adopted for engineering purposee.
*hile originasly derived as an approximation to the exact laminar oo-
prassible tery, it has proven equally useful for turbulent flow
analysis as it has been found to correlate well with turbulent test
data. The mthod is shcun in more detail in Appendix 4A of this report
where the akin friction coefficients are discussed in conjunction with
the developent of the compressible flow heat transfer coefficients.

The mthod of approach in the present estimations has been to ex-
press the local skin friction coefficient as the product of incompressible
friction coefficient calculated from local stream conditions and a cor-
pressible correction factor which is dependent on the reference tempera-
ture.

Cf INC
0 0 fi
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TM aq*ss~lsoarrection ratios for ladnar ad turbulent flows
(ame h 4) were calculated as a function of temperature to the
ertent pos.ible asiM the actual viscosity variation with temperature
from the NAiI-1W tailOos However, a considerable extension of the
correction mves is imossary to cover the range of reference temper-
atue es e unootered. A power law variation with temperature was
seleoted as the beast method of extending the data, that is

C n

The values of n - -0.17 for laminqr flcw and -0.668 for turbulent flow
were chosen as giving the beet approx-_'ition s And extensions to the
aotual property curves in the most ciritcal range of tem.perAtxes,
which was near the ul-its of the ectu1 data (see Figure 4.4-21). The
approximation also is seen to be reascnqble at the lower temperature
ratios; therefore, the power law variation *?res adopted ~hogo.tas
it elininat's the necessity of cIcv cbs us e ;-eeratures in
deternizing the carpreszLbility, ccrecllion, i.e. only the ratios
T_ is necessary and not T' and 'T1.

The compressible lNinar skin fricticn coefficients were astirated
from the widely accepted Blasius-relatton, which for average si.n

friction coefficient is

Cf. 1 .328419~ (Reference 4.4-14, Section 14, p. 89)

For incompressible turbulent flow the Prandtl-Sahlichting relation was
used

C 0o.U4S/(loglo Re)'

It mV be noted there is some inconsistenc7 here in that the simpler
Blasius equation for turbulent skin friction was used in deriving the
turbulent compressible correction (Appendix 4a). However, while the
Prandtl-Schiohting relation is considered to have a wider range of
applicability, the difference between the two in the Rgrnolds number
range of present interest is not large, and it was felt that the less
co nvenient form of compressibility correction derived from the more
complicated Prandtl-Schlichting relation was not Jurtified in view
of the approximate nature of the overall method,.
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The above relations give the skin friction coefficients for aero-
dynamically smooth surfaces. It is general practice in subsonic work
to increase these to account for surface roughness, the amount of
increase depending on the degree of roughness and class of construction.
In the present case the relatively thicker hypersonic boundary layers
are expected to be insensitive to the Stage III surface irregularities
and the smooth surface relations are assumed applicable. This
obviously must be checked by test when the outer surface construction
has been developed and typi(al models can be made. There is little
data available on the subJe • now. The trend of reduced roughness
effects with increasing Maci. number has been noted in recent boundary
layer investigations in the CIT-JPL wind tunnels at M ='2 to M - 4 (dis-
cussed during a visit there). Recent data from free flight models
fired to approximately M W ý to investigate roughness effects at
supersonic speeds (Reference 4.4-15) indicate open butt joints transverse
to the local stream can be toleraed with very little or no friction
drag increase over that of a completely srobth surface; exposed r-ivet
heads and lap joint construction caused more significimt iJncreades but
considerably less thorn woUd be predicted for the same construction
under subsonic conditions.

The reference temiperýtture is given by the following relations,
which are graphically evaluati'd in FiguVre 4.1.4-22.

T' - 0.5 (T• - T ) '-0.22 (Tr - )

or

T' - 0• 02r 0•T,^, Tt
(05- 0.2r +0'1 + 0.22r •Tt T

where
Tw O equiltbriurn wall temperature, 'R

TS - local free stresm temperatture. OR

*Tr - r(Tt - T) +T , 'P

T - stagnation temperature, "A
t

r a recovery factor), 0.90 for turbulent flow and 0.85 for
laminar flow

The local stream temperatures are determined from the shock flow
or isentropic flo* tables of Reference 6.4-6, depending upon the Mach
number and attitude of the particular surface. The equilibrium wall
temperatures are determined from the heat transfer analysis which in
turn depends upon the flight path. Thus,'it is an' iterative process
to obtain these temperatures. In this analysis the wall temperatures
calculated for the original Stage III glide trajectory conditions at
the 10 foot station on each surface were used as representative wall'
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tempertures on the particulasurface' 0under snalysi~s. This first
rjr~oziaation vas sduffcent as the T/sratio was found to be

m$#ely o rtmot eamparod to TtY in detetroining ?T/s at,
thehiger ach numbers.

- The pr e-'"4 . ao mu dtarualning the DoInt, of t~r nsi tion from
1 adnar to tmwbuent flow areS ineomple toand linedequatt.v~.e -h a-the
s'railable experimental data sho much scatter s3md ineonsietenweiss
(nee- the. d1~cussion of transition in Section 5.'7 for fmrther detail).
Thus# the assuq~tion used in the proposal reprt, Reference i4l4-16p for
thi 2.8 ats tn transition starts at a local- strem Reynolds number
somewhat oonservative when compared with recent hypersonic experiment,
(Refererce 4#4-17)1 howeyer, until. more adequate theories mndor
systematized experiments are advanced it is felt that the present
5J5mption is adequate., Even this low transition Reynolds numer gives
lmi~nar flow on almost all of' the 'aircraft throughout much of its
flight path@ The lamiinar distance is'determined by

-2.8 x106

Re6 /x

where Reg /x is the local streaLi Rizvnolds n~izner per foot. The laminar
distance is shown in Figure 4~.4-23 yer~u.9 Re 5 /x Pind the representative
lengths us-ed for the various aircrqft coitponents %re also shown,
indicating the Reynolds nuumber per foot rcdtd to obtain aompiete
ladinar flow.

A' mathod has been presentedi in Roftrence 1-L-13 that rallows one
to determine the overall incomn-r~ss½III -,kin friction drag coefficient
of a unit surfACe width when the boun~dary layer flow is mixedj that
is when there is laminar flow on tho forwnrd part of tliie surfACe to
the point of transition and then the remaindudr is in turbulent flow
as typified by the model. illustrated in the accompanying sketch.,
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Essentially it is as follows. The skin friction drag of a surface
results in an accpmulating momentum loss in the boundary layer flow.
The momentum loss at the transition point results from the preceding
length of laminar flow. An effective turbulent length can be estimated
which would produce the sme momentum loss under the same local strem
conditions. This effective length added to the turbulent flow length
after the transition point gives a length of turbulent flow which would
produce the same momentum loss at the trailing edge, and therefore,
the mwe total friction drag# as does the total length of mixed flow.
The overall average skin friction coefficient is the average turbulent
coefficient for the effective plus real turbulent length times the
ratio of this length to the actual surface length. The method has
been compared in Reference 4.4-18 with experiment and found to be in
good agreement.

The basic incompressible skin friction drag coefficient.equations
given previously are used to find the skin friction drag per unit
width divided by the dynamic pressure as followss

For lminar flow

q. -= Cf i -137VXVý6

For turbulent flow
Dunit 2058

X- C fi - 0.55 x [log (Res /x)+ logjo

qi

where
x length of surface, feet

Re6 /x - local strem Reynolds number per foot

These equations have been plotted in Figuires 4.4-24 and 4.4-25.
They are most convenient for the skin friction coefficient calculation.
As the above method states that across the transition point

(x Cfi)d - ax Cf i )T

and the effective turbulent length can be determined from (x:Cfi)
and Re6 /z. T

The method has been modified to account for compressible skin
friction in the following manner:

•! c L '(-,) - (x Cfi)T ( ) 1

-R
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It to no- possible to arrive at the *ompr~aeible skin frictioni
drag octefficient for &zW surface in a gt.ven flight o ndition once the
local streas parmeterss Uj Re and SZ4 are kncnmsl us8ing the

foflowing Iftepsl

1. Select various Mach numnbers# altitude, and angles of stta**
2. The flight Reynolds nimber per foot mV be obtained as wenll

u the local stream to free stream R~eynolds number ratio.s
)4utipkviflg the two ratios together, let x Re yields the

surf ace local stream Reynol.ds number per foot,0
3. Now the lan.inaz flow length (xL) may be determined for a

prt facea by dividing the local stream Reynolds number for
transition (2.8 x Job) by the local stream Reynolds nauerdm
per foot for the particular surfaces

14. The Tt/Tj is next determdned and the comnpressibIlity
correction factors read for both types of flow from Figure
4.14-22.

5.Find (x Cfi9L from~ 'igure 4.4-24~, using Re5 _ and .
xE 6. The turbulent incoorpressiblct x Cf may be determined by

equating the momientunm loss in In.-inar flow at the point of
transition to the taebuJlent momrentum~ loss as stated before
and solving for (x 0f).,

K7. The length necessary in turbulent flow to give the above
calculated value of (x Cfi)T is found in the turbulent

inco, reBsible x Cf graph, 'Figure ~4.I4-25.
8.Now +The above determined length is ridded to the remaining

length of the particular surface and a now (x CfiX., is
obtained from the same figure.

9. The compressible skin friction drg coefficient is nov
obtained by multiplying the (z C1) y(C 0  n

(Cfi)T

di~viding by the total length of the particular surface,
10. This coefficient is based up~on the surface area and srurface

local stream cdrnanic pressure. To base the coefficient on
the proper reference area and free stream dynamic pressure
it is multiplied by the ratio of surface area to reference
area and the ratio of surface local to free stream drnamic
pressure,

If the lnninar distance determi.ned in Stap 3 is longer than the
surface length, Steps 69 7, and 8 ara ri ot necessary and the larlinar
compressibility correction factor is used in Step 9 along with the
laminar x Cf, correspondIng to the length and ReS /z for the particular

SECRET
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The ethod of calculating akin friction vh, there ie tranaition
p.r"nt an tbs aurfaos has alo been adapted to the caloulati• n of skin
friction ea a m'taoe brokmn by a corner, e.g. the upper sing surfage in
going f!r ar'a (2) to (3). The type of flow prevailing before the
corwe is considered to be present after the corners then the somentim
loss, at thie corner isa taen -to be identical 1vtdv~i~vxr ai-ftr-th~-tx -4
sion avound the oorner and the laminar or turbulent incompressible x Cfi
i'mediately aftar the corner can be determined. The equation for
conditions acuross the transition point given above is modified for the
corner calcmlation to:

(C). . (Of i )
( (CrL 2 q1 2  3

where subscript 2 a condition ahead of corner
3 a condition behind corner

The length required to yield the x Cfi after the corner may be found
from Figure 4.4-24 or 4.4-2 depending upon the type of flow involved.
A neu length for the surface is obtained by adding to the length Just
detemined to the length of the surface after the corner and Steps 1
thru 10 in the previous disoussior are repeated to obtain the skin
friction drag coefficient of the entire surface.

It has been found in Reference 4.4-19 that the cone laidnar bound-
ary layer thickness at zero anvle of attack ,with an attached shook wave
is related to the flat plate boun' ry lay,,er by,

2 --

and that TC VT3'7F.P. as q__

so that the local skin friction coefficient is

*~~ vT0*0.6 6Lv'1Y
C F.?.

and the average skin friction on a cone is

C1 U" 7 C fF.P.

* where S * boundary layer thickness
a shear stress

x length

SECRET
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Re - local free stream Reynolds number from cone vertex

or flat plate leading edge

ef a local skin friction coefficient

Cf - average skin friction coefficient

q - local dynamic pressure

and the subscript C - cone
F.P. - flat plate

The above correction has been used in determining the cone laminar
skin friction drag coefficients, and also it has been applied in the same
manner to the turbulent case.

A plot of the total aircraft skin friction drag coefficient is pre-
sented in Figure 4.4-26 and shows how the skin friction drag coefficient
varies with an angle of attack and altitude.

The skin friction drag coefficients have been calculated for all
surfaces independently and were broken down into the following surfaces
and illustrated in Figure 4.2-2 of the Configuration Section:

Wing - 1. Bottom surface (inner and outer panels)
2. Upper surface wedge (inner and outer panels)
3. Upper surface slab (inner and outer panels)

Tail - Wedge and slab

Body - 1. Bottom surface
2. Nose cone
3. Afterbody circular cylinder top
4- Nose wedge sides
5. Afterbody straight vertical sides

4.4.3 Maximum Lift to Drag Ratios

The maximum L/D' s for the glide portion of this aircraft were ob-
tained from the summation of the lifts of the various components divided
by the summation of the various drags of each component for each Mach
number, angle of attack, and altitude. It can be seen from the plots
of these data in Figure 4.4-27 that altitude (200,000 feet and under) has
little effect upon the maximum L/D's at all Mach numbers, and the level
of the maximum L/D's does not noticeably change until after a Mach number
of 10.' The decrease in L/D's above 200j000 feet are caused by increase
in skin friction drag coefficients. Maximum L/D's, angle of attack at
maximum L/D, and lift coefficient at maximum L/D ere plotted in Figure
4;.4-28 versus altitude for constant Mach numbers.
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4@4.i4 Gl.ide Performanca.

In equilibrii.i glide flight the aximm range is obtained at the
attitude for maxiamm 1/D. In other words in power off flight, the sum
of the aircraft lift at maxiamm V./D and the centrifugal force due to
the sirri~ o'r-uar mt-lon bu eart-h _Ix a-msitad to be bal.anced
by the aicratt's weight, and the maximum range for this condition (as
ahown in another seotion c ' this report) occurs when the aircraft is
flowm at the attitude to c tain the maximum L/D at each covibination of
altitude and velocity.

The aximum range is obtained by integrating the maxiLmum /D with
respect to the total energy available from the altitude and velocity,
taking into account the effects of the centrifugal force and gravity
variation with altitude on the veight. The range equation is repeated
at this time and is for a non-rotating earth in the atmosphere described
in Section 4.3.

(UlR (IL/D4ma d U

2go V2

2g5 g/ 0  g(r0+Z)
2

where
g/g (a r 2

0 h+ r0

U "t V2 + 2gh, feet 2/sEcond2

g 0 acceleration of gravity at sea level, 32.2 feet/second2

ro a radius of the earth, 20.92u4 x l0-6feet

h a altitude of flight path above the earth, feet

V = velocity along the flight path, feet/second

Integration of the above range equation yields maximum ranges of
10,670 nautical miles for a weight of 18,800 pounds (weight with bomb)
and 10,000 nautical miles for a weight of 14,600 pounds (iioight without
bomb). The ranges for these two i)ei~hts are shown in Figure 4.4-29
versus velocity. Thus, for any initial velocity and final velocity the
maximum range can be obtained.
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Time histories from boost for these two weights are presented

in Figure 4.4-30 and Figure 4,4-31.

4.4.5 Comparison of Original and Present Flight Paths

The maximum L/D ratios used in the original flight pathn for the
14,6O0 pounds condition (Reference 4.4-16 ) are compared in Figure
4.4-32 versus velocity with the maximum V/Dts used in the present
analysis. The L/D's from the present flight path are somewhat smaller
than the previous values due to modifications in the methods used to
predict the lift and drag coefficients.

The equilibrium altitudes for the two analyses are compared in the
same figure and it is found that they are very similar except at the
beginning of glide (velocities of .20,000 to 22,000 feet per second)
where the present analy,,sis indicates a lower altitude. This loss in
altitude is due in part to the new atmosphere used in this study as ex-
plained in an earlier section.

As a result of the above losses the range is 9700 nautical miles
for the present analysis conpared to 10,160 nautical miles for the
original analysis between the initial velocity of 22,000 feet per second
and the final velocity of OOO feet per second.

4. 4 .6 Additional Considerations

4.4.6.1 Shock Wave - Boundary Layer Interaction Effects on L/D

The effects of shock qave interaction with the boundary layer on
the pressure coefficientl and skin friction drag coefficient have been
investigated for the present wing at Mach numbers of 20, 16 and 10 at
the attitudes for maLiniuh L/7Dwithout interaction. The method employed
to determine these effects is described in Section 5.3 of this report.

The results of the investigation indicate that higher pressure
coefficients are obtained vhen taking the interaction into account,
giving approximately 24% increase in the normal force at the Math
numbers investigated and that the skin friction drag coefficient is
increased approximately 42% for -these speeds. The net results of
these increases is that the lift-drag ratio is unaffected at Mach
numbers 10 and 16 but is lowered somewhat at a Mach number of 20. The
above results are shown in Figure 4.4-33.

This investigation has not been extensive enough to show how the
attitude for maximum L/D or the equilibrium altitude change with the
inclusion of these interactions as the interaction method was not avail-
able early enough in the present study for its incorporation in the
complete L/D calculations.
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If the f•glht altitUA4 vore increased through different flight
prograin4 or trough a. change in the Stage III configuration, the
effects of shook boundary layer interaction would become more signifi-
cant. This ia shan by the simplified flat plate ezamples presented
uith the method diacuasion in Section 5.3.

4.4~.6.2 lijp Flow Iffecta

f effects of boundary layer slip have not been accounted for in
the pr•emt perforsno. estimation though the development of flight
regime boundariea presented in Section 592 indiute•s the slip regime ie
entered. An investigation of the quantitative effects of slip has not
been made in the present study. Hovever, the effects of slip (by
definition) should be beneficial - reducing the skin friction - so that
the exclusion of slip effects is considered to be conservativ.t, Obviously
the effect should be evaluated in future studies.

4.h.6.3 Ideal and Real Gas Effects

ft present analysis has been made using tUe ideal gas tables of
Reference 4 #.-6. As ahoun in Section 5,4 the pressure ratio, local
to free stream, is not effected by real gas effects, out to a Mach
number of 22; thus the lift and pressure drag coefficients of this air-
craft can not be effected app mciably. However, there, is an effect on
the local stream Mach number, tending to increase this function with
increasing free strean Mach number; and the local to free stream temper-
ature ratio is lowered with increasing Mach number. In as much as these
variations are small in the Mach number and angle of attack ranges of
Lmmediate interest and the real gas calculations vculd entail consider-
able difficulty and labor, adding little to the accuracy of the study,
the real gas effects have been set aside for this analysis.

L
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e Surface obord, Inches

Cf Average skin friction Coefficient

Of Woeal skin friction coefficient

GL Lift coefficient

CNi Normal force coefficient

0 p Pressure coefficient

C X Axial force coefficie nt

D Drag, pounds

9 Acceleration of gravity- feet per Peare second

h Altitude, feet

h Height of wlng trailing edge) inches

L Liftc pounds

L.E. Toading edge

L/D Lift-drag ratio

M Mach number

p Preseure, pounds per square foot

q Dynamic psounds per square foot

R Rante, nautical niles

Re Reynolds n-wnbei

"R ~Degraes Rank•ine

r Radius of body, inches

pr Radius of earthp feet

7
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r Becovery factor

8 ~Area, square feet

Temperature, degrees

T.E. fraiing Mpg

t/o Thilmonesa ratio

U 3nerg parameter, square feet per square uaooW

V Velocity, feet per second

W Weight, pounds

x Surface length used in skin friction caloulations, feet

Angle of attack, degrees

r Ratio of specific heats

6 Boundary thickness, feet

@ Body radial angle, degrees

SdCoefficient of viscosity, slugs per foot second

e Density, pounds per cubic foot

7 Shear stress, pounds per square foot

Shibcripts

1 Bottomn surface

2 Wing upper surface uedge or nose cone

3 Wing uppev surface slab or afterbody circular cylinder top

4 Nose wedge sides

Afterbody straight vertical sides

Free stream conditions

B Base

B 13ody
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o Crnl

o Camprusib3a coonditions

?P,. Flat plats

4 InoMeruasible conditionh

L Loinar flow

max. M4aximum coditione

o Sea level conditions

p Pressure drag

r Recovery oondition

refs Reference

T Turbulent flow conditions

t Stagnation condition

V.T. Vertical tail

W Wall condition

W Wing

x Cf Skin friction parameter

Local stream condition

Superscripts

( )t Indicates reference or effectivo temperature condition
unless otherwise noted

a PowFer law exponent
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h.5 Flight Mechanics

The equations of motion of the vehicle have been analyzed in
order to determine the effects of three-dimensional motion about a
moving earth. While for preliminary evaluations of vehicle perform-
ance it is sufficient to consider only two-dimensional motion and to
neglect earth motion, a more detailed study of the problems involved
in hypersonic flight requires, as its foundation,, equations which more
accurately describe the motion of the vehicle. This is essential in
both performance and stability analysis. It was the aim of this study
not only to show the problems involved in obtaining satisfactory per-
formance and stability, but also to indicate the difficulties which
are encountered in attempting to analyze these factors. The detailed
derivation of the equations of linear and angular motion is presented
in Appendix 4B. As shown, these equations are highly complex and cum-
berscm to apply. The following sections present the results of some
preliminary applications of these equations, in order to illustrate
the- significance of the now terms which appear. It is demonstrated
that future studies should include considerable investigation of the
equations in ordcr to fully deteri'ine their significance in the design
of a hypersonic vehicle.

4.5.1 Effects of Earth Rotation on Glide Ranr-e

In order to becci.ie more faniliar uxith the n•w terms in the linear
equations of motion and to demonst...rata the differencen in glide tra-
jectories typical of the .rX-2276 ,a:hen great circle coutrses in Various
directions about tha rotatin-" earth are t.z.ko:n, several glide trajec-
tories have been calcu"iz<tod with thc aid of 1,., co-ipiting, :i.chineri.
A steap-by-atep oftc r..,, evat."or usirg variable aerodynaiiiic
par•_:.ctr.,rs Int. n a tal Db)s2'.SS evcn w:ith the aid of
cc..;puting equi...nt. 13ince theo zamL:' nurpo.•e of iliusLrati;: earth
rot__tien , accompliahed r'.",, conrstant aerod-n'amic narzocters
over the velccity rczigc, typiA•! co"n.tnn.L. values of wing loadinr,-,
lift-drag ratio and lift co_.f..ici"-nt* for m.,.d.i•aL lift-arag ratio were
ass.umed for %ose of the calcntie•rs-:. 'h* .au vilu2 s ;.ere taken as
W/S -22.0, LID 4 a nd CT 0.09.

For flight about t<he equator the calculation of the glide tra-
*iectory reduces to a •.o- i•,.•ic~i problepi since for this c:.se tle
Cariolis and centrifugal -'orees act in the vertical directions. For
flight to the east the Coriolis force add-s to ccntrLfugal force, re-
ducing the lift requ4.rcd for any given volocity and hcnce redaces thb
drag, thcroby increasing the plide range. For flight to thi -v.st the
opposite effoct occurs and th1e glide range is reduced accordhij,-ly.
The results of these calculations art presentod in fiture b.5.1-1 to-
gether w•ith the glide range which is obtained from the ansumed para-
meters when the rotation of the earth is noglected (IL- 0). It is

i• apparent from these results that the earth rotation has a strong
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F7
effect on the range of a hypersonic glide vehicle in east-west flight.
For the given assumptions and for an initial velocity of 22,000 feet
per second relative to the surface of the earth, a 25% increase in
range results for flight about the equator to the east, a'A. c 15. rý-
duction in range results for flight to the west as compared to the
range calculated for a nonrotating earth.

Flight about the poles of a rotating earth results in a three
dimensional problem since in this case components of the centrifugal
and Coriolis forces act along both the normal and lateral axis of the
vehicle. For this condition then, glide range may be calculated in
several ways. First, the flight of the vehicle may be conducted so
that the angle of roll is maintrined at zero value. For this case it
is then necessary to yaw the vehicle in order to provide the lateral
forces with which flight is maintained on a great circle polar path.
The disadvantage of this approach lo that the vehicle ,^ill most likely
be less efficient in generatiiV, aerodnamic force.s in yaw thmn in gen-
erating lift forces (i.e. Y/DL!DV) hence some penalty will be paid in
order to maintain a zero roll zaigle great circle path. The other al-
ternative for such a path is to utilize increased lift force to over-
come the lateral components of centrifugal and Coriolis forces. This
will require rolling the aircrift to some bank angle so that the ver-
tical comporent of lift force will maintain Lhe dek.sred aide path
while the horizontal component of lift force is employed to maintain
the des:red great circle path. CalculattInn of either of tlese paths
requires a highly detailed com7.itational progrom. An insight to the
effects of earth rotation on great circle polar flight can be obtained
however, with the assumption that total drag is given by the expression

D- (L + Y)

M ax.

where

D - total drag

(t-) maximum lift-drag ratio

D Max.

L - lift for maximum L/f.

T a side force required to maintain the great circle polar
path at zero roll angle

While this assumption is conservative to some extent, it serves
to illustrate the effects on glide range. The results of IBM glide
range computation using the above expression, and the previously as-
sumed aerodynamic parameters are presented in figure 4.5.1-2 together
with the glide range about a non-rotating earth. These results
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together with the previous results for east-west flight, demonstrate
the large effect of earth rotation on the glide range of a hypersonib
vehicle and indicate, particularly for flight at or near an out-west
direction, that these effects must be considered in deeigning a hyper-
sonic glide vehicle to meet specified performance requirements.

4.5.2 Hig Altitude Trajectories

In general the heat transfer from the boundary layer to the adja-
cent aircraft surface decreases as the local airflow density is de-
creased. From this it is indicated that the heat transfer will do-
crease with increases in flight altitude, which suggests that the
MX-2276 temperature problems might be alleviated to some extent if
higher flight paths than originally proposed are taken. There are
several ways of achieving flih.t paths at altitudes higher than the
original MX-2276 path (flight where the altitude is determined by the
lift coefficient for maximum L/D)i increasing the altitudes by (1)
decreasing the wing loading, (2' increasing the lift coefficients, or
(3) by flying a partial lifting path above the original equilibrit
path.

An indication of the effects of wing loading on heat transfer
can be obtained in the viscous heating section of this report hterein
teiperatures of the third stage of 7-2276 are .reaented with and with-
out the bomb (see section 4.6). However, because the wing loading of
the preeent configuration is already quite low (less than 25 psf), the
second and third methods have been givean the nest consideration.

Figure 4.5.2-1 presents an exanple of the effect of increasing
the angle of attack, and thus the lift coefficient, thereby increasing
the glide altitude at a given velocity. The convective heating and
equilibrium teMperatures shown were estinated from the method' outlined
in Appendix 4A, and are for the one foot station of the wing. This
point was chosen as more significant in the study of the overall heat-
ing problem, since the twiperatures of the leading edge stagnation
points will be conside-ably affected by changes in altitude (see
Section 4.6), the leading edges present a localized problem, while
the heat transfer of such surfaces as the wings and the body presents
the generalized problem. The effects of shook-boundary layer inter-
action were not Included and it was assumed that flow on the upper
wing emface continues to expand with increasing altitude) although
separatiou of the flow is actuallv quite probable. It will be noted
that the mre severe lower surface temperature is not significantly
relieved by incressing Vhs altitude through increasing the angle of
attack. This is because the local lower surface pressure and velocity
reman nearly the svme through the angle of attack and altitude varia-
tions, since the lift force required to support the vehicle is essen-
tially constant with altitude at a given velocity. While the upper

S surface taeratuare and heating are coneiderably reduced, these are

S
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gtirv) Ils ewitioal than for the lower surface. Increasing the
ow which iB a&Writely the amse for mazim

u(Wd thus repmnta the condition we wish to improve) to 1'
iaeldi a relatively small decrease in the total heating. The paultr

in aam W such a chauga im .ho by the rauge curves calculated tof
coOstftt 8" wnd 1 wale of attaok, the 81 curve prozimatin the
marium ?' gli range. These curves are presented in Figuze 4.5.2-2.
The lose of 3O00 miles range for an initial glide speed of 22p000 fps
aweare to be a large penalty for the heating reduction obtained,
*a•ticularly since the more critical lower s-rface temperatures and
heating are not appreciably reduced. Some improvement in the range
might be attained by prograrming the angle of attack fro 1' .to 8'
as the heating falls off with decreasing velocity, but an inspection
of the variation of temperature with altitude indicates that the
critical heating range may exten,1 do-ýn to 10i,00 to 12,0OO fps and
progrunming back to the angle of attack for maximum L/D below these
velocities would bring only a small gain in range. Apparently, then
increasing angle of attack is generally disadvantageous. However,
the results of the above work are preliminary sinco the effects of
shook-boundary loyer interaction have not been included. Froi the
results of the studies of shock-boundary layer interaction discussed
in Section 5.3, it is apparent that heat transfer, lift, drab' &d lift
drag ratio will be affected, in particular the lift coefficient for
maximum L/D. The methods have been derived from which an evaluation
of this affect may be made - however, it was not possible to do so
within the time period of the present study.

The third method of achieving higher altitude flight, the partial
lifting paths requires that the initial flight path angle be greater
than the initial angle for a maxiuzr L/D glide, since by the very
nature of the partial lift paths the flight path angle will be decreas-
ing rapidly at the outset. Increases in the initial plight path angle
can be easily attained by programrming the ascent path vý the des•-ed
final angle. Such a progra will in itself result in a higher initial
altitude. Thus at first glance the partial lift path appears advanta-
geous. This advantage disappeývs bowever, when the results of the
trajectory calculations presented in Figure 4.5,2-3 are studied. These
results were obtained from an IM integration of the equations of
linear motion for a non-rotating earth. For these calculations the
lift coefficient and lift-drag ratio for an angle of attack of 8o were
chosen. Shown in this figure are the first 700 secorns of an equilib-
rim g2lide and also the trajectory for a final ascent path angle
(initial partial lift path angle) of 0.750. Av& would te expected, the
initially inclined partial lift flight path degenerates very quickly
into an oscillation aout the equilibrium glide path end approaches
the well known skip trajectory. In this respects the partial lift
path possesses the disadvantages of the skip path wherein high loads,
temperatures and heat fluxes are encountered at the bottom of the
oscillation, For example, at t * 250 secs. on the partial lift path,
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based on the NACA standad atnosp.ere, assuming laminar flow and an
emissivity of 0,9, the equilibrium wall temperature at the one foot
point of the bottom surfaoawould be of the order of 2100F while at
the sae t:ne, and for the same conditions, the equilibrium wall
t~p-aratuxe on thtA alid•• path would be about 18704F.

The only method which might possibly reduce the temperatures
and loads in the partial 2 Lft paths would be to make the first descent
very long so that the firE 4 pull out would be accomplished near the
end of flight. This, howfver, would require unreasonably high initial
altitudes and final ascent path inclixnations approaching the values of
a ballistic path. While the effects of shock-boundary layer inter-
action have not been incltAed in this study of partial lift paths - it
is doubtful that any signi!icant changes would result since the in-
herent nature of the path would be unchanged.

h.5.3 Flight Path Heading Control

In order to accomplish a given mission, that is, to deliver the
hypersonic vehicle between two designated points on the surface of the
earth, it is necessary to arrive at a means by which the vehicle may
be guided between the specified positions, The problem is complicated
by the rotation of the earth, which in ef_•t: heans that a vehicle
which is guided to a specific point on bhe surface of the earth is
being directed at a target which is roving in space. It ma be most
convenient to accomplish thiis navigation by conventional means, that
is, for flight between two designated points to follow the connecting
path of a great circle on the surface of the earth.

In the trajectory study section it wias indicated that flight
about. a great circle which is inclined with respect to the eartis
equator results in components of the centrifugal and Coriolis fornes
that lie along the lateral axis o." the vehicle. It was pointed out
in that section that a possible method of countering these lateral
forces lies in rolling the vehicle to a bank angle wherein the hori-
zontal component of lift force balances the Curiolis force components.
The feasibility of such a program depends upon the degree of roll
angle and the amount of lift required, since it nust be renembered
that increasing lift results in increasiri temperatures on the lift-
ing surfaces, while excessive roll angles rrAy have an adverse effect
upon the guidance equipment. An expression for the roll angle, when
the lateral aerodynmric force is zero, can be obtained from the lineu
equations of mo'ion. From equation L4-ITu for Y/m 0, r 0

2 22V -~A oaA - rA Sin X Cos v X - Ccs• CotA
tan • - r (1)

g- - 2vAsin X coo -rkA Sin2
r
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now foi- the great cireLe paLn It (:an be shown that

C (2)

Where the notaýLoN 1• WOhat, in•f , Ln figaure Li.5.3-2. Differentiating
t_ in

(Pos ~ .. CosA

S.ing C~.

however

S•Sin -

so that

-CoQ r cot(3
S3.C. r GC

Substituting these expressions into equation (1) gives the roll
angle rnquired to follow a great circle path with zero lateral aero-
dynenic force.

tan --2VAL CosA - A 2 Cos X 0o

r

Tli maxirxn roal ar,--.e wi~l. occur at the highest velocity.
Figure. L'.t.- presen-ts the ro>L angle required to fly a great circle
path at a velocity of 22,000 ft/sec. it is observed that at this
velocity the mraxinum jngle of roll wnich is recired at any point on
the us-rface of tfhe earth is approamiate-y 22 degrees. The determina-
tion of whetner a roll angle of this magnitude is excessi7e or not
wi-l depend upo, Uhe charaoteristics of the guidncs system.

The lift required to maintair the glide path when the vehicle is
rolled to fcl1cw a great circle path may be determined as follows.
If normai. load factor is defin~ed ta

- ÷ ~-T SinJ7"

.Ig
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then for a glide path, where the thrust (T) is zero

n L
gM

so that normal load factor is a direct expression of lift, Substi-
tuting this expression into equation (4B-17o) mad together with equation
(4B-I1b) res•,•t (for " - 0) in

! ~V2 i

Sg •) Cosug-g -Asin c 2A - r A 2  Sin2  (5)

where the angle • is defined by equation (1). For great circle flight
then,

g(CN) Cos oa.. g - i- - 2VLcos S. -rA 2 sn (6)

where the angle V.c. is definied by equation (4). The value of nNG.c.

which is determined from equation (6) is presented in Figure ,5.3-04
for a velocity of 22,000 feet per second. As can be seen from these
results, the value of no' which is required for great circle flight

QC.
is greatly influenced by the inclination of the great circle. It is
interesting to compare this with the load factor which is obtained
when rotation of the earth is neglected, inohich case any great circle
path may be followed at zero roll angle and with a load factor given by

"N ~ gr

which is identical with the load factor obtained for a rotating earth
at the values N - 0*, 30 - ±90%" The extrere values of load factor in
banked flight about a great circle on a rotating earth can be seen to
differ by t38% from the non-rotating earth load factcr at V a 22,000 fps.

The above discussion has been concerned only with the load factors
-hich are required for banked I'light about a given great circle. Since
it vill be highly probable that deviations from a desired flight path
along a great circle will occur due to cross winds, guidance errors, etc.,
or that a given flight plan 1ill call for changes in the great circle
path, an investigation of the a ility of the vehicle to change heading
is in order. In equation (1), 8 may be expressed as

C.,

-. C.(8T
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where ()Go a rate of change of to follow a great circle path

A * rate of turn from an instantaneous great circle

Substituting this axnressicio inn i n qL~tlon (1), rear--nging &d util1

iting equation (4) results in

J

tnv At tan o.(9)

g- ~2VILCoo ý -- rP 2 SiLn2 A
r

The nornal load factor required to hold 0 0 in the turn may be
deduiced from figure 4.3 1

J, Cos. A f CA9.2 V Cos?.

from this figure, it is seen that

(gN) (n )2 (VA )2 - 2(gn.C.)(V ) Cos (90 +

.C,+ G.C,
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but

sin o ." (Ge •• .•)(vA 2  Coo •os 2v(LCoa?,) (1)

acobining equativn& (10) at-4 (11) and solving for N gv
2 ) 2 (VA)2-_(VSg.-)(t 2 cOSA Co,,e. -.Y- Coa) (12)

which is the omal' load factor in a level flight, coordinated banked
tA=n (1 • 0,50 0) from an instantaneous great circle path. As an
*einle of the maneuverability which can be expected for g.ven normal
load faotor figure 4.5.3-5 presents the rate of turn (a ),as a
function of the ratio of normal load factor in a turn to formal load
factor for banked great circle flight, for flight at the e~uator, and
*hers the initial heading is toward the poles (i.e. = * 90 if * 90).
Frw these results it is evident that a considerable increase in normal
load factor (and hene lift) is required to obtain even moderate turning
rates, as vould be expected for hypersonic flight. Ihile the magnitude
of normal load factor is not large by conventional standards - it pre-
sonta a serious problem for a hypersonic vehicle since it occurs in a
flight regime wherein temperatures and loads are already critical.
Further study is required into the details of flight path programmingp
flight path errors; and tenperature and load limitations before a full
evaluation of the maneuvering capabilities of a hypersonic glide
vehicle can be made.
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4.6 Aerodynamic Heating

4.6.1 Problem Area

Aerodynamic heating of the structure at the hypersonic conditions
necessary to achieve the desired performance poses a severe problem
to the FX-2276 system. The heating rates will be high; wall temper-
atures near the upper working limits for even the best materials must be
endured and in certain areas cooling will be needed. Thus accurate
prediction of the aerodynamic heating is required. However, the speeds
and flow conditions contemplated are generally beyond present exper-
ience. In order to estimate the aerodynamic heating parameters it is
necessary to extend the present method of analyses beyond the speeds
and conditions at which there is any data to substantiate their
accuracy. In view of this during the study considerable effort was
expended on prediction of heat transfer paramecers and on the effects
of the various phenomena that may be encountered as a result of the
hypersonic flight.

Herein are presented estimations of wall and leading edge temper-
atures and transpiration cooling requirements pertinent to the flight
of Stage III. The methods adopted or derived for predicting these
quantities are described or referenced and some of the qualifications
as to their use and validity are discussed.

The major aerodynamic heating jrobiem exists during the glide
portion of the MX-2276 path. Because of the high speeds and relatively
slow decelerations in the glide, i.e. long duration of flight, the
Stage III vehicle was the most extensive object of the Analysis
during this study. Transient effects are important in Stage I because
of the high rates of acceleration ind deceleration Riving a short
flight time; however, the maximuvn speed conditions of this stage are
relatively low, Mach number 5 at 70,000 feet, and a more conventional
structure, less limited by temperature in choice of materials, could
be used for this configuration. Stage II temperature problems did
not appear serious enough to merit an investigation in this study
because its time of flight is also very short and it is expendable at
end of boost.

The walls of the Stage III vehicle are considered to be of a
sandwich type construction, i.e. a cool primary structure separated
from a thin outer skin. Transient effects for such an outside skin
are not significant so tha-t the results given in this section pertain
to equilibrium temperatures associated with various sections of the
vehicle over itd glide path.
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i4.6.2 Viscous Heating

4.6,2.1 The Heat Balance Equation

Wall temperatures and heat trnnsfer to airoraft surfaces are
determined from a sumation of the heat flux both into and away from
the surface. For the case of the wall isolated from the rest of the
struature, where heat is ne ther conducted into or away from the
surfaces the heat fluxes wh oh must be considered are those which
result from convection or r 'iation, It is generally considered that
the heat fluxes which are iivolved are those which reslt from
convection from the boundgar layer into the wall, radiation from tho
surrounding enviromment int- the wall ;rid radiation from thq wall to
surrounding environment. This may be expressed in a general equation
of heat balance per unit area of surface as*

hc (Tr - Tw) + o' 3 - e 4Tw 2600 wcy dTw
dQ

which equates the total heal, flux to the rate of change of wall
temperature. The condition wherein heat flux into the surface is
balanced by heat flux out (hence the wall tens'erature remains constant)
is referred to as the cordItdon of eo':litri• wall terrerature. For
this case the heat balEnre couiation reduces to

h (T - T ) + ,- O
c r W

where the tern ho(Tr - T.) expresses the h.njt convected into the wall

from the bolindary lnyer, KG reprer;ntr t`he Len rndiiterd, both solar
and nocturnal, into the wall fron the mirrourdinF environment And the
tern ecTw 4 expresses the heat rRiiia,=d out frour. the wall.

,.6,2*2 Radiatl.on

It should be noted that the equat'on Rs presented (and which wAs
employed in the analysis reported in this section) does not Allow for
radiation of hept from the hot boundary layer to the wall. An
investigation of this source of heat flux has been initiated during
the present study and is discussed in detail in Section 5.4. A
preliminary evaluation of this ouantity has indicated that it may
have important effects and should receive further consideration in
future studies.

For the present study, the weighted ne.nn averae of solAr And
nooturnl radiation is s-all and was generilly neglected, it may be

The symbols employed here are defhned in App--ndix 2'k
7 ,
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observed that the remaining radiation term, ev-TV , is highly
influenced by the emissivity, i , of the surface and should receive
careful consideration. A value of e - 0.9 was generally used through-
out this stud', This is a high value but it appears to be attainable
for certain SU1faaeei as indicated in Referemns 4-6-1 "d 4.6-2
however, more ress~rch on the problem is definately necessary as it
mpy materially affect the vehicle design. The effects of varying
emiasivity are illustrated later in this section.

4.6.2.3 Convection from Viscous Heating

Tne convective heat flux into the surface is governed by the
corpressible heat transfer coefficient, h . A review of the liter-
ature and discussion with research agencies has disclosed several
methods for evaluating this coefficient. For la.TLnar boundary layer
flow, exact solutions for the compressible heat trq-nsfer coefficient
have been obtained which are generAlly considered as reliable through-
out the range of tenperature conditions wherein the properties of
Air qre adequptely known At present. Howe'• , die to the current
lack of _,nderstardir,, of the nech-nisv of turý)'_nt flow, sirlar
solutions for the _,Lpressible turbalent boundAry layer do not exist.

Approximate methods Are Av.ilnble which co=bine theoretical and
erpirical results to obtnin solutiong which h1ve been shown to give
good results for both la'.in4r i"I t-.rbuLen- flow. The nethod chosen
for this study npkes use of the -'4.. krowr, constant property relations
for innonnressible laImnnr and tu rb'lent, flow Aný extends these to
the supersonic and ýypersonic rerions b ry evl•tinq tic kir properties
At a wei,.hted n.ann. , ,,,hcch occurs Wthin
the boundary layer. A brief exposition of this iret'rod, hereafter
referred to as the T' n(thod, is viven in Appendix IA. In the
strictest sense, this nethod is only Appltcable to two dimensional
flow over a flat plate erith zero strearnise pressure and temperature
gradients. The method applies directly to two-dimensionl flow over
a wedge with no temperature gradient however, if the local strewn
conditions are used. It has been found also, that sinilarity exists
between cone flow and flat plite flow, and that when conditions on
the surface of the cone are used a correction of V7-tines the resulting
plate coefficients for la-inar flow and 1.15 times the plate coefficients
for turbulent flow 4ives good results for flow over the cone. rhe
flow Along the surface of a TYlinder czn be approximated closely by
direct application of the flat plate method at the local conditions,
as long qs the radius of the cylinder remains large with respect to
the thickness of the boundary layer.

As was noted abovej the method assumes zero streprwise pressure
and temperature gradients. The sarfAce shapes contemplited for the
147-2276 are generally very thin or slender And for such shar-s,the
available compressible flow results have sho'wn the effects of pressure
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gradient on skin friction and heat transfer to be snall (see References
4.6-3 and 4.6-4) except in the mnediate vicinity of the leading
edges of the wing and the nose of the body where large changes in
profile shape occur. Heat transfer to these surfaces are treated
later in this section. For the remainder of the surfaces where changes
in profile shnpe are small, it nppeqrs that the effects of pressu~re
gradient may be neglected,

The effects of streamnise temperature gradient on heat transfer
coefficient have also been examined. A typical example of the
streanwise variation of the equilibrium wall temperature in the
vicinity of a leAding edge in la-inar flow is given by

Tw T ( .333 -. 646 + .79x*2 3125 x*3

where

T * 6COO0R
r
X* x

Using this variation of w4ll temperature in the method of
Reference 4,6-5, which is essentiAlly reproduced in Reference 4.6-4,
showed no significant change from the 'reqt transfer coefficient obtained
for a constant wall tenperathre. This res7tLt arpears somewhat contrary
to the results obtained by Chapman And 26-utesin in Reference 4.6-5.
However, the example presented t'eroin is turep1istic for a vehicle
of the type of MX-2276, since in order to point up the importance of
temperature gradient alon:1 the qiall, a wnll temperAture higher than.
the recovery temperature was nssumed. On the bAsis of this investiga-
tion, it was concluded that tenperAtu•r gradient does not significantly
alter the overA.ll heat flux within the lm-inAr flow region; however,
further investigations are reqli red in the re'ion of boundary layer
transition, at body and wing shoulders, ond reýona of attachnent of
the outer skin to the primary structure where lame loca1 gradients
mVy exist and may have an effect on the heat flux in these local
areas.

At the hypersonic speeds under consideration the heit generated
within the boundary lAyer will be sufficient to prouuce dissociation
of the air ccoiponents. The resultant dissociated gas mixture will
have different physical properties fron nornml Pir and would rilter
the boundary layer heat transfer mechnniam to t+he skin. A prelaiinary
study has been carried out to investigate the effects of equilibrium
dissociation of Air or the .h:ractarintltoes of the com.ressible !amnar
boundary l.•yer over n flat ;.!atE when the wall temperature is assiuned
uniform And below di.ýsocistion te!,p)eirtres (Section . The
results show that the skin friction and the 'eat transfe- are
essentially unaffected by dis j.asic n a.thouwh the thiclcness nf the
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boundary layer is reduced and the maximum temperature in the layer
is considerably decreased. Thus, extension of the present method
into ranges where dissociation may occur appears to be a reasonable
expedient, sincewfor structaral reasons the wall temperatures will
necessarily be below air dissociation temperatures.

The previous discussion has outlined the method employed in this
section to evaluate the compressible heat transfer coefficient and
has considered the effects of pressure and temperature gradients and
of dissociation of the air in the boundary'v layer. This method is
based on a model of the flow which assumes that the flow can be
described by the combination of an outer stream where the flow is
essentially inviscid and an inner boundary layer where the viscous
effects predominate. It is assumed that the pressures in the
boundary layer are established by the outer stream and that no further
interaction occurs. The flight of the third stage of the MX-2276,
however, takes it into flow regimes where the boundary layers become
very thick and where the interaction between the inviscid stream and
the viscous boundary layer can no longer be neglected. In this regime
the interaction between the boundnry layer and the shock waves results
in induced local pressure and shearing stress. This shock boundary
layer interaction has been investigated in Section 5.3. In order to
illustrate the effects of this interaction an exanxple is presented
later in this section. Since the nrer;ently awvilible shock-boundary
lxyer theory is not able to treat all the profile shapes involved in
the MX-2276 vehicle, it has been necessary to neglect this effect in
the general analysis.

in order to calculate the compressible heat transfer coefficient,
it is necessary to establish the point at which the transition from
laminar to turbulent boundary layer flow occurs. its discussed in
Section 5.7, it is difficult to fix this transition point accuiately.
For this analysis transition of the boundary layer was assumed to
occur at a local stream Reynolds nimber of 2.8 million as wAs done
in the performance studies. This is perhaps a rather conservative
estimate of the location of transition. If the transition Reynolds
number were increased to say 10 killion, which seeris to be indicated
by some test reskilts, it would reduce the heating by an appreciable
amount. This is demonstrated in the presentation of results. The
local Reynolds number and the locil stream conditions were determined
from the inviscid shock and expansion theories relating local and free
stream conditions, and the atmospheric conditions outlined in
Section 4.3.

4.6.2.4 Results of Ana!jsis Using T' Method

The equilibrium temperatures for the one foot station both top
and bottom of the wing for the Stage III glide are given in Figure
4.6.2-1. These Ye based on the flight plan for the 18,800# vehicle
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given in Figure 4.4-30. Since the local stream Reynolds number is
below 2.8 million for these stations over the entire glide path, the
results for laminar flow are shown. The temperature of the bottom
surface is highest at burnout and decreases with time. On the other
hand, the temperature oZ the upper wing reaches a peak during the
glide about 30 minutes after power shut off. The reasons for this
are two-fold: (1) the angle of attack decreases which means there is a
smaller angle of expansion and (2) the effect of expansion on local
conditions is +elatively lower per degree at lower Mach numbers.

A calculation was made to compare the temperature on the bottom
of the wing at M w 16 on the 18,800 lbs. vehicle to the same point on
the 1I4,600 lbs. vehicle (after bomb release). The temperature was
reduced from 1825" to 1755"F which is a relatively smallreduction
compared to the 22% change in wing loading that was effected. This
is due in large part to the fourth power radiation term in the heat
bilance equation. It also indicx•tcs that a large change in wing
loading will be necessary to str:: .;ly influence the surface temper-
atures. Since the present wine loading is aiready near a practical
minimum (W/S = 30.6 or 23.8 with or withoiut payload respectively),
further appreciable reduction in surface temperature by decreasing
wing loading does not seem poss'ible. Conversely, if subsequent design
shows a larger wing loading is nocessary, the accomipanying temperature
rise iofuld be small. This reasoning, of course, applies particularly
to the case of radiation cooling.

In order to give a representative picture of the equilibrium
temperatures on the vehicle as a whole over the flight path, profiles
of equilibrium temperatures at three specific Mach numbers for the
18,800 lbs. configuration have been computed. The particular flight
conditions that were chosen are the following:

TIME MACH VELOCITY ALTITUDE ANGLE OF ATTACK
(se) N,3E f t ./Zs e c (ft.) (degrees)_

10 20 20,640 198,000 7.7
27 16 17,200 172,000 6.8
52 10 10,680 lhO,00O 6.4

Figure 4.6.2-2 gives equilibrium temperature profiles on the
bottom of the body and wing for the three flight conditions discussed.
The point of transition is shown in this and subsequent figures as
being at a local stream Reynolds number of 2.8 million. For the bottom
the transition point is located at 40, 18, end 9 feet for Mach numbers
20, 16, and 10 respectively. If the transition were delayed to Re a 10
million, it would materially reduce the heating problem as shown by the
extension of the laminar curves beyond transition. In particular it
would move the trnnsition point back so that the bottom of the body
would be completely laminar at M w 20, laminAr back to 6h feet at M -

S16, and 32 feet at M - 10. The method for determining the effective
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length for turbulent flow is outlined in the skin friction discussion.
The effect of the steep temperature gradient on the heat flux in the
region of laminar flow has been examined and a discussion appears above.
In general it was found that the effects of this gradient are small.

The abrupt temperature rise shown at transition will not actually
occur. Transition requires a finite length so that the increase should
occur over an extended region. However., there is insufficient informa-
tion available to define this region mnd its actual profile.

It should be noted that the nvil:-:r,. tempi-ipatire etxperierced over
the bottom of the body and -wing is 1800ow lgOiY' excer for the first
two feet. Also over the. retioro of t-u.bulence it.Sh lculd bb noted thiat
l?000 F is a refr-eentr•e maximum ,eI.rature or T'.. higher spceds.

The wing, upper surfsce tetur. profilc i's .hcwl, ir Ficnirt:
L.6.2-31 ,r•he f ' e v ,r,
cho:rds sliowr in .his fit;u:,., in tu:rning: tIhV ýorwr, ' tLh: -it;t-,r.-'ctlon
of the -de,5£e and ýlah su:.faces, tehe' feYv!:: w','t. - added
to .he s'.-t chorc jI th skiii t Zk~ir, f'cc ,. - :r . t.her$
also, 0 e Lo•, " Ia.minarl f-,c" all. , Xc. . ,.a.hed
Ii neF indic.; - tlx shuuL.der be7'01- t}ht• , mc. . ' bo th
inf.lI ,e, chLn }; ind cute•r tw:L 'r,..<e is a , '", ieri in
tee'•.er,~-_ A5 ,a ".Urit3o, o: i"0 *t,•?I•C(! r)i; t}:r: 'We,.......... v? ." '• ...... xi-

uir. of" T0,-oF at the 6 rich Siit, no" s ab•c' t ['2O" "o of
ch " -a•rie•l It "4ili, bc noLej that mh.-rY is. a .h:-i In Lernper-Lure

aftx thEh shouxlder to *OiL )-0F. t t.he nigh Mech nu .tmb-er and increasing
to about LCQOF at the Mach 10 conId itiond

The. temperatures on -top of thcd cone-b,>1v irnai.ari are shown in
Figure L,6.?-h+ At the Mach nun'•,e:' 20 wn.!it.c, :-hts f"o: il am'in :L
for the entire lenrgth of the body, Th. ,•i ocnt.ca:iy Tkt 26,.7 .reet is'
due to the conc-cylinder sh-ouoder. Tr.nsi:.Lor, o.-curn on the cone. at
20 feet and 12 feet f*or the Mach nu-.,ber 1.6 and 10 conditions respec-
tively,

.The discontin.i.ty in the tem,.perp.turc profiles at the wing upper
surface break and body shoulder, 'zuld not occur in practice. It
should be the subject of boundary. layer anid temperature gradient
studies as detailed design will certainr-y be affected by the profile
in these regions. Because the temperatures in these regions did not
appear critical in overall magnitude this discontinuity was not
considered further in the present study*

Finiay Figure 4,6.2-5 gives the temperature profiles for the side
of the body. These are very similar to the profiles for the top of
the body, particularly regarding location of transition. The tempera-
tures in front of the shoulder are very similar to those on the top of
the cone* Behind the shoulder the side temperatures are considerably
higher because the wall is essentially at zero tangency angle with the
free stream, whereas the top is assumed to be in a region of 60 to 80
expansion*
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In order to illustrate the combined effects of varying body length,
emisusvity, and angle of a4taak on the temperature on the bottom
surface, Figures 4.6.2-6 and 4.6.2-7 are presented for laminar and tur-
bulent flow respectively. One particular flight condition at Mach
niwr 20 was chosen for tbis representation, The effect of body length
has been noted previously. The importance of the coerricient of
miasivity of the aircraft surfaces is demonstrated. The selection of
surface finish for the glid, vehicle merits careful appraisal with
respect to emissivity.

Ntgle of attack is a prticularly significant paramieter showing a
variation of approximately 1006F per degree angle of attack for laminar
flow. For turbulent flow tA.is variation is about 15OF. In the light
of this it is evident that maneuvers requiring additional angles of
attack and control deflection may produce critical heating loads on the
surfaces. It is apparent that pull-uip and turns would be temperature
Limited rather than "g" limited; e.g. at the beginning of glide flight
the aerodynamic lift provides about one third of the lifting force;
therefore in order to provide a one "g" maneuver it would be necessary
to increase the angle of at,;ack greatly. Such an increase in angle of
attack would be intolerable from a temperature standpoint.

4.6.2.5 Effect of %iock.-Bcundaz-y Layer interaction on Fquili r usn

Temperattuv

At hypersonic speeds it is known that the shock wave interacts
with the boundary leyor. This interaction is greatest at the nose
or leading edgo and decreases dowmstrean. The magnitude of this inter.
eation and its effect on equilibrium temperatures has been estimated
fra two dizensional Analyses for the tcp and bottom of the wing aft
of the six inch station at the angle of attack and equilibrium altitude
for (L/D) maximum with no Interacti 3n. On the bottom surface the
equilibrim toemprature is increased by not more than 1.5% (04F). On
the upper srface the effect is considerable, there being an increaas
in tagrature from 1100)F to 1800°F at the six inch station and Mach
maber 20. At lower Mach numbers and greater distances aft the shock-

boxdary laqer interaction iffect is not as great (Figure 4.6.2-8).
hu, within the limitations of the present flight path it may be

concluded that the T' method appears to be in considersble error on
the upper wing but gives load results on the compression surfAces,
which are more critical temperature-wise,

In making the above calculations the method used for predicting
interaction effects was that shown in Section 5.3, This gave the effect
of interaction on the skin friction coefficient which was put in the
form of a percentage increase over the basic Crocco conefficient. For
the present flight path this effect can be applied to the heat transfer
coefficient directly. The heat balance equation was modified to

* h0 (Tr - 0o+ ) 4 u

of0
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Use of the above approximate relation between skin friction and heat
transfer is felt to be somewhat conservative in prediciting interaction
effects on the bottom and top r-f0ces.

It should be noted that the interaction effects shown for the wing
top apply to the forward, wedge surface only; interaction effects on
the upper surface after the shoulder were not investigated in the
present stujr. Obviously this region will be affected, if only from
alteration of the boundary layer at the shoulder by interaction on the
forward wedge. Three dimensional interaction on the body cone and
cylinder also were not treated during the present study, but effects
of the same order of magnitude as for the wing surfaces would be
expected for the same local compression or expansion conditions.

It was pointed out above that the comparison was made at the equi-
librium altitude and angle of attack for (L/D) maximum with no inter-
action. Since shock-boundary layer interaction affects pressure
distribution and hence lift at a given angle of attack, the nngle of
attack and equilibrium altitude for (L/D) maximum will change when
interaction is considered (see Section h.4). This effect has not been
considered in detail in the present study and requires further consider-
ation.

4.6.3 Leading Edge Heating

Temperatures and hent fl ures in the stagnAtion areas of leading
edges and noses have been estinyated for two ccnditions on the flight
path presented in the performance section. These are shown in Tables
4. 6 .341. The estimations are based on Pn extension of the theory of
Squire (Reference 4.6-16) for a cylindrical leading edge nortolto the
flow and the theory of Silbulkin (Rehference 4.6-17) for a hemispherical
nose and are discussed in more detail in Appendix 5B. The theoiries
are for incompressible flo-, it is assinmed that they apply to the
subsonic flows behind the normal shock -:anves at the leading edge
and nose stagnation areas. Dissociati~on effects have not been included
though the air tamperatures behind the shock are certainly sufficient
to produce sone dissociation. Ah the present the dissociation propcr-
ties of air are not well enough known to predict quantitatively how
this process will be affected. However, it is not believed dissociation
will tend to increase the temperatures shown.

The equilibrium tuiperatures are snvere and incdic'4e the n-t,-.ý;ity
for either a msper-materipl or considernble cooling. It is of intorpst
that the smaller radii shnpes produce the higher temperaturcs. It
should be remembered that the temperatures and heat fl'.i'es rho,'m ire
only for areas near the stagnation points.

An extension of Sibulkin' s theory has been proper.'d by KYr -1,,k n in
Reference 4.6-18 to predict the heat'transfer distribution Fr," th-
stagnation point to the shoulder or 900 point on spImres nrQd a.,iniders.

SECRET _
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This theory indicates a reduction in hep!t traivfer coefficient from the
stagnation point to the shoulder) as wQU! nc expected. However this
theory has not been evaluated in the pret- t n tudy, References 4.6-19
a&:d 6,640 present the results of test, 0" iIspheres at Mach numbers
of 1.90 and )19B7. These results alsc e 'i,ýA , appreciable reduction in
heat trarsfer coefficients from the •v'liu:• point to the shoulder of
the models. A number of low subsonic rU.ýU!t show the average flux on
cylinders frow O to 900 to be 80% to 901 of the stagnation area flux.

The temperatures and heat fluxes in Table I are given for an
unseept leading edge. In tests at M - 7 (unpublished) the NACA has
found that the heat transfer to the front half of a cylinder is reduced
by sweepback at a rate on the order of the cosine of the sweep angle,
ise. unit S = cos A & Since the relation between leading edge

QA-'.
length and sweep is wing-span/cosA , the total heat input is not
reduced by sweep as is the local heating. Thus, it appears that, if
the leading edges is to be cooled entirely by an internal coolants
rveepbank in terms of necessary coolant is not a prLme consideration.
However, if significant radiation cooling is prosent, for a given
surface temperature the total radiation will increase directly as the
leading edge area ý,fcreases with s-w.-ep (i.e. AA AA - o
for a constant leading edge radiu,) and a definite overall gain is
realized from sweep,

A parallel to the above can be saun in the effct. of leadng edge
radius; the unit stagnation point '-eat trLnsfer decre _ : "nith increas-
ing radius so that the total raciation for a con.stznt surface tempera-
ture would grow faster than the t hea't.ng. Fcwever' in tii±s case
the local heating does not increase invcrsaly a- the a:'era increases as
it does with sweep case - but at a !2sser rate, and one n.',st be specifio
about the relative magnitude of the radiation before a definite overall
advantage can be stated. If the leading edge ware alnost completely
cooled by radiation there would be a gain, Obviously the effect of
leading edge radius on drag would become an inportant consideration
here also.

It is evident from the temperatures and heat fluxes shown that
leading edge heating will present one of the most sevem aero-structural
design probLms. Emphasis should be placed upon it in future studies,
It appears that cooling will be necessary@ The trarspiration cooling
work done for the wedge surface areas should be extended to the leading
edge case in view of the effectiveness of this method of cooling. The
actual gains available fror. sweep and increased leading edge radius
should be carefully exained and the aircraft nhape assessed in that
light.
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Model h auA 00 IjM -119 h 17 2,000 ft., a M 6

2/2-inch Sphere 61.26OR 5828OR

2-1inch Sphere 52370R 5W08R

1/2-im~h Cylinder 59290R 5643"R

2-inch Cylinder 5%4L0R 440

Be MET FrAJTHRJOUGH SURFACEt (BTIJ/aqo fte-seo.)

h 1400 M -21.09h 172006

Model *1500OR TW a 30000 R Tw - 1500cIR Tw 3000CR

1/2-inah Sphere 720,.6 628,6 657*2 550e7

2-inch Sphere 35903 29868 327.6 259,8

1/2-inch Cylinder 621.4~ 538-0 566.7 47o.8

2.-inch Cylinder 309.7 253.14 282.3 219.8
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4.6.4 Trenaition Coolin

For the higher glide velocity conditions the temperaturee for the
first several feet of surface appear critical enough to require coolings
Transpiration oooling has been studied as a means of acoom lAhAis thi,-.
In this method of cooling a coolant gas is passed through a porous
outer skin into the boundary layer where it modifies the boundary layer
flow profiles such that the heat transfer to the surface is reduced.
The effectiveness of this method of cooling has been proven in low
speed tests though there is virtually no quantitative experimental
information at hypersonic speeds upon which estimates may be based.

A transpiration cooling theory has been developed in the present
study and is discussed in some detail in the Applied Research Section#
along with more background on transpiration cooling* The theory applies
to a laminar boundary layer. This is most pertinent to the present case
as transpiration cooling will most probably be confined to the severly
heated areas near the leading edges where the flow is expected to be
laminar, It is probable that the injection of relatively small anounts
of coolant into the boundary layer w1l- not destabilize the laninar
flow& In the strict sense air must be used as the coolant because the
theory is based on homogeneous boundary layer consideration for which
the coolant and bcundary layer fl-ows must be of the sane gas; but it
is believed that a d:ssmLilar coolant can be hanbed vith sufficient
accuracy through a simple extension of the Presen' theory.

To evaluate the merit of transpiration cooling the quantities of
air injection necessary to cool the first foot and the first 10 feet of
the lower surface (though not the leading edge radius itself) to 1600OR
have been estimated for the Stage ill (,8lCO lbs. O.W.) glide condi-
tions. The average coolant flow per square foot for thege conditions
isshown in Figure 4.6*4-1. The total quantities of coolant air
necessary are found to be 6.68 and 30. 2 lbs. per square foot of surface
cooled for the ten and one foot 'surface length respectively. Thuas for
ex.mple, to cool the first foot of tle approximately 40 foot span of
the third stage 1230 lbs. of coolant air would be required, This is
felt to be a practical quantity, in vim; of the relatively low arbitrary
temperraturv of 160C0R which was chosen, and indicates the feasibility
and effectiveness of this method of cooling,

There is considerable promise of further reduction in the coolant
rate from the above through use of better coolants than air. Water may
be moh better because it adds a high heat of vaporization to the
process, It is believed its use would at least halve the above coolant
requirements It is concluded that transpiration cooling definitely
merits future development. The effects of shock-boundary layer inter-
action and slip flow, which may both be strong near the leading edge,
are not accounted for in the present theory and should be included in
future studies.

I
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4.7 Stability & Control

A hypersonic vehicle of the type of the MX-2276 will be required to
be aotrollable and have acceptable handling characteristics throughout
the regim it encountara-from the ascents with separation of various
stages, to the peak of the hypersonic glide, during the glide at hyper-
sonic, supersonics tranaic and subsonic flight velocities and for the
law-speed landing conditions. The stability and control characteristics
of aircraft up to low supersonic speeds are presently understood to be a
reasonable degree. The design in this regime for a vehicle such as the
KX-2276 should encounter no fundamental lack in methods of analysis. In
the hypersonic flight regime, however, nev conditions are encountered
which require a review of present methods. As shown on Appendix 4B of
this report, the equations which govern the motion of the vehicle include
rui terms which are significant due to the high velocities which are
expected -- this requires a complete reanalysis of the methods which are
presently emplcyed to investigate the dynaic atnbility of aircraft in
order to detearine the effect of the ner, tcrxs on the prLsent concepts
and criterion for dyna-ic stability and control. -no itude of such
an analysis precluded more than an investiaicmon of the basic equations
of motion for this study -- ith these eru~tiorus, ho'•ever, means are
available by which such a etuy m.ey Ie In addition, con-
siderable effort must be applied to the dcter-.inaion of the static and
dynamic aerodynamic force and t.ent 7ara-,3trre in the hyprsonic flow
regime. At present, there are no !no,;:n uzco wcthds of predicting
such parameters as da.ping in pitch, roll, etc., hnover, means are
available by Wnhich the probl:iT.s may le attacked both on an exoerimental
and thecretical basis -- free flight test vehicles are preaently ap-
proaching the flight regEies of ,.X-227S and 4ll ;oc able to furnish
empirical data, and appi'ox-Inate theoretical floc models (Nautonian flow,
etc.) may be employed to obtain theoretical estimetes.

4.7.1 Static Stability

Some preliminary estimates of the aerodynm&ic static longitudhial
stability of the third stage have been made. The lift and drag of the
various components of the present MX-2276 configuration as given in
Section 4.4 mere utilized to deternine the moment characteristics of the
vehicle over a Mach number range from !1 a 4 to M - 20 and for angles of
attack from C - 0* to C a 150. Since the methods used to detenine
the forces acting on the various components (Newtonian flcw, shock or
expansion theory, etc.) result in uniform distribution of forces on each
surface area component, the moim'ent contribution xas deternined by as-
suming that these forces acted at the centor of area (or center of pro-
jected area) of the surface considered. The moment coefficient, as
determined by this method is presented in figure 4.7.l-1. It is of
interest to note that the principal variations in mToment coefficient
occur in the region N 1 4 to Y , 8 and that above X only slight
variations in moment coefficient occur with Nach number at a given angle
of attack,
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In order to obtain an estimate of the stability margins which may
exist in hypersonic flight, the center of pressure location for various
angles of attack has been determined for the present configuration at
M a 20. These results are presented in figure 4.7.1-2 and show no
unusual variations. Also shown on this figure is the variation in center
pressure for the configuration with a uedge-type control surface. It
will be observed that adding the wedge increases the stability of the
configuration.

On the basis of these preliminary investigations, it appears that no
undue difficulty will be eacountered in obtaining static longitudinal sta-
bility in hypersonic flight with proper location of the center of gravity
of the airframe. The probiem of matching the requirements for stability
at hypersonic velocities with those at lower flight speeds has not been
considered as yet and will require further studies. In addition, the
method used to obtain the moment characteristics of the airframe have
neglected the effects of shock-boundary layer interaction on the dis-
tribution of forces and moments. A preliminary evaluation of inter-
action (see Section 4 *7.3) indicates that an appreciable effect may re-
sult and should receive further consideration.

4.7.2 Control Surfaces

The moment characteristics of several control surfaces have been
studied briefly to determine the feasibility of using aerodynamic control
in hypersonic flight. Several types of controls have been considered,
of equal surface area, to determine the relative merits of each; (1) a
trailing edge slab-sided (constant chordwise thickness) control shown
on the present configuration, (2) a moveable tip control whioh is a
portion of the outboard section of the present wing and, (3) a trailing
edge wedge control formed by making a wedge of the outer wing from the
50% chord back, with upper and oin er wedge angles equal to the wedge
angle of the present wing.

The effectiveness of these control surfaces has been determined
from inviscid two-dimensional shook or expansion theory. For the tip
control surface, no data is presently available as to effects, at the
Mach number considered here, of the gap between the deflected control
surface and the wing, and this effect has been neglected in the present
study. The effectiveness of the trailing edge controls has been deter-
mined from the stream conditions which exist £mmediately ahead on the
wing and assuming that no shock-boundary layer interaction or separation
of flow occurs. This is considered justified since for a tailless con-
figuration the trim position of the control surface is in a trailing edge
up direction for positive angles of attack. In this condition, at hyper-
sonic velocities, the upper surface of the control is located in a region
of flow which is highly expanded over the upper surface of the wing.
Compression of this expanded flow does little to add to control effective-
ness so that any flow effects such as shock-boundary layer interaction
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will have little overall result. On the bottom surface of the control,
the flow Is expanded from the highly compressed region which exists
imadiately ahead on the wing and separation in this region will have only
a slight effect on the change in pressure as the flou cxands from the
wing to the control surface.

The variation of pitching moment coefficient with Mach number and
control surface deflection is shown for the slab and tip control in
figures 4.?.2-1 to 4.7.2-8 for several angles of attack. Of particular
-interest is the non-linearity of control effectiveness in the hyperscnic

A comparison of this non-linearity with angle of attaak and control
deflection at M n 20 is shown in figure 4.7.2-9 for the slab, tip and
wedge controls. It is notable that the slab control surface exhibits
the greatest anount of non-linearity with angle of attack; hoaever, a
final selection of a control surface will depend on other factors (hinge
moment, trim lift, trim lift-drag ratio, etc.) as well, and which can
be evaluated only in a detail design.

The effects of control surface deflection on lift coefficient and
lift-drag ratio are illustrated in figures 4.7.2-10 +,u T.7.2-1h. Tnese
results, which are obtained by su-ming the lifts and drags due to angle
of attack and control deflection, sho, that increasing control deflec-
tion for tr:L- results generally in* a roduction n 7,'1y_ 4 "-drg 1

ratio and an increase in the angle of at'ac< and.lift ccefficiant for
maximum lift-drag ratio. This iill result in a rdution fron the
range calculated for zero control deflection and, since the angle ofattack for a given lift coefficient is sce'.*".at •,.. r - ;ith cInt•'ol

deflections than with no controleole&J on, an increase in the heat
transfer.

It is apparent therefore, that selection of a control surface will
result from a umnber oi ccmpromisez whioh qould be evaluated in a design
study. The present results indicate that sufficient control sffestive-
ness is available at hypersonic velocities to "make aerodymnaric control
appear feasible without large aerodynamic losses.

4,.7.3 Shock-Bcundary Layer Interaction

The preliminary evaluation of static stability and control at
hypersonic flight velocities has been made using aerodynamic paraneters
which were determined from inviscid fluid flow theory. As wvis noted in
that section and also in the discussion of fluid flow regimes (see
Section 5.2)p the hypersonic flight path of the MX-2276 enters regions
wherein the effects of fluid viscosity becane of increasing imr:ortance
in determining the aerodnmanic pressure forces a:hioh oct on a m oving
body. Fluid flow theories v•hich neglect these effects mnay be expected
to give only approximate estimatos of these forces. At pres nt, general

7
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theories that will treat all of the aerodynamic shapes which it is
desirable to investigate are not available. However, a preliminary
theory which considers the cade of the two dimensional flat plate at
an angle of attack in viscous flow has been developed and is presented
in Section 5.3 of this report. With this theory, it is possible to
consider simple two dimensional wedge airfoil sections in order to ob-
tain a, insight to the possible effects of viscosity on forces and mom-
ents. A sample calculation has been made for a simple semi-wedge air-
foil section with a chord length equal to the mean aerodynamic chord of
the MX-2276 outer wing, at M = 20, at an angle of attack of 8" and at
an altitude of 200,000 feet. Figure 4.7.3-1 presents the ratios of
local, pressure to free stream ambient pressure for the upper and lower
surfaces of the section as determinei from inviscid shock and expansion
theory and from the viscous theory. For the lower surface of the sec-
tion, the local pressure is cons.derably increased over that predj-ted
by the inviscid theory, particularly in the region of the leading edge.
For the upper surface of the wing, vhore inviscid expansion theory
would predict pressures lojer than ambient free stream, the results of
the viscid theory show pressures considerably above ambient near the
leading edge, decreasing as the tri'iling edge is approached but in this
case always greater than ambient free s re:.. From thece data, it is
obvious that the forces and momients derived by int-grating the pressure
distribution uill be appreciably influenced by th- effects of fluid
viscosity at the flight condition ail-qn.. an e ple. th'.e section
moment coefficient tnken uith -enopct to the LTading cdge of the simple
wedge is found to be -. 0268 fromn the inviscid proessure dist.ribution and
-. 0302 from the Viscid ore u'et 'Thilh the section norrnal. force coeffi-
cients are found 'to be .0536 and .0623 -,cs.,..i'.Ly•

The above di,-cussion has he'n rvo ... nr.,- )nly ,!ith the two dimensional
effects of shock-boundary la:,,;r A Ž n e a'fects on ithree-
dimensional shanes such as bo•:,ind 7.•n,.-,n - .. y,2 undeifined. The
presently available 3a.t it foz' hy erscnic ".inig have sho..n only
negligible three-dL-mensional " •. ts. ... A..a have been
conducted in Mach number ard ?T-eyrilds rx-m regions -;herein the present
stady has indicated it .,ould not be e:peecLed that viscecons offects would
be large. The experimental facil"Ities are cspable of performing the
necessary tests and an evaluation for the flight regimes of e2X-2276 re-
quires only thqt the tests be conducted at the proper conditions.

Until more data is available, approximate estimates of stability
and control characteristics of hypersonic vehicles can be made using
inviscid flow theory; however, the limitations of using these methods
must be remembered in evaluating the results.

B est Available Copy
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As GrIgJaMW desoribed the NZ-2276 system requires tkree etapp

at beoosto Ow separab&q aointiguzat4.onas the first md. ****M Wtee
boasters and th egMde vehicle, are assembled adjafent to oN Se4@4 lP

_ A a para•ll•. arrioAt. As the final stage is acselrted o theo ON
v - intial - vdcz4otio,- the- firs-t ý* "~n-d stakte boostAise_ ti

and drop away as their W I. loads are expended. The aero La e# " f
the". separtionM in o=o•a rled in a quantitative manner hare•n.fter.

no definite conolusions as to the practicability of the original
booster-behialo onfigurations for separation are made, It t rcall-
indad t.!at whmn prelzintiy design of the system is begun, 1iotar-
"vehiole ooumbintlons be put into aerodynamic test as soon An p¢QIjb2.
a, it is believed this is the only way of evaluating them in A oi4fi-o.ently
quantitative manner.

4 ' 8 .l The Parallel Booster Configurations

The parallel booster conligurations consideied herein are primarily
the type shown for the or~ginal MX-2276 sy-'tem. Th6,-c are described in
Reference L.8-1; a thrce-6iew iF ruproduced hre Lan Figure ,.8.1-1 for
more convenient reference. Thii tnrvi e ' the contide,'ations to
particulpr ca-es; hoeevor, the :,pproach is not tha- s;~ui.ic,

Tha conditionr for s r'otLinr of' Ll, stal .-- c are taken from
Reference .3-I as being typ.& ) fr th, !.Y- tu. i h pcrtinent aerodyn-
ameic pareaeter•, for tfsc cn,,-.t.'.j o,, . .ol;o'• :.

Separation of first frcr, 6rnc..r , tnird' 5tagS"
Velocity V )030 £rs

-- Altituda h a 6ý,000 ft.
Ambi,3nt pr",ssure %. 13O1 psf

Mach nuflU.r M .2
Dy 1c prer.sure * 1970 psf
Pressure after normal

shock p2 a 3220 psf

Separation of secord and third stage:

V 13,800 fps
h )I2,000 ft.
pop" .902 paf
M •13.3
q - 12 psf
P2 a186 psf

It is seen from these conditions that the dyniamic pressure at the
separation of the first stage from. the second and third is much the

S
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Ost8rt. The shook wave cones, that contain the regions in vhich inter,.
ference effects between surfaces are propagated, also would be larger at

this le Mach Iwber sparation. Thus, separation -flm the Standpoint
of possible difficulties, appears more critical for the first stage
case,. This is also heightened by the fact that the present concept calls

hf attag. to-be saved. i.e. -lided to the ground after neparatio
The Second stage booster, on the other hand,- can be separated frm he
"glade vehiole in a manner which destroys the booster-as it is not to be -

salvaged. In a a ense the fact that first stage separation may be more
critical is fortunate because this is a much more easily realizable test
condition.

4.8.1.1 Separation Times

The critical period of separation is of interest, It is defined

here as the time for the base of the boosted stage to pass the nose of
the booster, or the reversej and is the time for strong aerodynanlic
interaction and possible collision after initiating separation. After
this period down-wash effects from the s tage •going ahead may still be
appreciable on the stage behind - say for an order of time, 10 times
the above-defined critical period.

The critical periods of separation have been estimated for a number -
of possible rocket thrust combinations of the stages arid are shoun in
Tables h.8.1-1. The combinations involving !teeing thrust are in-
cluded because it may be necee[ary to have these thrusts to stabilize

the stages during and i-mediatdly after tile separation period. The
periods were estimated for thrj staGe weightb and thri3ts given o n
Figure 4.8.1-1 and from eatim,-•tc. of the sta: drtg5. F iction between
the stages during separation ;mrs not considered. ""he period depends on
the separation length over thi- relativo acceleration of the bodies to the
one half power so that the accuracy of these quantitatives is' not criti-
cal. The expression used for the period is simply

where A# - the separation length
n a relative acceleration in g's between

the stages

It is seen that the separation periods are on the order of one to three
seconds for most of the combinations and that the least time is attained
by thrusting the boosters forward from the boosted stages.

14.8.].2 Separation Events

The basic choices for separating the parallel stages appear to
bet (1) by thrusting the boosted stage forward from the booster (no

SECRET
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thrust separation would be a special case of this), or (2) by thrusting
the booster forward from the boosted stage. The second case has several
disadvantages, though, as indicated above, it can give the least separa-
tion period. This case puts the less valuable booster ahead of the
boosted stage where its downwash affects the boosted stage and where,
after its burnout, the other stage could co]lide with it. Also the
booster motors must be burned during and for a period after separation
which reduces the overall propulsive efficiency of the system. The first
case appears to be the more reasonable and is considered further here.

It is felt that instantaneous aerodynamic forces during the separa-
tion of the various stages cannot be predicted with any accuracy until
test data for the possible interaction configuritions and conditions is
available. For this reason separ:tion. is examined from the standpoint
of general possibility of events.

Immediately before separation the combined configuration is assumed
to be in trimmed straight line flight. If the boosted stage is thrust
forward from the booster, the fo]]lowing appears possible. The nose of
the boosted stage projects for,..rd alnd a strong shock pettern with high
pressures behind it will fori bcteen the bottom of this nose and the
top of the booster nose. As the boo;xteed staFe continues forward
(relative'ky) the high prezsurn re-. on growis, exlernds back betwveen the
bodies and begins to force the a apart. T}t. rocket. exhau:sf, may
•Upinpe on the. bgster tQp incn'i% j.ai r•,rssure aft of the boosted stage.
Tie ie2ative tendencies Pt the boo.led :itage passes over the booster
appear to be: (1) to force the Loo:-t,'r'uown and pitch its nose down,
(2) to force the boos•ted stAge up, pitch it.s no-_e up at first and tnen
down. Overall, the~re r i_ a izL.Cilj!, ! ve :-ti.cu]..s,.,;ut. on Lend#uricy. if
the aerodynamic forces ,nd the occi, tioni prc.urýed by- the separation
can be tolerated and dam ". separation iPl this masjiier appcear'. fr-nzsible.

The large flat top aTnd bottom surfaces of the rese•rt 11X-2276 stages
will tend to prcmote high irit eraction pr•'e,;,r- a. ' ill give thest- ex-
tensive areas over wh oh to act. 1n some area:- no.in,.m shocis and the
resultant high pressures undouhtedly i,'ill. be produced, These May be
critical. to the flat surfaces wh:ich .re not e su:iEedi to n-1-r h2, h
pressire loads. 'theO reu]-aot.,, to -.a1 forJo-s and m.•i,,nt:. may be more
than needed or desired for the -:eiaraton. The aerod'namLc heat'irv on
the high pressure areas and th-e heating frorm rocket e:,.hanist .L¶rpinfernent
also may be problems, though they are very highly transient in nature.

4. 8 . 2  Tandem Stiging "

While in the original conce!pt the stages Pre arraaed in parallel,
thn fearibility of tandem staging, should not be excluded from future
dasi.gn considerations. Somn of the relative ;.dvantoges o: the to
arrangements are as follows:

, Best Avaabwe C,
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S....(a) Handlingi The parallel arrangement is apparently eauier
<, , t erect combine stages, and service before launch.

(b) Stabilit[y - When the final stage is winged, it is easier
• imkethe parallel configuration aerodynamically stable,

_ .-- rocket motors of parallel stages to pass throuh the overall
center of gravity.

!'I (o) Contro~l - Control motors would generally have longer moment
arms, trhua be more effective, for the tandem case.

S(d) Performane ,e A tandem configuration canl probably be made
" ~cleaner dragwise. The parallel arrangement allows simul-

taneoi~s burning-of motors from several stages.

(e) Aerodnmi ea g- Thne tandem stages can be arranged so
Vtha h inal ste forms the nose of the ccmuplets configur-

ation t~ius producing thicker boundary layers on the aft
stages and lees heating there. On the other hand, the final

, stage can be at leaist partially protected in the parallel
arrangement, e.g., the final stage body bottom in the present

° -"MX+2276 ccorbinotiono

(f) •i~ - The parallel configuration is subject to high
' ~Inbeaction forces, large local loads, possibility of colli-

sion of stages. Tandemr separation is essentially instant-
anmious; there ij--no aerodynamic interaction on the boosted

- - stage from the booster; however, experience has s ,hewn that
even the tandem setparativn gives large angular accelerations
to the boosted stage.

lS.3 SeParation Testing

=- As stated before, it is believed that theoretical analyses ot! •"
aration configurations Till not be accurat enough to allow yretiear

evaluations. This is based on past experience with problems of this
type. £•erimental evaluations will be essential and should be made as
early as possible in a design program.

8tatio evaluation of interaction pressures and forces and overall
forces and moments can be obtained in wind tunnel tests by hounting the
stages on individual balances and pmosing them in their reaitive sep-
aration positicms. The wind tunnel has also been used as prt of the
computation loop in solving dynamic separation problems. Abtlep-by-step
method is employed in which the forces and moments from the tunnel for

(e relative positioning of the vehicle and boster during iie aratig n
are inserted in the equatlonse of otirn to noetermon efor a ijeleted time
•: increment the next reiati es p paitiorine in the tunnel, and uc on success-

itvely..

S- T p '
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True dynamic evaluation# howevers will have to be obtai-nd through
testing of free flight models. The flit test facilities and instru-
mentation iechniques are available. Oviouaaly, i4_8e1itiation of the

MX-2276 separation at Mach nuiber 13 sy be difficaultbeoause of thae

- - high Mach number. In the interest of facility and eeoomy, it "eoe

testing at lower$ more easily attained Mach numbers, find advantageous

oonfigurations there, and then oheok- them at the higher aotual separation

Mach number.

Section 4.8 Refernces

4.8-1 Anon. "Strategic Weapon System" Bell Aircraft Corporation

Preliminary Design Report D143-945-O10, 15 July 193
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* TABLE 4.8'.1-1

CRITICAL SEPARATION PERIODS

-- !-- - XMX-2276 PARALLEL BOOSTERS

(Separation of Ist Stage from 2nd and 3rd Stage)

Rocket Motor& Durning Period Booster Sep.
let Stage 2nd Stage (Seconds) Direction

a. All. All 1.5 Forward
b. All Steering 1.3 Forward
c. All Nurie 1.2 Forvard
d. Steering All 2.3 Aft
e. Steering Stooring 8.6 Aft
f. Nui•e All I.8] Aft
g. None Steel',.ng 2 .7 Aft
h. None N14 ;e 3,1-. - Aft

IN .... (Separation of 2nd Stage from 3rd Stage)

Ro6kot. Motors Rrnin:g Period Boo.ter Sep.
2nc- 3Ta,'f3 3rd Stage (Se&onds) Direction

a. All None 0.7 Fo"r'a r'd
b. Steering None 1.7 Forw'ard
c. Steuring All 2.9 Forward
d. None All 2.0 Aft
e None None 21.6 Aft

S ,RC
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4t.9 Missile Trajectories.

A preliminary analysis of the sero lift trajectory of the KX-2276
missile has been made for two release cmnditions to illustr~ate the
mechanics of the missile drop. Trajectories were calculated for mi-
tial- velocitieS or 22,000 and 13,000 fpe. -fid aorzr-apoid-igA-at .. ...
altitudes of 259OOW and I8,oOO ft. respectively. The effects of earth
rotation were neglected, range of drag coefficients for the missile
was 4ised, and it was assur .d that ýirag coefficient -was constant over the
range of flight velocity. Figure 4.97!1 presents the impact velocity,
and the time and range int-rval between the time at which the carrier
passes bver the target and the time at which missile impact occurs. It
is apparent from these results that the design of the missile will re-
quire a corpromise between the desired irpact velocity and the time and
range interval. Figure L.9-2 presents the line of sight angle from the
carrier to t-_ nissile as a function of time from the drop point for
two a5suned drag coefficients.
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.aý Introduction

Some of the stated objects of the present study won to take
___ ____ stock o~f -the e~cdstenoe and, accuraoy of wthois for analvaim the __

force md heat loads to which an aircraft in sataiaud 04 w;n.
be imbltetdi to point out the maOw general and specific 21w prob-
lees which meed be solved in order to provide an adequte get a
methods for predicti•g thUe aerodyu.e performawce, stability, ad
heating parameters in the Maoh mrIr - altitude range eneorqsud
by "1-226 fligt#, and to contribute, where possible, to the under-
standing of hypersonic flow problems and to the developrmt and
inprovetent of methods of analysis. One of the pri•ary aims in the
consideration of hypersonic flow problems was to point out the "raw*
or "unconventional" phenomena which are not apparent or c not occur
at ordinary supersonic speeds And to attempt an assessment of the
importance of such effects for MX-2276 flight.

Prelihinary preparation for the study was the coopilation of a
complete as possible bibliography of all information pertaining to
hyrsonic and high altitude flight. A systematic search of the
publications of government, military, and university research and
development facilities1 of military contractors, and of pertinent
scientific periodicals was made to obtain references to all litera-
ture applicable to our work. The fields of interest in this search
necessarily encompassed many areas of fundamental physics and chem-
istry, such as those concerned with dissociation and ionization of
air at high tenperatures, emissivities of gases, etc., as well as
the more obvizus subjects of supersonic and hypersonic flow, boundary
layer theory and experirent, etc. Experience gained during our previ-
ous study of hypersonic aircraft leading to the proposal of Refer-
ence 5.1-35 and from our continued interest in the field since then
served as a guide in this search. Concurrent with the setting of a
literature reference file, a listing of all research facilities
and of leading workers in various aspects of the field was started
so that we would also have cognizance of sources of information
bearing on hypersonic, high altitude flight.

During this Literature survey it was recognized that a good
possibility existed of there being pertinent research programs under-
way whose results were not yet reported in the literature or were
reported by sources of which we were not yet aware. Furthermore,
perusal of the available literature indicated a wide disparity of
results (both theoretical and experimental) on some subjects, and
in other areas of interest there apparently was no reliable infor-
mation at all. Hence a series of visits to various rmesearch and
industrial facilities in the country waa indicated to insure over-
all cognizance of the field, to locate sources of information, and
to discuss, on a background of knowledge of the available litera-
ture, some of the rrny bothersome points in the present "state of
the art",
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In planning the stuy prowe it was obvious that a omhprehensive
And detaled mawgrepb on aerodynmeic methods sand the under3.ying flow
theory for hYPersoic flight was beyond the scope of this limited study,
even though the persoinnl performing this atudy had considerable back-

an am" awe _n tbeorsticai-and exprarimental fluid

mechanics, Inilld, while the preliminary literature survey turned up
over I000 ,ertimet inwsetpgations on hypersonic flow and associated
subjects, this bam h of fluid mechanics in still relatively nev and
there are maq gap@ in theory and experiment to be filled in before
the subject reaches the state where it will be amenable -to a Wstmatio,
def initive treatment.

The actual plan of study adopted to carry out the objectives stated
above featured several linerof approach. One approah centered about
a critical investigation of the Coundations and basic conoepts of hyper-
soic flow theory to indicate the nature and "•ps of flow patterns
which could be expected to obtain; it was dasired to determine both the
physical problems and the basic flow equations which could adequately
and consistently describe these flow problem,. To this end, an anal"Is
of theflow about a flat plate flying in the range of speeds and alti-
tudes corresponding to the flight plan of MX-2276 was made delioeating
the mature and the extent of the various flow regions. In attempting
to build up an overall picture of the various flow regions, however,
details of the flow about a plate for various H - Re combinations are
reqired, and since there are very few experiments in the high X, low
Re range of interest, these detail must at present be supplied by
theory. In particular, it wat apparent that the bow shook-bou7
'Vyr interaction phen•mena would be appreclable in parts of the K - PA
range of interest here.

A survey was then made of the varioup uhock-boundaz7 layer inter-
action theories to compile and correlate the informtion on this phs-
nomenm for use irf1uilding up a picture of the various flow regions
and for predicting the pressure, hearf- and heating parameters on a
body in hrpersonic flight. There were, however, several different
theories predicting different results for- cme oases of shcok-bomndaz7
layer interaotion, while other oases of interest, e.g., the expansion
side of a plate at angle of attack, bad not boen oonsider at all.
It was necessary, therefore to go into shook interaction theox7 in
som detail in order to evl"te these theories. As a result, some
improvmts ware a• on aexiting ther, (flat platej, zero angle) and
now th*or and nmueloal results were obtained for the cases of inter.
action on a flat plate at positive and iegativo angloi-of attack. The
details and results obtained are given in Section 5.31 it ishown
them that the increases in preisure end skin friction coefficient due
-to shok -int eaction for all -ee c an- be oorrlat•d in &- geeral but
simple and convenient fan. The ication of these results to the
MI-2276 configuration is given in etions i44, I4.6, and 4.7.

Sm
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The detailed investigttion of shook-interaction theolr led in
tmrn to a thorough stu of hpersoeic inviscid flow theory, sina e
results of the latter have an Important influenoe on the results of
interaction theory based on the two later model. Furthermore, the
s so-called *Newtonian flow" approxcimation of inviscid t -eersonui flowis an Im.... . .......... .... . .. . . ..trib~
timon on a body wh•ee viscous effects do not prxedcinate, and hence
the applicability and Unmits of this approximation merited considera-
tion. Sse contributions to an understanding of and an improvement
in.accuracy of the approximate hnpersonic inviaoid theory weor made

amare described in sec tion 5.6.
It is of itnterest to remark that the nature of the present p

of study is illustrated by the particular problems discussed in the
above paragraphs. This nature is such that in order to build up an
overall perspective of hypersonic flow theor7 a knowledge of mar
details of the flow pattern is roqufredl thus where basic flow prob-
lems have not been solved - or where existing solutions ma be thought
inadequate - these must be looked into in order to make progress in
the overall pVGtur. At tba same time,' an overall perspective of the
field is ••qUired as a-guide to a ohoice of the more significant
detailaed problems to investigate. Thus the nature of the study ro-
quires detailed investigations as well -as overall surveys and evalu-

In any evaluation program, furthermore, scme detailed work on
specific prob•ems is necessary in order to emphasize the nwaerouw-
assumptions involved, and to get a Nfeelm for the qualitative and
quantitativeeffect of these assumptions on the theoreticalUy pre-
dicted z eisulta this is particularly true when theories are dveloped
and partially chocked experimentaLly in one range of and- Re and then
are extrapolated to another H - Re range where there are fey, f azW',
experimental checks.

The analysis-which was Made to delineate the nature and the sig-
nificant features of hypersonic flow is presented in Section 5.2. It
gerves to point out the need for fundamental investigation of slip
flow and also to indicate the order of magnitude of the extent of slip
flow for points on the MI-2276 flight path. Furthermore, the para-
etars which must be considere•d for similarity in experimental work in
the high X - low Re range are brought out by the analysis of Section5.2.

Another line of approach followed in this study was to make
probing investigations into the nature and magnitude of Unevo effacts
"arisiag from the high teoperatures which would be realised •n the
boundary layer and behind stronag shocks in h"pero:do flight. To this
end studies were made of the emissivity of air - which governs radia-
tive heat transfer - and of the effect of dissociation of the air on
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cooductive heat transfer; in these catses determination of even the

order of sogitud of an effsect involved detailed investigations.
These and other considerations of ultra high t~sem.rsture effects ane
gathered in Section_5.k.

1 third iiun gi appromac W" t -1-on~ amniuui
flw theoz7 t@ high 3Noha nmbser andlaw densities,, particularly whwes
the resvult, of snob tboari- a were needed for the engineering stiudies
of the overall performance of KNX-22 76. ?he study of transpiration
coolifg reported in 5eorticx, 5.5 falls in this category as does ecme

F work on the conditions at %he noes of a blunt body; the latter is not
Mipoted separately but results ane used in Section- 4. 6. A stow, of

the states of theory and e~periint related to determination of the`

this is reported in Setm5.7.

Is a by-roduct of thbse studies, basic physical data on the
transport propertios of air and an the properties of the atmsoopkiere
piublished in various scurwos wore compared and, compiled, and a choice
was mude of the tentative Ostandardas to be adopted for the pretsent or
future studies. ftese compilations are given in Reference ?4-36 and
5.44-5.' Also, a Program (underway at %ell Aircraft Corporation before
the start of this study) to,oompte basic tables of flow parameters
for botha shook flov and isentropdic flow, incorporating the real pa
effects (=411ky thermal imperfections) up to dissociation tompersatres
was ocimloted,. The problem is discussed briefly in Section C.k4., mad
the ocompleto tables ars given in Reforen" 5.4s-50.

Weu report -is concerned mininly with describing the results of
the m rs-r less detailed and origLnal investigations which wore andes
in cawying out the objectives of the present study. It mas not desir-
able or feasible to report on the detailed informaticn gleaned from the
literature and from discussion with -any workere in the field of hyper-
sonic aerodynamics. It is remkedo hoeve r, that the background and
overall perspective of the swhj et thus gained is reflected in the
choice and handling of the methods employed in the general aerodynamic
analyses and in the rooommndationa for future work.
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5.2 Fundamental Eguationse Flow Regions

In 1946, Tsien (Reference 5.2-1) suggested a set of criteria which
roughly divided fluid mechanics into several now familiar "realms" de-termi4ned by the Mach number and RavnoalI n ,mue Of the flow. f.ancti-lly
he defined the gaedynamic region s the slip flow region, and the moleoular
flow regionj the nature of the flow phenomena and the form of the ap-
propriate equations and boundary condition governing the flow is the same
in each region butj of coursep is oonderably different amongst the re-
gions. The aIA of the present study was to delineate somewhat more pre-
cisely the various flow patterns and flow regions which would be encoun-
tered in hypereonic flight and to indicate in each region the fundamental
equations and boundary conditions which must be considered in order to
consistently and adequately represent the physical situation.

We start with the usual concept of a suporsonic flow pattern as
depicted in Figure 5.2-la.

1 h

ko F4p

FiPiG d51.-/d
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A shook wave - in which the flow parameters p, P, T, etc., change very
rapidly, almost disoontinuously, in essentially the stream direction -
is formed in front of the body, and in the narrow bounder/ layer adjacent
to the body the flow parameters vary rapidly (essentially) normal to the
direotion of flow; there are also other shook waves formed at the rear of
the body and over any proturbances. The conventional a&proach to a theo-
Y•-RAI gnAIVIRIN Of thiN flo?.,W iin two aRtAq. Virit. tha Anun•Mbns
governing the flow of a dense, invisoid, non-heat conducting gas are
solved - to some degree of approximation - for the region exterior to
the body (inoluding the shook waves which are treated mathematically as
discontinuities)l these solutions yield velocity and pressure distribu-
tions over the body. Seoondp the boundary layer is treated as a separate
flow region, where the equations governing this flow are those for a
viscous, heat-conducting dense gas, and the boundary conditioas on this
flow are zero velocity on the body itself and at the outer "edge" of the
boundary layer the computed velocity from the invisoid flow solution.
The complete vyiscousN equations - iwhioh are not in general amenable to
solution - are simplified for application to boundary layer flows by an
order of magnitude analysis whereby term containing derivatives of the
flow parameters along the body are neglected with respect to derivatives
of these parameters normal to the body1 the latter being of a higher
order of magnitude in a sufficiently thin layer. The boundary layer
equations are than solved - numerically or analytically - to yield friction
and heat transfer coefficients on the surface, as well as an expression
for the thickness of the layer.

At h•perecaio speeds and low densities the boundary layer thickens
appreciably# causing a change in the effective body shape which the ex-
ternal or inviscid flow sees and thus producing, in partioularj a change
in the blow shook pattern which in turn increases the preasure acting on
the bouadary layer and tends to thin it. When this occurs, the inviscid
flow and the boundary layer can no longer be solved independenrtly but
must be considered together. '""s hypersonic shock-boundary layer inter-
action is treated in some detail in section 5.3.

Actuallys the idealised two region concept of a flow pattern is not
valid at the very none of +he body, at any speed; here the velocity and
texperature gradients in ar@. direction are of the same order of aagnitude
and hence the flow in the whole nose region is dominated by viscous effects.
At the speeds and velocities associated with ordinary supersonic flight,
the nose region where a boundary layer is not definable is very s&all -
of the order of a fraction of an inch and is ignored for all practical
purposes. For an aircraft such as MX 2276, however, where hyperasdo
speeds are reached at high altitudes and thus low air densities, the ex-
tent of such a region can be of the order of magnitude of a foot.
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F-wthermore even when a boundary layer is definable in low density flow,
the fundamental equat4ons governing the fluid flow and heat transfer are
probably no longer the usual approximate fora of the avier-.Stokes equa.
tions (which are based on the assumption of ocntinous flow). This as.
seuption of a continuum cannot be justified when the man free path in
the microsoopia picture of the gas is of oomparable size to the smallest
oharaotermstia d4imns-ll. of th- f lov this dimansion is the boundary layer
thickness I in the case of interest. The regon in which contiruium
floe'would be a very poor assumption could encompass several feet of the
nose.

One way of looklng at the flow pattern in high speed rarefied gas
flow and breaking it up-for analysis is shows in Figure 5.2-1b, where
the surface is assumed to be a flat plate for simplicity. At sown point
suffioiently far downstream from the nose, a definite boundary layer
region will obtain (with 8/x very =mall) inside of which the usual bound.
ary layer equations will govern the flow and outeidg of which the flow
na be oonsidered inviscidl the two regions, however, must be solved
simIt•nesmal. Moving upstreams there are two possibil2itieS (a) the
thickness 8 of the boundary layer decreases'so that the situation will
obtain where the local mean free pathasj, i.e., the oontinuum assumption
is no loner valid, and we have a "slip flow" region; (b) even though A
deozeasesff is still small, but inareases to where 6/9 a 0(i);
in this case the continuum flow assumptions are valid, but the boundary
layer Simplifioations where gradients normal to the flow are assumed
maeh larger than gradients with the flow (due to the "thinness" of the
layer) are no longer valid. It is not evident apriori which effect
occurs closest to the nose, but the result of the analysis outlined be-
low indicates the situation shown in Figure 5.2-1b.

The region immediately surroanding the nose is not describable in
terms of a reasonably simple model; indeed, very little is known of the
details of the flow in this region, Certainly any consideration of this
glow must be based on the molecular picture of a fluids and factors such
as the ratio of plate thickness to roan free path and absolute value of
mean free path (which determines shook thickness to some extent) will
play a role in determining the flow here. Considerably more experimenta-
tion is needed to obtain an understanding of the flow in this nose
regioi. *

*Some rarefied flow experiments have been carried and in the last few
years by S.A. Shaaf and co-workers at the University of California
of. e.g., Reference 5.2-3.
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In the present analysis an attempt is made to indicate where **
the concept of a boundary layer may be expected to be valid in hyper.
sonio flow, and where the Navier-Stokes equations may be expected to
be an adequate set of equations to describe the flow; consideration
is ala6 givan to whan n1n a. the•A f. + bOA. a-.i .Ur. Si-,a=

the latter equations are the basis of practicAlly all present boundary
layer theories from whcoh, in turn# methods for prediotion of skin
friction and heat transfer parameters are derived, these considerations
can serve as a guide in evaluating the limits applicability of such
methodso

The investigation was based on the assumption of the Burnett eOra_
tions derived from kinetic theory (cf. e.g., References 5.2-4, 5.2- )
as the fundamental equations goverring the fluid flow and heat transfer
in a slightly rarefied gas, The-s are the most generally acdepted set
of equations1 * although their formulation is not completely satisfactory.
Assuming a thin boundary layer region with gradients normzl to the
surface O (1/& ) and gradients along the surface of 0(1), a detailed
comparison was made of the order of magnitude of the Burnett terms
relative to the Navier-Stokes terms. The criterion defining slip was
taken to be when the ratio Burnatt terms became of a significant

Navier-tokes terms
size, thus indicating where the Navier-Stokes equations may not be
adequate to describe the flow. This criterion is designated here for
conveniance as one for "inside slp" and indicates where the rarefaction
of the gas (relative to the charac eristic dimension A of the flow)
should be taken into account in obtaining a fundamental set of equations.
The numerioal value of the ratio which will be a significant size is,
of course, an open questionj in the following ratios of 1/10 and 2/10
were considered as significant.

It was found possible to equate the ratio Burnett terms to the
Navier-5t ial terms

ratiov/p in the boundary layer, and it can be shown that tht, maximum of
this quantity occurs at the point in the boundary layer immediately ad-
jacent to the surface, both when the surface is considered insulated or
cooled; hence 3:j a Sf . This suggested the following procedure

Pmax. Cp

*The validity of these equations, however, has recently been challenged
on the basis of low density shook experiments at the University of
California

**i.a., distance downstrem from edge of plate.
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for stud~ing when "inside slip" - in the sense defined above - will
occur, Solutions for the hypersonic flow over a flat plate were obtained,
on the basis of the conventional invisoid-viscous regions pictures
using the boundary layer approximation of the Navier-Stokes equations
in the latter region and taking the interaction between regions into
accounti this is detailed in Section 5.3. From these solutions the
ratio Of at an distance from the edge of the plate can be calculated

Cp
for any flight condition - Mach number, altitude, and angle of attack -

and, in particulars the distance from the nose at which Uf (and hence

the ratio B.Te ) has the value L of L_ can be determined. The
N.S#T, 10 10

results of such a procedure are shown in Figures 5.2-4a, 4b and 4e,
where the practical case of a cooled plate was considered.

The Ninner slip" boundary thus calculated can be presented in
another way, namely in the M - Re plane. For any given flight conditions
the free stream condition and the distance (from nose) where Of ,

given ratio fixed a local Reynolds number. Since the results of
Seotian 50.3 show that Of and Cp are each essentially functions of

M p5/2 and MW only (at high M)I the 'ratio Cf at any point on

a plate at a given angle of attack is a function of M and Re onlyl
hence a unique* curve of Of * constant in the M - Re plane exists

and can be readily 3alculated from the results displayed in Figure 5.2J.4

The "ninner slip boundaries" in the M - Re plane for the case of
fl t plate ** are shown in Figures 5.2-2 and 5.2-3 where the criteria
qf/c . 0. and - .2 were used, and the oases of the insulated and
the tioled plates were considered. In Figure 5.3-2 the criteria of
Tsien (Reference 5.2•.1) and of Shultz, etc. (Reference 5.3-7) and
Mirels (Reference 5.3-8) for the slip boundary are also shown for
comparison. Of interest is the difference between the boundary for a
given ratio of Ls.T. according as the plate is insulated or cooled.

NSoT,

* In the engineering sense that a single ouve can be faired through
oalculAted points.

R ** Here, since solutions are analytio, the boundaries can be determined
analytically.
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Looking back, what wau done here was to use solutions of the usual
boundary layer equations (including shock-boundary layer interaction
effects) to check the internal consistency of these equations by indica-
ting where corrections to these equations are apparently necessary, and
to thoow the results as "boundaries" in the M - Re planes These
considerations only serve to point out the possiblo extent of rarefied
gas effects on a surface in hypersonic flights The question of the
qualitative and quantitati-e nature of these effects remain to be
determined by experimental and theoretical investigations.

The terms of "slip" i! usually applied to the case where a rarefied
gas does not stick to a su•.face but slips over it with a finite velocity.
From kinetic theory, the s.ip velocity along the wall is given by

where 9 owIs For constant wall temperature

SinceL

from An Lnple kinetic theory. In the case of an insulated plate#

M moo I thusK

where K ( .I. Thus it is seen that the parameters signifying slip on
the boundary and "inside" slip are essentially the same at high M
differing only by a numerical factf}r. However, the actual correotion*

Note: * correction to the solution of the problem with assumed no-
slip boundary condition@
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which say 10% slips i~e... A- 1 0.1 will cause to some measurable

characteristic of the flow like the skin friction and the correction
which would coma from using r. more complete set of fundamental
equations to describe the 1.LwWW when B,T_., o 0.l are no1t 'Mm--nl

so thit the relative importance of these effects cannot be quantitatively
discussed, It is of interest to notes however, that for a cooled wall
SW e~ %%,so that A_"_ ~~ *.L. thus for highMH

it appears that the affect of slip at the wall lags behind the effect
of rarefaction or "inside slip" on the basic equations.

Slip boundaries for : 0. £ and for

S" 3Tin and the insulated wall are shown in Fige .es 5.2-2 a d

5,2-3. Also, to round out Figure 5.2-3, some curves indicating where
shock boundary layer interaction effects are strong ( . 4 )

and weak ( W, 0.1 ) are shown, again for the two cases of

S3 "r.0% j, and the insulated wall.

* Correction to the solution of the problen with assumed no-slip
boundary condition.

41* Providing the proper equations were known and solutions to them
could be obtained.
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A curve representing the valuee of Mach number and local free stream
Reynolds number attained at the one foot point of a flat plate
(zero angle) flying the MX-2276 glide path is shown to indicate
what regions of the M - Re plane are of interest for this aircraft.

The details of the study outlined above, and a more complete
discussion of the problem of deterviining the appropriate fundamental
equations and boundary condition is given in Reference 5.2-8.

S
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5.3 Bow Shook . Boundary Layer Interaction

5.3.1 IntroduotoEo Remarks

The flow over a body in supersonic flight is usually daterined
in two distinct stepst first the assumed invisoid flow about the body
including shook waves is computed to determine, for one thing, the
pressure distributicn on the body; then on the assumption that viscous
effects are nonfined to a thin boundary layer adjacent to the body, an

:.. approximate solution is found for the flow in this region - bounded by
J, external invisoid flow and solid boundary - where the external pressure

distribution is now known, thus obtaining the shear stress on and the
heat loads into the body. The boundary layer solution also gives an
expression for the displacement bhickness of this layer which represents
at any point the distance which the streamlines of the invisoid flow are
deflected away from the body because of the retardation of the flow in
the boundary layer (since mass flow between a streawline and the solid
boundary is constant).

The deflection of the streamlines in the essentially inviscid or
external flow is actually due to the physical body plus the displace-
ment thickness. This change in the effectivo shape of the body changes
the pressure about the body which, in turn, affects the flow in the
viscous layer. At low supersonic wpeeds and the associated flight alti-
tudes (relatively high density) this "interaction" effect is small, and
can be neglected. In hypersonic flight, however, the high M and low Re
(high altitude) both produce a rapid thickening of the boundary layer
and hence a very significant interaction betseen invisid - viscous flow
regionsa also, at high Mach numbers the bow shook wave lies close to the
surface of the body (actually the edge of. the boundary layer) and the
region in which invisoid flow may exist behind the shook wave is very
limited#

In this section the problem of the simultaneous solution of the
boundary layer and the external flow equations is considered in order
to obtain a theory for preducting the increases* in pressure and skin
friction on the nose of a body in hypersonic flight. Some improvements
are made on the existing theory (flat plate, zero angle) and new theory
and nueriaLl results are obtained for the oases of interaction on a
flat plate at positive and negative angles of attack, and for the
practical case of a cooled wall. It is shown how the numerical results
for interaction induced pressure for all cases (zero, positive and nega-
tive angles of attack) can be correlated with respect to the parameters

M 5%/2/Ral/2and M a. in a general but simple and convenient form;

0 i.e., increases over what values would be predicted by invisoid plus
viscous flow solutions ignoring interaction.
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this ts given in Figure •-.3-1. A sta.la:, correlation for M3C is given
in Figure 5.3-3. The general results oi ii.;ure 5.3-2 are applied to
detzmine the pressure at the nose of a 5 wedge flying at M a 20 ata4. a1÷.4+.,,Aa..j .m !1..,.4 ^ the •_g-q• -- . .- ---- •
ofr th iosntere iA 1 efet +.he Upt aA.. seA +.ka aw+.3- 4T
oftee interacation effect the resultsto are shown in oFigure 50-. The
specific application of these results to the MX 2276 configuration is
given in Seotions 494s 4.6 and 4,7.

The present analysis is restricted to two - dimensional flow and
is based on the following asmmptionst

The surface is an infinite flat plate with a mathematically
sharp leading edge@*

The flow field between shook wave and surface is idealised
U being divided into two regions or layers (of. Figure 5.3-1), namely
a viscous layer adjacent to the surface across which the pressure re-
mins substantially constants and an invisaid region between the shook
and the viscous layer. In the latter region the flow is rotational due
to entropy variation generated by the curved bow shookI the flow expands
in this layer and the variation of centrifugal force through this expand.
lng layer sets up a significant pressure gradient normal to the surface.

The fluid is a continuun and the flow in the boundary layer
in governed by the usual Prandtl boundary layer equations approximating
the full Navier-Stokes equations.+* Furthermoreq the fluid is assumed
to be a perfect gas with, constant (arbitrary) Prandtl number, constant
(arbitrary) C., and following the Sutherland viscosity - temperature
relation.

The plate is &asmed to be cooled to a constant wvll temper-
ature,

The interaction problem differs from ordinary boundary layer problems
in that the external flow field enters as an unknown, instead of being
given. In order to obtain an analytical solution to the problem with a
reasonable amount of labour, it is necessary to have an explicit ex-
pressicoi between the induced pressure on the edge of the boundary layer
and the rate of growth of this layer. It is found that whenMda

SExperimental evidence (of. References 5.3-12 to 5.3o15) indicates that
the result obtained for an infinite plate with a sharp leading edge can-
not be indisecriminately applied to the region(s) near the leading and
trailing edge(s); more theoretical and experimental work is necessary
before a oolpiete solution for the entire plate is possible.

Sr A discussion of the self-consistenoy and hence regions of validit:r of
this assumption is given in Section 5.2.
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then a modified form of the tangent - wedge formula can be used - as

discussed in Section 5.6 - , and vhen M • < 1, the Prandtl-Meyer

relaion be" een pressure and deflectign augle ean bae ue-id wbwen

M dx 1 there is no really simple pressure - deflection relation.*

Before outlining the Ietailed analysis of the shook-interaction
problem, it is of interest to consider this phenomena by an order of
magnitude argument,

5.3.2 Order of Magnitudo Considerations

The average value(s) of the temperature and velocity in the boundary

layer in hypersonic flow are characterized by t - 0 (M,.)L and

T, . 0(U") , Comparing the relative magnitude of the pressure

gradient and the inertia tUrms in the x - momentum equations (of. e.l1),
for instance, wa obtain

since0

and rLmA
aT L L L

since RT 2-a, T -- 1, and - - constant in the boundary layer. Accord-

ingly, the pressure gradient effect is generally small when the pertur-

* In this case, howover, a pressure-deflection angle relation can be
E obtained in ecries form by a parturbation from either the tangent -

wedge or the Prandtl-,oyer relaticne.
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bation pressure is small, and becomes at most of the same order of
magnitude as the inertia effect when the perturbation pressure is
much larger than free stream pressure.

In the case of a flat plate at zero incidence, for example, the
self-induced pressure increases with the hypersonic parameter of the
external flow, iee., M _L ; hence for a sufficiently small M._L_

x x

whereas for large values of M A I s, y of order unity or larger, it
x

can be seen from FEuation (1) that the ratio reduces to O(lil)*.

From the above relation, it is seen that one mnV omit the self-
induced pressure gradient effect in an order of magnitude analysis of
the Navier-Stokes equations in the boundary layer, since it is at most
of the same order as the inertia terms. Thus equating the rate of
change of momentum to the shear stress we have

Assuming a thin boundary layer 5 and a regular velocity profile
in this layer, it folows that

Now sines

Au

whor the at de/2e avrg aus.SneJ 1 /2i

2 2(5)
3 uz ~L7 AL

x R ~ 7  V, T P
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which is essentially the well known Prandtl result where now the
Reynolds number based on the average properties charaoteriqtic of
conditions in the boundary layer instead of on the free stream values
is used, Assumi g a p wer law viscosity -. emp.,,t" T.
we have, since T-

d ~1 1/2po 1/2 M L(Pn. X(6
L Re M

where M 8 +2
Reeve

Hance, it can be seen thnt, in gcneral, compression tends to reduce

the thickness of the boundary layer and expansion tends to increase
itj the effect or the self-induced pressure gradilent resulting from

thickening of the boundary layer tends in turn to thin the boundary
layer.

prom Equations (4) and (6), it can be shown that

M3 0 (PL-) 1/2 (7)

Similarly, a consideration of energy balance in the boundary layer
leade to

3 1/2

where Ch is the heat transfer coefficient defined as
0h IP L?//c~ -mO

h by z ,T

Thus, the effect of compression is to increase the skin friction and
the heat transfer rate, while expansion tends to reduce these parAmetersj
the se2f-induced pressure gradient thus tends to increase both Or and
Cho

For large value of the "hypersonio parameter", i.e., M,? I 'Ao(i),
where 'r Iis an effective thickness,

e.g. M. (9)

I 0
I.X
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where Ot is the local inclination of the surface. For small values ofXM?', i.e. M7'(c 1,

PPn .a. M (e ÷ i )A (10)

In view of Equations (), (7) and (8), it may be anticipated then
that the expressions for p, C• and C on the surface of a wedge in
hyperascnic flow will hRve t;,effollow~ng functional forms for a
considerable range of X

/ F(X, cc)
M3 C - o(., x•)
.f (N1)

XIMC h 0 H(Z1 MCC)

From the form of Equatl.ona (11) it is recognized that the important
parameter in kqpersonic visvous flow is X .

It is eznhasized that the above considerations on the relative
order of magnitude of the flow parameters assumed that the velocity
and temperature profiles are regular and that other effect such as
the temperature distribution along the wall, etc., are not the
essential features which to determine the interaction phenomena.

S
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5.3.3 Outline of Analysis.

The detailed invcctigetion was carried out along the lines of -the
von Karman integral method. The momentum and energy equations of the
laminar boundary layer including the pressure gradient term* were
forrmlated as two integral differential equations. Profiles for the
local velocity and local stagnation enthalpy in terms of the distance
from the wall were assumedi these profiles satisfying certain boundary
conditions at the wall and at the outer edge of the boundary layer,
With the assumption of these profiles and with the use of the
Dorodnitzin transforration, discussed in Reference 5.3-11, the two
integral differential equations are converted to ordinary differential
equations which give essentially the variation of the boundary layer
thickness and of the heat transfer parameter.

The solution of the problem for the flow over a flat surface at
angle of attack O ( was obtained in two parts. In the first, a
solution for the flow over the bottom of the plate was developed, using
the assumption of third degree polynomials for the velocity and stagna-
tion enthalpy profiles. The Prandtl number was left arbitrary,
although it is required to be of order unity. Analytical results were
obt~ained for the insulated and given constant wall temperature oases
by expanding the solution in ascnding and dje.nding paiers of the
paria+ter X, for strong and weak interaction , respe:tively. For both
the str=g and the weak interacqon cases the analytical solutions show
that p/pew f (%. j M 0 ) and I!Cf - g (Z a M wo ) for a given wall
to free stream temperature ratio; results for the intermediate region
can be extrapolated from the strcn. and weak interaction regions. All
the details of the analysis are presented in Appendix 5B.

In the second part a solution for the flov over the top of the
plate was developed, using a fourth degree velocity profile and a fifth
degree stagnation enthalpy profile. Since in the present analysis a
single boundary layer thicknass is used by assumption that Pr a 1
instead of separate dynamical and a therral boundary layer thick-hes~ss,
the stagnation enthalpy profiles were used here of one degree h•ih-ir
than the velocity profiles in order that the sann number of boundary

.The pressure gradient is induced by the deflection of tho inviscid flow

streamlines and is a function of

since ()a ~ 'and for M 1,

it is shown that a 5.

S**The positive value of 9 corresponds to the bottom or corueoscion side
and the negative & corresponds to the top or expansion side.

S *The strong interaction range was arbiti-rily defined to begin at the

value of X. where the perturbation pressuze is 800% of the anyvptotic
value ( - 0); the vroak interaction regicn was alto defined to br!•in
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conditions be satias•ied b the energy equation as were satisfied by
the uiseatum equation, The praotical case where the wall Is assumd
codled to -a uaitoam texperzature was oond dored. Tb- reauting tw
ordinary differential equations were solved numerically and the varia.
tion of the pressure, sidn friotion, and heat transfer parameters were
calculated for several combinationa of M, ex , and altitude. Xt was
found numerically that for M") 1 the relation p/pW f (C, MeL )
and M3 C a g (X Mw. ) holds true also at the top for eL b -lo'g
the results obtained for M3 Cf and p/pr were correlated in X and M @6
and plotted in Figures 5.3-3 ind 5.3-2. The details of the amlysis

are given in Appendix 5A.
5.3.4 Discussion of Results

Numerical examples were calculated ftr the top and bottom of a
flat surface in steady flight. For the top side the pressure and skin
friction distribution were found for M = 10, 15s 20j at a -50, .10',
altitudes of 150,000, 200,000 and 250,000 feet and Tw 3

The results were correlated in terns of X and M T. he correlation
was found to be very good for M N 15 and 20, but for M * 10 poorer
results were obtained. The heat transfer coefficient (Oh) was found to
vary between 1/2 C and 1/2.4 CO for very weak and very strong inter-
action respectivel~j no curve hýs been plotted since in the flight
regime in which we are interested Ch 1 1/2 Cf.

For the bottom side of the plate numerical results for C0f and
were obtained, using the method developed in Appendix 5B for the st~ng
interaction region. The method of Lees and Probstein, Reference 5•3-1
was used for the weak interaction region since our analysis of this
case was not completed at the tive of computation, but it was-later
found that the increment in Cf and in 1 given by Lees and Probstein

are of the same order as the one given by our method. Results in the
region of intermediate interaction were extrapolated from the weak and
strong region.

The skin fration parameter M3 Of and the press're ratio
are plotted as functions of X for constant Meo in Figures
(5.3-3) and (5.3-2), respectively. It is interesting to notice that
as I ac I increases the viscous-inviscid interaction becoms weaker,
and it becomes stronger as M increases. This observation is true for both
top and bottum of the plate but the rates of increase or decrease are not
the same.

*ý,*at X where the perturbation pressure is 30% of the asywptotic value.
Between the strong and weak interaction we have an intermediate region
wliere no analytical solution is available.
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.; Remarks on Previous Work

Several attempts have been made to analyze and solve this pro-
ble of hypersonic shook-boundary layer. For the case of strong
interaction there have been two distinct approaches used, insofar an
the physical flow model is concerned. The first (o.foseg. References
5.3-3, 5.3-8) assumes that the region behind the shook wave consists
of a viscous boundary layer and an invisoid region between the shook
and the boundary layer, as illustrated in Figure 5.3-1. The boundary
"layer equations are applied to the boundary layer region and some
approximation to the inviscid flow is applied to the invisoid but
rotational region. The other approach (References 5.3-2, 5.3-4) as-
sumes that the region between the shock wave and the body can be
treated as a whole by the system of boundry layer equations, ioe.,
the edge of the boundary layer and the shook wave are made to coin-
oide. Strictly speaking, an important assumption implied in the
ordinary boundary layer equations system - namely, constant pressure
across the layer - is not valid here, since near the outer edge of
this layer where the viscous effect is relatively small a very strong
normal pressure gradient exists due to the centrifugal foioe. Al-
though the first approach - the two-layer theory - may not be ap-
propriate at the immediate vicinity of the leading edge where the
shook is close to the surface, this idealization, nevertheless,
accounts for the pressure variation. In the present approach, the
two-layer model has been adopted. For the weak interaction range,
the distinction between a viscou' and an Invisoid region is more
clearly the appropriate simple model.

From the mathematical viewpoint, there are also two distinct
approaches. One (c.f.e.g. References 5.3-L, 5.3-3, 5.3-6, 5.3-10)
assumes a linear viscosity - temperature relation which leads to
relatively simple solutions of the differential equations. However,
the linear viscosity-temperature relation is known to over or under
estimate the fluid visco.it-v in the layer when the variation in
temperature across the layer is large, such as the case of a cooled
wall at high Mach number. The other approach (References 5.3-2,
5@3-4# 5.3-7, 5.3-8) employs the momentum-integral metho.,i while
the approximation to the flow details provided by this method is
not precise, it nevertheless allows the use of a more accurate
viscosity-temperatnre law. In the treatment presented in this re-
port, the latter approach has been used. Analytic as well as num-
erical solutions are obtained for the case of a wedge at angle of
attack, with a given wall to free stream temperature ratio - the
case of practical interest. The Sutherland viscosity-temrperature
law has been adopted throughout, and polynomials of third and fuurth
degree are assumed to determine the velocity and stagnation tempera-
ture distributions. Previous works based on this approach either
consider the case of an insulated wall or assume linear velocity or
total temperature Profiles.
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Figure 5 i3-n i a working chart for the orreottion of the M3 Cf
ourve in Figure 5.3-3 for the weak interaction ranges based on the
asymptotic conditions behind the shook wave. This oorrection arises
essentialy from the error introduced by the asMptotio formula
approximating Crocco'- (zero pressure gradient) result as high Yaoh
number. This oorrection to Chart 5.3-3 hta been utilized in the
estimations of NX 2276 performance, reported in Sectiona 4.L4 , 4.6,
and 4EE7.
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5.4 Ultra-Hi Teperature Phenonena

t-e energy vhich a moving bWdy imparta to the air in which it muovea
is disaipated by viscous action into heat (internal energy or molecular
activity) mostly in shook waves and in the boundary layers The amount
of energy required for flight increases roughly as OVn, 2 C n 4 3, and
at hypersonic speeds this energy is sufficient to cause appreciable
changes in the structure of the air in the narrow layer right next to
the body and in the neighborhood of the nose where a strong normal shock
obtains. This change in structure will be reflected in changes in the
measurable macroscopic properties such as LA , Cv, C , k, etc., but at the
same time the more complicated microscopic structure and behaviour of the
gas can no longer be completely and adequately described in terms of the
conventional thermostatic parameters; one must resort tc kinetic theory
to explain and predict the behaviour of gas at hig& te~iporaturza (temper-
ature being, of course, a measure of the molecular energy or activity).
Furthermore, air is a complex mixture of gases, c.f. Table 5.4-l, and its
properties are determined by the properties of each of its constituents.

TABLE 5.4-l

CIMPOSITION OF AIR

N2  78.03 Neon 0.0012
02 20.99 He 0,O0O.

A O.94 Krypton O.0O0,05
002 0.03 Xenu 0.0OOOO6

"H2  0.01

The principle constituents of air, N2 and 02 are both diatomic

molecules. On the idealized kinetic theory model of a gas, the diatomic
molecule has six possible degrees of freedom: 3 translational, 2 rota-
tional, and one vibrational. For N2 and 02 molecules, the translational
and vibrational modes are active at room temperature and higher, but the
vibrational mode is frozen out.* At temperatures of 600OR and above,

* Actually what is considered is a statistical average. Even at a flow"
temperature there will be some molecules possessing suffioiently high
energy so that all degrees of freedom are active, but these will be so
few as to have negligible effect on the average. As the temperature is
raised, nore and more molecules possess sufficient energy to excite all
modes and hence the properties of the gas which results from an average
"of the properties of the molecules comprising it will be affected.
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the vibrational mode (in the oxygen molecule first) becomes active,
and this shows up marosooppica llyin increasing values for 0y and C
with Increaeing temperature. At tumpeatures of the order of 5400"RS
the 02 molecules start to dissociate, i.e., there is sufficient energy
available to som moleoules to overaome the potential forces bin•din
its atom. together, and at temperatures of about lO,O000R ionization
becomes significant.

The distribution of energy among the various possible degrees of
freedom does not occur instantaneously, but requires a number of col-
lisions before each mode is in equilibrium. While the translational
mode requires so few collisions that it reaches equilibrium almost
instantaneously, the rotational mode requires about 10 to 100 colli.-
sions, while the vibration mode requires about 100,000 oollisions to
reach equilibrium. Hence there are finite "relaxation" times before an
element of gas subject to a change reacts ocmpletely to this change
and reaches an equilibrium state. The actual times requires are
furticns of density and temperature change, and at present are not too
well known, although experimentsal investigations of relaxation times
are under way. Likewise, dissociation and ionization do not occur
instantaneously but rather at a finite rate which is a function of the
temperature of the gas. After an element of gas has been heated to a
sufficiently high temperature for a large enough time interval, then an
equilibrium state will be reached whare the molecules are continuously
dissociating and reassociating at a constant rate but there is a certain
constant percentage (characteristic of temperature and density) which
are dissociatedl however, a certain characteristic time is required
after every change of state until equilibri•m conditions at the new
state are reached. Similarly for ionization.

The determination of the characteristic times is difficult and
laborious theoretically, and at present the experimental approach is
not clear. Furthermore, the properties of air under, equilibrium dis-
sociation and ionization conditions have yet to be calculated correctly
and tabulated. Hence the probing studies of dissociation effects
which have been made herein pertain to equilibrium dissociation
conditions only.

An indication of the temperatures associated with hypersonic flow
can be obtained from the simple ideal gas relation

Ta 2

Thus flight in air with ambient temperature Ta = 500R, the 0 , Cv
variation becomes significant at around M - 2, dissociation bicomss
important at about M - 7 and ionization at about M -

S
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The changes in gas properties associated with a change in micro-
soopia structure of the air must be taken into account in predicting
the fose a-d heat loads on a hypersonic aircraft by extensions of the
conventional approach, i.e., in obtaining approximate solutions to the
usual boundary layer equations and shook relations at high Mach numbers.
Furthermore, the possibility of relatively "new" effects in aerodynamios-
like radiation from hot air in the boundary layer to the structure -
need also be investigated*

Another way of looking at the thermodrnamio problems associated
with h7personic flight is to consider the energy involved in body-gas
interaction in the Mach number range from zero to 25, as demonstrated
by a diagram of the energy spectrum of the gas on the molecular scale,
The average translational kinetic energy of each molecule of air
relative to the aircraft can be expressed in the form m 2... (i * ' M2)

and this relationship between Mach number and kinetic energy is repre-
sented by the parabolic curve shown in Figure 5.4-1. The ohnraoterie-
tic energy values for excitation of the vibrational energy levels, and
the dissociation energies of the air molecules are indioted as well
as the sublimation energies of typical solids.

From this energy diagram it can be seen that the relative kinetic
energy of the typical gas molecule at high Mach ntmbers is sufficient
to produce dissociation, and also that this relative kinetic energy is
greater than the energy required to remove a single atom from a common
metal; i.e., the sublimation energy. These facts suggest that thermo-
dynamic and chemical phenomena not apparent at ordinary supersonic
speeds - because there Is not enough energy available to produce them -
will be observed at hypersonic Mach nunbers.

A number of probing studies ware initiated to investigate' some of
the high temperature effects associated with hypersonic flow, and the
results of these diverse analyses are collected in this section. Also,
considerations of "newt'* phenomena which could possibly be of importance
are gathered below in this introduction.

The question of whether or not the intensely hot air in the
boundary layer radiates an appreciable amount of heat to the adjacent
structure is considered in Section 5z-1; e~anentially, the first step
is to estimate the emissivity of air at temperatures of the order of
IO,000R and lowr densities. The estimates obtained from an analysis

"* "new" in the sense of either not existir4 or not apparent at the
rel.atively lcwer tmporaturos associaLed with supersonic flight,
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based on the quantum mechanical aspects of kinetic theory show that the
order of magnitude of the emissivity of air at the temperatures under
consideration is sufficiently h:.gh so that radiative heat transfer
appurz to be an impostant faotor at these temperatures,- --it -emaina,
houever, to solve the flow equations in the boundary layer includin8 a
radiative heat transfer term) in order to determine the exact way in
whioh radiation will qualitatively and quantitatively affect the over-
all heat transfer picture. A prerequisite to such a detailed study is
a precise knowledgs of the emissivity C as a function of wave
length X , pressure p and temperature T. A theory has been developed
to compute this quantity and is given in Appendix 5C; it was not,
however, withiZL the scope of this study to carry out the detailed
numerical caloulations at this stage.

Sore brief thoughts and rerirks on the calculation of the transport
properties of dissociated gases are given in Seotion 5.1.2, while in
Soction 5.h.3, an investigation of the effects of assumed equilibrium
dissociation of air on the bouzlary layer characteristics is reported.
The results of the latter study shou that skin friction and heat transfer
are essentially unaffected by dissociation so long as beth the stroam
and body tenporsturos are below dissociation values. It vas learned
during this writiinZ that similar results (unpubll shed) bays recently
been obtAinod at thm Rand Corporation. (1.lso of. Reference 5.4-37Y,
it appears that a sinilar racii.t holds in the stagnation zgion of a
blunts-nosed body.

In Section 5.h.b a recently completed progran (at Bell Aircraft
Corporation) to cor.mpute ba;ic tables of flow parpmeters for both shook
flom and isentropic floc, inrorpnritirr, real gan offects up to dis-
sociation tcmIrozrt.rues, is di;cuv.•d. Sinc• the gas flcu tables are
basic to nny nunorical ann.ly:As of tha flow, it was important to
deter,.-ine hoi.w the actual bchavi'or of air at high tcniperatures differs
fron that described by the stnr~dcrd ideal gas tables, and thns the real
gas flow tables wurn neodc:.d as a stinddird of comrparison. These tables
aro applicblu to nortz.l nhoo,:r. up to a finch nuubor of 10 and to
oblique shoc:i of 30* or less uave angle up to N 0 20, since in these
cases tho teLporatuzes behind tho Lhocl: are bilcw dissociation tempera-
ture. It should be noted also that these tables relate equilibrium
stetes on both sides of the shock.

In the folloiring, various thermodynamdc phonoriana which could
possibly be of importance in hype'rsonic flight are pointed out, although
so little is knoin about theso phenomiena at present, but that they must
first be investigated experimentally to detennine whether or not thoy
will be importrnt, and if so, to determine quantitative offcots and/or
a modal for theoretical studies. To be sure, the methods for perfonting
such experiments are not at all obvious, but some progress is now being
rade
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� such poasibility in that of damage to the skin of a high
wiocity aircraft due to interaction of the air-ikin u�olecules;
ftpre �.U-l �ov. that at H * 20 say, the energy of an air !olO*llle
I.. aba�it tvioe the binding energy of alu�.num, A few experiuuite b�
7. J. Viflig, where a fast jet of about 100,000 fp. impinged on an
alumim2a target have been conducted, where it was demonstrated that
daaage to the etal surface appeared as a lightly etched area. These
results are very prelii'd.nary, however, and at much higher velocities
than of interest to MX 2276. The problem requires further experiiantal
atu4 in order to understand and control any effect of this type.

The possibility of damage to a surface by a meteorite has also
been noted. �re the worry ii that the meteorite could either p�etnte
or tear a ehunk out of the surface, resulting in hi� heating rates
being induo*$ at this flholew because of turbulent flow or the setting
up a ound wave oscillation in this hole (of e.g., �eferenoe � *�

I4�uever, tJw probability of contact with a !1�atoorit� larger than 1 x 10
ie at uoot about onn a day (of Referc�nce � 4 i-�3) at the highest

t4tcdo reached so that this is not a problem for the glide vehicle.

Qonoi4orirsg no�r the interaction of miorom2teorite �U5(4 and theit ie eatitated that particles of size � �c 10 grar.s and
Ur�3or i�it.h relat4ve kinetic energies of �0 ev. and greator �d.12.
re�Luter about SOOO hito per hour, and will probably cause ricro-
sccpic pittin�. such etehin� of nAal by r'�toor du�it ha� o.lre�dy
been .b�>srv�4 in high altit.udr.3 rcc�et Cirin�3, It is not expicted
to be ��ious or to �i�nificnntly c.ffoot th3 surface tinish of a
�1,L4e v4hi4e, ho�7uv�r, but it would be pz�dont to obtain more
ezpoi.��taI. evid�noe of this ofCt�ot.

'�,e effect st�r�An� from the clis�octation or air �t high tempera-
is the pot�ibility that ions p�odu.�r.�d by dissociation in the

�.tre�o2.y hot 2-�y�t inaidi, the bour�d�vj layer will drift towards the
rfe<�4 �n�d co�±,ino ther3, rolc�sin� enc�r�y and heatin� the surfacG.

0111Oe ther4 are finite tiv�n in which dicisoolation and re-r&ueocia-
t{e�o and f:cie.tion at the h hte.hratur�oo:ouri at a faster

oonceiv�ble

t�O7 r�V� tijr4 to rea.o4ne, thuu aU.eviatin� the heattn� pi�blem �
� o�ent (of a� yet un�win �i�nitude),

The ultra h$�h temptratUv�s� ivached in th8 be nch�r)' layer will
e4�o �4e�4 in ioni�tion of the 4r, and heat OolirluQttofl �y OOtRVn

i�e1�a v�sct ai.ao he oor�d.i�ed, 5or-�i pr3ii�.vin�ry th�oi'o�ic�d. and
e14�P4*4 $.nvo.¾�atione in t�i�i line, pa�tioula�.y �f�r�iic� '�,I�47
�et.een �erc1.eI out �or avgon, but aa y�t 1 �u �UWk (�fl air 1� bu�iii

Th� p�ob1�r� qutve.� uld'�h� the ��cul lanA e�p�vi.

-�A
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5.4.1 •Radiation Transfer of Energy in Hy-personic Flow

Introduction

The conventional solution for the equilibrium temperature distri-
bution in a boundary layer over a flat plate evaluated at a Math number
of 15 or 20, and an ambient temperature of 4OO*R, indicates that some-
where in the boundary laye the air reaches an ideal gas temperature
of 30M or 1O,000R. In ob aining equilibrium solutions it is found
(of. Section 4.6) that can, iderable energy is radiated out from the

I. heated plate to drop its tt mperature well below the theoretical
recovory terperature (almoit stagnation) at given free stream condi.
tions. However, even though the plate may thus be "radiation cooled",
(to well below stagnation temperature) somrrhers in the boundary layer
the temperature approaches the high stagnation value. See Figure .05.4-1.
The question arises as to whether the plate receives a significant
amount of heat by radiation from the hot air in the boundary layer.

iooa000 12000 T (OR)

Savoral rocLnt papors (Reforoncu 5.4-27 and 5.4-33) describe
expsrii,.antol stuciiu of radiation ýx,.ttAd by plano chook waves.
These shock tub- oxourii.. into d.1:onLt'ata thL fact that substantial
amounts of cner[7 ari b-ing tran' rrtcd by radiation, This result
is not too surprisin-, aince it io '.11 urvtablished fact that
radiation is the dodinita tranhpor• mcchinL-i uhan thi temperatures
are of the order of ottllar tL,!pnx1t AtFoo. ACain, using the classical
expression for heat 'di-atAd au a d T4 and for ecaAmple taking the
aa-,e where TU a 2000°R and T1. ' Ain utroavi Is 10,0OR then for the
stream to radiate locally Lo ý,ch haat as th3 wall does it need only
have an erniosivity of rbout (1/5)4 -. 0O1. H;z:over, we could find
no quantitative thooroticr!l or ez.uri).:•ntal inforation about the
emissivity of air at the tuinperturxQ undjr consideration, and besides
the precoui of radiative haat tranufur at theca tenperaturos cannot
be coT.npletaly roprvesnted by tho eng-ineering approach. It is knon
that cu; ! expo'rlxnts veze i,.idc at Cornel2. tnivurvity in Suriner of
3954 to try to reacure the ui-ivity of air, using a shock tube au
a 9ouic,: of hot air and •r,1dr- a spectrographin analysis of the strm gth
of ra.U ation emitt:d as a function of wave, len,,th, but this very diffi-
cult iP:-ri t V, not load to any concluoive reLults because of contamr-
nating i,.•it.ioiii b Ln off by tl.n :hock tuba itsolf.
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In order to get an estimate of even the order of magnitude of
the heat radiated by the boundary layer air, it is necessary to
anaJlyse the detailed molecular state of the-gas -to-compute-its emis-
sivity as a function of pressure, temperature, and wave length, and
then to utilize this information in setting up an energy balance
equation for the flow in the boundary layer. For example in regions
where emission and absorption are intense the energy equation will
have the additional term

Xi K aT

where K=- R 4

Sis the energy density

4. 8n•hV 3  1

.'J. dE dv
the radiation nan free path

d T
K= n a-, wherz I is the absorption arose section and Ky

coefficient of spectroscopy.

The precent study started off as a probinG investigation to
dateriine tho ordor of iignitudG of thw e~rdusivity of air, and when
it was fould that radiation would apparently be a significant factor,
a more detailed theoretical study was initiated to compute essentially
the eiiesivity of air au a function of A , p, T, since this infoni-
tion in an nocesuai7 prerequisito to any ierious study of radiative
heat transfer.

A brief discmuciun of radiative enercy tr-nsfer loading to an
estiiate of the order' of narnitude of thiv effect is givun bolcri,
The rore dutailld ai,:1yois leading to a L.3thod for ccrmputinC E L is
given in Appvadix 5C w;hich ohohmi that this quantity can be calcu1Ltud
to a reioionnble app'ocii.Ation. It was not within tho scope of thm
pr-..•.iit work, h6.;ve', to carry out the extunrbive caiculations to
obtin C. , Poth tr'trcmnts preuppose a certain faizlliarity with
the concept.i of ki!ntic and quantwu theories,

SECRET
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Analnriss

The model assumed for analysis is that of an ionized (or
dissociated) gas in an equilibrium state, wihere the ionization
(or dissociation) process is preceeding at a constant rate, and it
is balanced by the rate of the inverse process of recombination
(or reassociation). The inverse processes take place by one of two
mechanirc.is, inelastic collision or radiative transition. The meaning
of tempjrature used herein is that characteristic of the equilibrium
thermodynamic state.

The problem of calculating equilibrium concentrations and tempera-
tures has been discussed by Krieger and White (Reference 5.4-34). The
classical engineering ir-tilodu of computing radiative heat transfer are
not verly convenientwhn thc mcdium is a gas at 5000 or 10,000 degrees
Kelvin. From here on in this section temperaturas are given in K ,
tha physicists unit, since the problem is no;u in the vrorld of physics
and it is convonient tu uco the languago of phycics. The average
emissivity coefficient, 4 , has a very, di=continuous frequency-or
wave length spectral distilhution ýnd as a result its teporature
variation is non-uniforii. A serfis of pnpc1rz by S.S. Pannor
(References 5.4-29, 5.4-30, 5.4-31 and 5.4-z2) discuss so=2 aspects
of this problom, and a brief ditcunioon of gCneial problems is given
in Reference 5 .4- 2 .

The rzdiation properties of air aro complicatad becouV#tJie two
major components nitrogen and o)xyzn aro hoopol-.r r.,olocules in the
ground state and thus have no electric dlpolo roiont, trat the minor
constituents carbon dioxide and water vapor, etc. do not have this
syrTnetry. The non-luimInous property of oxygen cnd nitrogen at
moderate temreratures is dopc.ndent on the -.ero valvo of the dipole
moment, and this propcr•y is do,-troyed in tho caca of oxygen i'?hn the
temperature is raised r-uf'iciently hiLh to put soia of the molecules
in the B '1 state. The crd.miion and absorption of radiation due
to transitions bot-7con this excit;.d state and the ground state has
boon studied extensivoly by spectroscopist, and v.aluable inforvation
on the subject is given in Referencs 5.4--l, 5.4-l5, 5.4-2, 2 .42
and 5.,4-26. ' 0

A general r.-thod of analyzing radient enerUy transfer can be
dovelop--d by oxtenrdin- the dovrain of the classical theory with the
aid of ac,.o concepts from tha quantum theory of radiation. Ono
approa'ch to this problem is to express the coefficient 4A (amissivity
per irave length internal) in terms of KA (absorption coefficient of
spectroocopy) and then relate the macroscopic KA to the microscopic
croan section for absorption of radiation. The details of these
stcps are given belcwi

.9
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The radiant flux euitted per unit area by a hemisphere gas at temqmem-
ture T, density P, and radius L i8 given by the expression P w Ir I w

4 (T, Pot ) v T4. This racfation is distributed over a spectral range
and is studied by rasslving-it into frequeney or wave length elements

"In/IA dA and TA O *A E A (T) where EX- 2h- 2

"Sin"ce/JEA dA o 0' 'T- /1E6 dA /IA dA

The function EA (T) is sketched in 1±igure 5.4.1-2 against the wave
length to give the standard black bo(iy distribution curve for a given
tehp4rature T.

EX

The intensity of radiation I frov. the gas is equal to the integral
.11A dA

where 1 A 4 6. EA (T). FrcI irchhoffs rolations,
we know that 6A = aA

where aA is the f£r•ictionr:1 ab.,orption at the wave length A , thus

IA (1 - )I or __ - 1 -a
'A.

In absorption spectroscopy the lotnaritl:i of this intensity ratio is
measured in the laboratory

In IA " -K, L - in (1 - aA

IA.
Ký is called the absorption coefficient rind it has the dimensions cr(,-

we ncfr obtain experi.:i-?ntal or theoretical values of Kx ip w n
c ripute EA * aA * 1 - " KA L and the ordinary enlssivity

1 eCRAL)E dT / __ k
/E dA /ZA dA
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The above relations indicates that the eOissivity 6 is the ratio of
two areas in Figure 5,4.1-3 of EA and % EA versus X . As an
example, oonmider the ease where T s 8000w and 6A is 0 for A
greater than .25 microns aand. fork less than .25 microna.

E• ~

.25 A(microns)'50

Eni~~~ a iitarea

Figu~ra 5.4.1-3
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The absorption coefficient KA is related to the microscopic
absorption U% by the relation KA a N dA where N indicates the
nurber of molecules per unit volLi i is the absorption cross-
section which can bo calculated from th3 quantum theory of radiation
for most absorption processes.

In manq problems involving molecular transitions, it is difficult
to calculate the aross seotLon from theory alone, but the general theo-
retioal relations may be used in conjunction with isolated experirental
data to provide an adequate description of the absorption. In the case
of diatcmic molecules ouch as oxygen, the Frank-Condon principle may
be used to obtain rapid qualitative estimates of radiative transition
probabilities from the potential energy curves and energy level schemea
of tho molecule. This information can be used to extend low tempera-
ture absorption iasiuremants to higher temperatres.

A quantitative de3cription of the absorption can be established
by dewvloping a theoretical oxproosion for the crocs-soction in terms
of the electric dipole rratrix elezmnt. The dipole matrix elemant can
be expressed as a product cf an electronic natrix element and an over-
lap integral of the nuclear wave functions. The electronic matrix
eleracnt will remain o eentially conntant over largo frequency intervals
and can be deterndntid from rooii tomparature experinontu. The overlap
integral uill be sensitive to teinparaturo bocausa the occupation of
nuclear energy levols vili ahan-a with teriperatura. The nuclear wave
funotiuns can ba CooputLd f rom the Schr'dinger equation with the aid
of potential energy curves availabla in tha Literatura. The occupa-
tion nuzibers for the vibrational enerdy levels are determined by the
basic relations of statistical mechanics.

The Schuimn=-Runge continuum vill b3 responsible for a major part
of the radiation oritted by air in the tem'perature range 3000 to
10,000 degruis Kulvin, The mnxii.ci absorption coefficients are known
from spectroscopy to be of the ordur of 300 cm- 1 S.T.P. and the long
wave length e~rdn of th2 continuuii if found at wave lengths near 1600
angstroms. When the ti~perature of the gas is raised from a standard
room temperature near 300OF to 6000 or 8000 degrees Yelvin, the
continuum will move into tha visible part of the spectrum and this
action will contribute Ueatly to the average esissivity of the gas.
Prelirriiiary estiimate buEed on the usu of the Frank-Condon rule give
emissivity values in excess of 10 per cent for L •1 cm, P I atm,
T 8000# Kelvin.
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As an example of the heat transfer at this condition

r Trz- r E T4 -T T 80O •K -

•0.1

6*. •.7 z 10- oag

f- (0.1)(5.7 x lo-5)(4,1 x 1015) - 2.34 x 1010 ergs

re, 2.34 x 103 Joules * 2.3h x 103 x 926 BTU
e2see 1054s. 8 F''see

r. 2.o0 x 1o3 BT

Any realistic evaluation of the radiation problems must be mde
on the basis of a quantitative rethod. The foundation of suoh a
iethod is presented in Appendix 5C.
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5.4.2 Transport Properties of Dissociated Gases

Ttre is curruntly a-need for reliable infor'ation about the
transport properties of dissociated air, All -of the theories for
oorbination of boundary layer characteristics involve empirical
formulas for the variation of the transport coefficients as a funo.
tion of temperature. The results given by these theories are sensi-
tive to the details of the specific property or temperature law assumed.

The kinetic theory of non-uniform gases (Reference 5.4-2) gives
__ the temperature dependence of the viscosity and beat conduction coef.

ficient in the form 4-" where M(21,2)*(T) represents the

deviation from a rigid sphere motlel, and it depends on the interaction
beween the gas particles during the collision process. The attractive
force between two normal nitrogen or oxygen molecules is a very weak
one characteristic of an induced dipole - induced dipole interaction;
however, in a collision between two dissociated particles the attrac-
tiva force is a very strong one characteristic of the chemical bond.
At disrociation temperatures, the potential energy of the weak inter.
action would be insiFificant compared to the kinetic energy, but the
interaction energy betueen two dissociated particles will bp 21 e
com~ared to the kinetic energy and as a result the term 1 (T)
will be important, In other words at disseoiation temperatures the
temperature dependence of p and K gould be expected to deviate appreci-
able from the T2 variation as given by the rigid sphere model. It is
noted here that this model is the basis for Hanson (Reference 5.4-39')
and Moore's (Reference .4-38•) treatments of the effect of dissociation
in the boundary layer.

The integral X1 (2,2)* is a function of the viscous orosu-seation

l C0os0)) I(G)sinGde and where 1(e) is
the differential collison cross-section of scattering theory, The
differential oross-section can be determined by standard quantum
mechanical mthods if the potential function V(r) is known, The
potential cmrves for the interaction of oxygen atoms are given in
Reference 5.14- and 5.4-16 and similar information is available for
other molecules in the physics Journals. It appears then this would
be possible to compute p and K with reasonable accuracy at dissociation
temperatures. Moreover, the calvalations are closely tied in with the
solutions of the radial wave equation in the radiation problem
(Appendix 50).
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5.4.3 Effect of Dissociation in the Laminar Boundary Layer

A preliminary investigation was carried cit in order to estimte
tb_ effects of equilibrium dissociation of air on the characteristics
of the compressible laminir boundary layer over a flat plate when the
temperature of the wall is assumed uniform and below the dissociation
temperature for air. The results show that skin friction and heat
tramsetr are essentially unaffected by dissociation, but that the
thickness of the boundary layer is reduced and tkat the mwax~im
temperature in the layer is considerably reduced.

The method applies to flow regiona where the Navier-Stokee
equations and the Prandtl boundary layer approximtions are valid.

While the transport properties free dissociated air calculated
by Krieger and White (Reference 5.4-34) are probably incorrect
(because the value they assured for the dissociation energy of
nitrogen is now considered too low), their tabulated values were
used because they were the only available; however, some of the
conclusions which were reached in this analysis are not appreoiably
affected by small changes. Other results, although subject to errors,
my still serve as indication of the effect of dissociation.

L. Moore has investigated the same problem in Reference 5.4-38,
utilising a differential analyzer to solve the equations; some of his
results are not valid, however, since he assumed that AA/k is not
affected by dissociation in calculating Prandtl number. This asuap-
tion was shorn to be wrong by F, Hanren (Reference 5.4-39) and A.
Kantrovits (Reference 5.4-;O)1 they show that the Prandtl number for
dissociated air is approxintely a constant of order unity by using
elementasr kinetic theory based on the hard sphere rodel, (See
Figure 5.7.3-1).

In the present analysis, the method of Crocco (Reference 5.4-4l)
was used since it gives accurate results for variable ofpC1a, Ik and
Pr near unity. The values ofI ,s, and i for air in dissociation
equilibrim were calculated according to the method presented in
part B of (Reference 5.4-38).

The lasmimr boundary layer equation for a compressible flow over
a flat plate, including temperature variations, are

Momentum to U UZ. +ev u (/du ) 7  (1)

Continuity U) + V)y (2)

Energy to u x+t Au2 +1 y 3
y S,
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The enthalpy1 is includes the heat of fozmation of dissociated
produotsj ,% di/dT. The Prandtl number is assumed conetant and its
value is n from Handeen's method (Raf. 5.4-38). Following Crocco's
method, letting ix = 0 we get from equation (1), (2) and (3) after Bcee
transformations.

S2 (4)
(i, Pr K) + (l - Pr) i* r - 0

0

with the i'ollouing boundary conditions i
when u. *a0 Kl' 01 1* iw 11

where the prime deontes differentiation with respect to U,.

gore the star subscript denotes dimensionles. variabli, namely

ioo ' 1 ,0o
U,/2

&amining equation (4), we observe that the transport properties of
the gas appear only in the Prandtl number and in the funotion& * #* of
i*,, Now since Pr dissociated is approximately equal to Pr unde soclated
(see 1iguze 5.L.3-1) and since by using the method of (Ref. 5.4-38 part
B) to evaluate , * and A we find that for 4 a 0 and Moo 01 25 P* AtA
dissociated is within 5 percent of the undissociated value (see Figure
5.4.3-2) and for t d 10 and Mo f 25 to A* dissociated is within 8
percent of the undiasociated value we can imasdiately conclude that for
the sae initial and boundary oconditions we have the same solution of
equation (4) for i, and K as a function of u* whether the air is dissoci-
ated or not@ We see, therefore , that the skin friction (of * lVy VJW)

and the heat transferqs,/2 PC U0 are " not appreci-

ably affected by dissociation. It should be pointed out that these are
tentative results and are based on the validity of the elementary kinetic
theory model used in the calculation of /3 * , and of Pr in Reference
5.4-38 and Reference 5&4-39 reepectiyelys. In order to get more accurate
results the more realistic kinetic theory model of Section SU,2 is
needed to evaluate 4 * ,MN and Pro

L!
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Tto numerical examples have been calculated following Crooools
method in order to estizate the effects of dissociation on the
velocity and temperature profiles in the bounday layer. The first
exmnple is that of a flat plate at zero angle of attack in steady

-flight-at a-?ach ncmer of -2 at-250,000 ft. The vallvas assumed
cooled to a uniform temperature equal to three times the free stream
temperature Figure 4.3-3a shows a comparison of the velocity profiles
assualng undissooiated air and air in equilibrium dissociation.
Figure 4-.3.4a shows a compL risen of the temperature and encthalpy
profile assuming dissooiat d and undissociated air,

The second ezxnple vav of a flat plate at a lO angle of attack
in steady stream flight W h number of 25 at 250O000 ft. The wall was
assumed cooled to a uniform temperature equal to 3 times the free stream
temperature. Figure 4.3.b shows a comparison of velocity profile for
dissociated and undAissooated air and Figure 4.3.4b shows a oomparison
of entalWpy profiles for dissociated and undiesociated air. From a
comparison of these two examples it appears that the thickness of the
boundary layer is reduced ts dissociation occurs and the mixinam
texperature in the layer iii greatly reduced. It is interesting to
see that the slope of the velocity and temperature profiles of the
wall are unohanged by dissociation. This again shows that the skin
friction and heat transfer are unaffected by dissociation.
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Section _.4.3 Symbols

x, y Oeometrical coordinate parallel and perpendicular to flat
plate, respectivel7

us v Velocity components of bouft -7 lEe- flow in z and y
direetion, respectively

Mass density

Coefficient of viscosity

Coefficient of thermal conductivity

T Absolute temperature

i Mnthalpy, includes the heat of formation of dissociated
product

a ± specific heat at constant pressure
•T

Ratio of specific heat at constant pressure to speoific

heat at constant volume

Shear stress

M Mach number

Pr Prandtl number (op/%)

K Shear function

S Sutherland constant

Ea Renolds number ( A0 U X/^~

af Local skin-friotion coefficient

q Rate of heat transfer

Vi/i
U /U
U* utU0
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/0 0

Subsoripts

o Free strean oond~itionn down-stream of the l.eading edge

w Wall aoodtionB

oo0 Free stream oonditions uipstream of the leading edge
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5.4.4 Co!Mressible Flow Tables for a Real Gas

The shook waves occurring in hypersonic flow produce extremely
high teopentures at which the air an no longer be considered as
calorically perfeot gas, Als* , ,,' ti.-.e,-U-,e.- ra.n ved m n
be such that the thermualy perfect gas* model oan be in error,
Hmoever, the stendard gas dynamo tables for air, which give the
relations between state parameters in isentropic flow, are based
on the assumtion that air is an ideal gas with constant specific
heat (of, e.g., Reference 5.4-42). Since the gas flow tables are

i basic to any numrical analysis of the flow, it is important to
determize how the actual behavior of air differs from that described
br the standard ideal gas tablesj such a tetermination can only be
mde when there are real gas flow tables to serve as a itaindadof
comparis on.

A progreum to compute tables of flow parameters for shook flow and
isentropic flow, incorporating the effects of van der Waals' forcel and
variable specific heat for the range of temperatures at which dissomia-
tion is considered to be negligible (up to 5400*R) was underway at
Bell Aircraft before the start of the MX-2276 study coatiact; these
caloulations have been completed and the tables were issued as
Reference 5.4-50.

The procedure employed for "orporating these effects in the
flow equations was straightfoward. However the resulting equations
are extremely difficult to use directly and any general tables of the
flow functions would be prohibitively voluminous. The aim in developing
a method for including the real gas effects in flow problems vae then
to find a way of presenting the results so as to make then most generally
useful without resorting to volumes and volumes of tables and graph@.
Crown (Reference 5.4-i43) uses correction factorw which are funtions
of the temperature and pressure so that his method is essentially a
succesive approximation procedure. Tsien (Reference 5••-44l) intro.
dches correction terms to the ideal gas relations which are products
of two funations, one function depending only on Yach number, the
other only on the initial conditions, This approach is more direct
but still not simple. The NAVOFD's report (Reference 5.4-4) includes
tables of thermodynamic pamriaters behind norral shocks and through-
out regions of constant entropy, both for a lirited number of initial
conditions. Several other authors (References 5. 4 - 46 and 5,4-47)
merly study representative cases in order to indicate the manitude
of error arising from neglecting the real gas effects.

* A gas with oonstanl mecifto heat C and C for air are nar1y
constant below 600 R but increase raidly at higher temperatures.

+ 3as with equation of state p • RT
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The approach followed in Reference 5.4-50 was similar to the
NAVORD report, where the thermodynamic parameters are related to a
single independent variable and the initial conditions. However, a
significant improvement was made by choosing the initial conditions
of th•-e defined bya v tandard atmosphere. by extendij the sbook
tables to the oblique case, and by inaluding the flow paramters as
functions of the thermonamic state and an initial flow conditiou.
initial conditions at sea level and 36 089 feet were based on the
NACA approved atmosphere (Reference 5.I-48). At the high altitudes
a linear temperature profile atmosphere based on the Rocket Panel
Study (Reference 5.4-49) was chosen and shook tables were calculated
for the three key altitudes. Data for any intermediate altitude can
be obtained by linear interpolation, In order to correlate shook and
isentropio flow tables the initial ffow condition is given in terms
of the total or tank enthalpy rather than velocity.

The above mentioned shook flow tables were used for some sample
calculations to compare shook flow in an ideal air with shook flow in
a "real" air taking into account variable specific heat and real gas
effects. The results are gathered in Table 5.J.4-4 and show that at
Yach numbers greater than 10 and flow deviations of more than 100
the ideal gas approx.iation introduces noticeable error. The greatest
error is in the tewperature and is due to the assumption of constant
specific heat. The error due to neglecting the van der Veals forces
is sraller but of sufficient magnitude to merit consideration, especi.
ally since equations and tables including the effects of variable
specific heat are not greatly simplified by neglecting the van dor
Weals forces.

When the air is heated beyond about 540O*R by shook effects, the
dissociation of air at these temperatures should be talen into account
in compating gas flow tables. An analysis vas made of the theory under.
lying shook flow and isentropio flot in the dissociation range of tempera.
ture, and a procedure for calculating flow tables (using IBM equipment)
was developed, Actual progrnamsng and carrying out of the extensive
calculations required awaits accurate tables for the composition of
air for the dissociation range of temperature. ridsting tables of
Hirsohfelder and Curtiss, Reference 5.4-51 are based on a value of
7.54 s.v. for the dissociation energ of nitrogen, which is now
generally regarded as inoorreotj thus, at the preset tim there
exist no accurate tables of the composition of air at temperatures
above 54000R. Just recently Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory and the
Gas Dynamics Branch of ADC together have started the calculation of
this composition, and it was learned that the Bureau of Standards has
also done work on this problem. This latter source, however, was
motivated by the needs of atomic energy work and as a result the
accuracies and the increments of temperature considered are not very
appropriate to hypersonic flow problems. Several other leads as to
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sousee vhich may be oal.imlating or planning the olula~ition of
nab tables are being oheoked, It is hoped, hrver, that these
tables will be made available at learnt in part by otber source• ,
so that vs can conoentrate on our primary probOwim. To this end

S.ar ,-mtatd ad ,mitas a., ,Aman41%1a ,ma, n "Imem
the possibility of their ukidng such tables.
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5e5 Transpiration CoolinR

The preliminark feasiblity study of the MI-2276 vehicle (Ref.
.. .- 0l) -fncat6ed that equilibrium skin temperature (1s calculated by
extrapolation of conventional supersonic laminar boundary layer methods)
on the order-of 2000OR could be expected on some local areas at the
most critical hypersonio flight conditions. Sincoe these temperatures
are beyond .the useful limits of known *aterials, it was evident that

(I some method of cooling the structure locally must be considered* -In
order to: compare the effectiveness of convection , transpiration, or filmf .cooling* in a practical structural design it.-is necessary to first
obtain the aerodynamic information in transpiration coolingg aid to re-
duce this information to a convenient forta for" use in structural design
stucies. Previoils theoretical investigations (at lower Mach number to
be sure) (Refe 5.'-lo and .,5-14) indicate that transpiration cooling
would be superior in several ways to film-:cooling, and hence the latter
was not considered in detail,

A survey and evaluation of the existing theoretical and experimen-
tal literature on the aerodynamio aspects of transpiration cooling was
made (Ref's. .- 1 to 5.*-11) seeking a basis for the calculation of
design information, Practically all of the theoretical studies examined

..were restricted to supersonic flow at low Mach number, generally less
than 3e Hence1 it was deemed necessary to develop view solutions to the
equations of the compressible laminar boundary layer including the
effects of transpiration cooling for Mach numbers up to 209 and to carry
out the calculations for the Mach number and altitude range of interest.

The theory developed and presented (in brief) below is essentially
an extension of Morduchow's upproach (Ref. 5.6-1) and is based on an
integral method. The essential improvements made were to assume a
Sutherland relation between viscosity and temperature as used by Chapman
and Rubesin (Ref. 5.S-13) instead of the linear viscosity temperature
law, and to include heat radiation from the surface; tbelatter is an
important factor at the high wall temperatures associated with the higher
Mach numbers. As the end results an approximate method was developed
for computing the rate of mass flow injection of coolant required to
keep a surface at a given (arbitrary) temperature under given initial
free stream conditionse

* In transpiration cooling# the coolant is passed through a porous skin
and enters the airstream with a finite velocity normal to the surfacol
in film cooling, the coolant is injected through the surface by a slot
or orifice into the boundary layer at one or more points streamwise
along the surface1 •nd the coolant is spread over an area inimodiately

Sdownstream of the opening by viscous action of the boundary layer. With
convection cooling, coolant is passed under the surface to act as a heat
sink,
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A set of exemplary design charts were calculated, typical examples
of which are shom in Fige. 5o5-1 and 5*5-2* In Fig. 5s5-I the wall
temperature is constant at 1600OR and the mean coolant flow required to
keep a 10 ft. plate at this temperature is shown as a function of Mach
number and altitude; these charts were also made for .wall temperatures
.ranging frm-600R ta 18000 R. -In Fig,6. -2, the altitude i'se fixed,.. and meancoolant flow iis;hown as a :function of Mach number and strface
temperature* The complete set of charts and details of the calculation
are given in Ref. 5*5-I2' -he atmosphere.used in these curves is that
given in NACA TN 1200s

In evaluating the meri'o of transpiration cooling at the present
time1 many factors muat be taken into accounts The meohanism of
transpiration cooling is tc reduce the heat .transfer at the surface by
altering the velocity and-temperature profiles in the boundary layer
through massB injection into this layer. It would appear desirable,
therefore, tb consider a coolant other than air. This coolant - parti-
cularly a liquid like water -would absorb heat through its heat
capacity aid latent heat of vaporization before passing into the boundary
layer at the temperature of the outside surfaces However, all theories,
including that given below, apply strictly only if the coolant and the
flow in the boundary layer are the same gas, air in our case of interests
This stems from a basic. siiOlification in the theory that assumes the
resultant flow in the boundary layer to be homogeneous, Although it is
not possible to prodic' the error ptade in assuming coolant other than
airs it:is expected that th:. results of the analysis for the modifica-
tion of the velocity and ter.peratureprofiles by mass injection made for
air in air would reasonably apply to other ooolants, particularl4 when
the injection rate is small (as it usually is). Since this is the most
laborious part of the calculations, it is a.simple matter to consider
the effects of all coolants once the air-air problem is solved.

The approach adopted hero is 1o first consider air as a coolants
If this shows merit in reducing the aerodynamic heating by modifying
the flow characteristics in the boundary layer# theiwater or other
coolant could be expected to be considerably better# even within the
limits of the approximations involved and should be looked into in
details Accordingly$ a calculation of the total weight of air as a
coolant required to keep the first 101 of the wing section of the pro-
posed MX-2276 confiiration at a constant temperature of 1600OR
throughout its flight path was made, and the details are shown in Figure
4.6.4-I discussed in the aeneral Aerodynamics Section, Use of a coolant
such as water could be expected to at least halve the coolant flow
required in this cases The scope of the present study did not permit
detailed comiparison with convection cooling.

One of the considerations involved in evaluating the merit of
transpiration cooling is whether or not the initial (assumed) laminar
boundary layer will remain so with injection. It is known that tho
noi•mial velocity associated with coolant injection has a destabilizing

.n
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effect (of. Ls Lees Refs 5,5-4&) but. on the other hand the theory of
hydrodynamic stability (Roef 5#5uw15) indioates that surface cooling tends7
to stabilime the boundary layer., Which trend winl predominate in a
given case of hypersonic flow is still an open questions and must.
ultimately-be- answered by experiment. The, only known test of flowo Anjfi
tion at. suesonic speeds is that reported just recently by Nagasmatsu
(Ref. 5* Me He±njoioted air into the boundary layer through a span-
wisea series -of ori fices -located, near *he leadinfg edge,- of- a flat- plate
at a Mach number v.8s He found that tranition moved upstream as the
mass injeoted was increased to 2 percent of the boundary layer mass
defect-on thes plate# but thien any further increase in injected mass

flwhad very little additive effect and did not reduce transition-
Reynold' s number to lisi than 2 x i06. In comparison with this 2 per-ý
cent limits the injeoted mass flow percentage of the boundary layer mass
flow deorement was computed for ' the MX-9226 1glide path point with the"
maximuma value! of QltT at the one foot station. Thid mass-flow percentage
was found to be only 1/2 of a-percent. Thus indications am that the
laminar boundary layer will remain so with the-low practicallinjection
rates.

Other'existing experiments with t~vanspiration cooling were
predominately conernmed with the cooling of rocket combustion-ohambers
and hot turbine blades# which is a different type of .problane Here, in
loW speed flow, experiments indicate good qualitative anid quantitative
sagreement with theory (of. Rof. e,557

Further on the question of stability of the laminar boundary layer
with injection, some attempts, one just published at the time of iwz'itinap(of. Refs 5-- and 5.5-6) have been made to investigate just how the
two opposing factors of blowing and cooling combinea to affect stability,
The resultas based on the Lin-Loee stabili~ty theory indicate that (in
general) it is possible and praitical to cool the surface sufficiently
so that the boundary layer is stable. These conclusions must be
considered with caution, since the Lin-Lees theory itself has many
assumptiona which restrict its applicability to low auperscnin Macoh
number flows.

The conclusions of this study are that transpiration cooling has
considerable merit as a means of cooling the critically hot parts of
the I.X-2276 structure, and design studies taking into account the
em~ployment of various coolants and the practical problems of porous
materials, duoting and control equipment, eto, are very much in ordar,.
To this end, the method and design charts developed herein and in
Refs 5,5-12 should be of considerable uue. It should be notod also thal:t
an extra dividend in the formu of reduced skin friction is obtained with
the use of transpiration cooling.,

What is needed, however, are experime'nts in tranupirution coolinj,
at supersonic speeds. It is known that these are unden-:ay at sevoralI

X facilities (University of Michigan, NACA Langley) and arc plannad at
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others when presently building test facilities are ready (eego Ferri'm
•, M in 6-15 tunnel at Brooklyvn Polytechnio)s

The-basic theos is a.,modification o-Morduehow'e work vhLeh is
Spresented in detail In Redi 5o-le Essentiallyq a simple expression

.,is'derived~for the normal injection velocity distribution required- +oq
maintain a given# uniform temperature along &'porous', surface in the

- minar boundary layer. region of 'a com _cýeesible flow with a given-
_v elocity diettibution outside of. the boundary layers The analysis is . .
iased on an •application of thed Korean Pohlhausen method to the momen-,

turn and-snergy boundiw7 layer 6quations and use of~a heat balance
equation with a Dorodhitsyn-t•pe of transformation of variables., Only
ithe flow over a flat-plate parallel to the free stream is eonsideýed
heres-The Sutherland relation between visooeiV and temperatures 'a

Sused by Chapman and Rabe~n (Aefo 505-13•) is assumedp and'an additional
term for the inclusion of heat radiation from the s'turface ft :included
in the heat balance-equation

(1)e-~ Page

(2) Velocty and enthalpy profiles are expressed by

u /ul - al I ÷ (6 - 3a)W Vt- + (3al - 8) vt 3 + 4••)

+ (3-3h-Mbl) 'n 4

(3) Viscosity temperature relationship is

wheere

CS T1 I + 216)
Introducing the Dorodntsayn variable t defined b a

S~t
F-• T 1dt

,0
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and integrating the momentum equation from t n 0 to t st I gives

where
F- OelII&3 **0090 al'm 0039ai' (2a)

en (2b)
73al

The ooeffioients a1 and b, were found by imposing the boundary
oonditiona at-the wallp

u/1:u OlH/H:Lah

upon the momnentumi and energy equations, ands for zero pressure gradient
are

* (3a)

2 (1mh
1 l 1 (3b)

The hent balanoe equation is

From the expression for the enthalpy profile

bm2l-h - *x (h T ) AN (6)

w~here 14
A asp %l (7)TW
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Solving the above quadr'atio for the injeottion parcmeterp 4) s we obtain

42

A (

'K 2(h To/TOA) 1
*

Let A anDO+ 11
2(h - T0 e) h - dr.'

Then

4 KmBE K 6BCHK in9N~um O. H + (9)

Equation (1) can be written as

. 1 OK + ,,)3 (10)(K
or YK dK

4o 473

or
d4 F KdK (nb)

f 5

However b, 1N I ( T)SAMR
r3 al I £. 1m To

thus K + P ý +h -Ta/re + A

L ~ (0~ (K - K) (12)
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Solving the above quadratio for the injection parameters 4) s we obtain

A2

-~ -h~

'K 2(h -T 0 /? 5 )

Lot A an~sH 1.=. h.

B-2(h -To/?e) 3 hTO/To/

SThen
•-P- - 6BO2 -K 9oH (30H+BK) (9)

Equation (1) cam be written as

M I K
dS F K

or

+K +F3

or
d6 F KdK(11b)

0 OK + F3

However (H T p) +AX

F3 "al 1 - To

-h-hl-
thuaK+F3 * 1-hO +) A

1 1-h
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whereA
EAAl

0

&tg fCoptto

let~ Fori aFeetdse 1ffe sra oaid alteprtrs

exto o opres tiondeiefrmteha aao-Oqainwhu-
1. ?or selec id set of fre tra codtos a2te eate
radinitian consiex onepetr, is , exrsion is,,B DanB edo.

whtere

The discrepancy in a, will have very little effect upon the numieri-
cal value for ?I.

3o For selected valuep of Ks the corresponding values of I are
determii ned.

Is. A plot I vs. K is made and the variation of Iwith K i. doter..
mi ned by a grdphica1 or numerical integration procedure. An
aTpprlxiinsi1te value for K at 1.0 can be found frcxi

+ 2-

K (4 -_-C,?~ c (6
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5. Knoving the variation of 3 with K, values for oan be
-asswed and the corresponding K's determined# and then the
Injection parameters•, # is computed fraom Iq. () * From

- ---- - can be detemineid The curves in this

report were oamnuted for a 10 foot long flat plate with an
assumed emiLsivity of 0.8 for a Maoh number range of 5 -- 20
at altitudes of 100, 200,and .00,000 feet. Since the chord.
wise injection parmeter distribution varies approximately
'with the inverse square of x # this presentation was simpli-
fied by use of mean integrated va.lues*
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"_a• Coefficient of q in velocity profile

bI - Coefficient ofq in enthalpy profile

op Specific heat of gas at constant pressure

H- Stagnation Enthalpy

h HW/Hl for Fru- 1o0, h Tw

k * Coefficient of thermal conductivity

L " Length of'late

Pr * Prandtl number

Q ..

Re o Reynolds numberjl u i L//

T m Absolute temperature in OR

To a Initial temperature of the coolant

,To * Equilibrium wall temperature for zero heat transfer

2.

W

t " Variable defined by y - t T dt

u, v * Velocities of flow parallel and perpendicular to the

surface

x# y - Distance along, and normal to the surface

a Boundary layer thiclmess in (x# t) plane

S= Emissivity

q - t/$

w Stephan-Boltzmann constant (v- 4,8 x 10"13)
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K -(8/L) R81/2

-Absolute viscosity

I,. ~X/L

- *____H1/ ±i~otion parameter

Subscripts

1values at out ir edge of- boundary layer

Vi values at w~all

a prime (')denotes d ifferentiation wiith respect to 3
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It, in q 'U.tt g,,.r; cny Ac.tp,.Id t,hat the trend of pressure variation
:-rccii.cted Ty U i ,. N, ow to n 1 m .1 ,,) iVt, thenry, n,.ie].y

agrees quite well with most of the high Mach number test results as well
as with exact numerical solutions based on the method of characteristics
fo. irnviscid continuum flow. P essential assumption underlying the
above formula is that, the change of momentum of the flow element does
not take place until its colli j-oon with the body, and this could only
be true in free molecular flow under very special assumptions.

On the other hand, a simplified model which brings out the-essential
features of the flow of a continuous medium at high Mach number can be
constructed as illustrated in Figure 5.6-1. Assuming that the Mach
number is so high that the shock wave is very rtrong and, in addition,
that the -fluid is compressed to.a diminishing Nolume by the shock, it
is seen that the extent of the region between the shock and the body
surface becomes necessarily small, It follows that the shock wave forms
a surface envelop6-around the loty and the fluid coasts along the body
irnirediately behind the shock (see Figure 5.6-2). The pressure force
acting on the body in such a flow model is simply the sum of the impact
pressure - which is that given above by Equation (1) - and the centri-fugal force arising from the infinitely dense fluid coasting alsrng the-

curved body surface; the static pressure in the frep -trcalt can be
ignored. If the infinitiy thin ].Wer is asmmed ir;iscid*, the
Busemann formula

xS2.i2 +?fgj. "i d~
--. 2 n c + 2 Cos a dSin adx

2

where a is the locnl suvr'ace incidence, is obtained. A similar formula

cnn be obtained for bodies of revolution.

I The pisunr,*,on rnindr, in Peferen6o 5.6-6 concerning the constancy of
ve',or-Aty -,' -trh in:rwi-vidir. pr.rtldle while consting along the
c1cv1'cid l,,dy Af.,,' i:. nct.-n].ly .quiivalent to the assumption of an
. rxkrin.cir f1.o',, inm'fYr as it affects thc dchterrrLinnton of the

¶dC'RET
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11-m Busivicirnn formiflq which is deduced from a simiplified continuum
model reduces to the Newton ixnpmot pressure formula when Applied to a-

-wedge. The characteristics of the inviscid continuum flow under the-ý
assumption of infinite comnpression ratio for the- shock is revealed -in
the additional term - the centrifugal effect (the realization of which
requires an exchAngo of' momentum amtongst-the fluid particles). However,
compriiprion of resu~lts of lBusemann and Newton formulas with exact
numerical solutions foe~ thin airfoils or bodies at very high Manch

_.number in air.,(with ratio of specific heats 7- - 1.4) seoirs to -show
thAt the effect predictend by the second term of Equation (2) is-absent
and the Newtonian-iimprict preasure or the tangent-wedge formula gives

--- a better numeriual approximation. 'In particular) the prediction of
the point of Ilzerollpressure on the surface is given to soon (ise. too
close to the nose) by Equation (2)

'Now (undissocinted) air with a specific heAt ratio or 1,4.L say,7
cannot be. infinitely compressed by. the strong shookl the limiting
compression ratio is only

which (for nio dissociation) is of the order of unity, It is seen then
that fluid density if finite, And variable in the layer, and the
thickness of tho lAyor grows downstrle amf 'along the surface because fluid
mass is beineg entrained -in it. T1he- concept of the flow behind the
shock being con~tioed to an infinitesimally thin. layer - which forms
the basis for li~qua - ion (2) -is no longer applicable, the extent of
the Includedf rogion (ht.ýween shock and surfqac) being smaill but finite
near the front and diverging frorm the body~downatresm. In the
klypothetival unse of' A gas where 7-1(infinite internal degrdes of
freedom) the Buseniatn formula is satisfactory, as demonstrated. by the
example in fleforenco -5.6-6 (see also Figure, 5.6-4a).

In Appendix 50 a rpfineinent of the Busemann flow model is given
where the (galg ht) d ve1'gsnor. ofV the shock w~ave from an (slightly)
inclined sur.Pare and 1,he thinkeniiig of the "entropy layer" (since the
shock is 8trong knd curved,, the flow is rotational) is taken into
account.0 The aiielogy between a steady hypersonic flow. over A three
(or two) dlinensioiial. thin body and unsteady cross flow (of one loes
dimension) is eroployod (of. References 5,6-4 and 5.645). Thus the
equivalent probicir ina identiif Iable as one involving an "entropy ltayr"
between ani ndvanc1.np, jdsto)I and a strong shock wave. The moment=n-
integral method Itn t~hrn npplied to this entropy-layer in a similar
fashion Am in tho, ordiri~ir~y viscous boundary layer problems.
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For the case of infinite Mach number, this piston theory (a
similar method can be applied to the case of body of revolution) yields
the Busemann4formul- as the zeroth order approximation when the
solution is developed as an airmptotic expansion in descending powers
of the limiting compression ratio, i.e. I this zeroth

-approximation gives*

2 dp 0 .[Y(.) Yowl)
dx:

6A [T''1W 2 + -6.-) -YW (IN) (4.)

whereas the correction tarm accounting for the finiteness of the'
capression ratio, though of order of (. -An), is indeed not nuericuall

+ . .

small when applied to the wedge at incidence c , it gives the correct
lbmiting value of the so called tangent-Wedge formula

and when applied to the parabolic airfoil it gives a correotion so
large (for f 14•) that an opposite effaiat to ithat of the centrifugal
is observed as shown in Figures 5.6-3 and 5.6-4, Unfortunatelvy such
an expansion is not uniformly valid (with respect to x) and diverges
at some-point where the formal zeroth order (Busemann) solution yields
a negative pressure. V

The result in Figure 5.6-3 indicates that for flow over a slightly
convex surface, the finiteness of the compression ratio causes the
shook front to deviate from the surfaces resulting in a stronger shock
wave (than the Busemann result) and consequently a higher pressure
junp which tends to balance the pressure decrease due to the centri-
fugal force. This fact is demonstrated clearly in the particular
solution worked out for the surface (Figure 5.2-5)o

SThi fomula shows that, to the zero order (in - ), the total
f +1

lift depends only on the value of Y(x) Y'(x) at the trailing edges e.g.
if the local incidence at the trailing edge vanishes, the total
lift vanishes (the result is also valid for a blunt l.e. provided
the slope at the trailing edge is small)*

SECRET ....
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which i the type belonging to the "viscous boundary layer" thickness"
near the leading edge portion of a wedge under the influence of the
self-induced pressure gradient. The asymptotic solution in the
development of ('I- 1 does not behave peculiarly in this case and

V.I 1
it agrees well nmaerically 'ith the similar solution obtained directly
from. the momentum and enerm integral relations. The results show
that the pressure is higher than the tangent-wedge value by a factor
of 1.14 for V - 7/5 w 1.4 tnd 1.32 for I - 5/3. This pressure
increase instead of decrease from the tangent-wedge value is explainable
by the fact that the location of the shock wave is found 1.36 times
higher than the tangent-wedge value for I - 7/5 and 1.4 times higher
for It - 5/3; thus in spite of the centrifugal force effect, the
resultant pressure at the edge of the hypersonic gotmdaiy layer may be
higher than the value provided by the tangent-wedge formula.

In the absence of solution based on the full equations, these
values, namely 1.14 for V - 7/5, 1.32 for 9 - 5/3, are taken as the
correction factor for the tangent-wedge formula used in the theory of
shock wave - boundary layer interaction. The error in these solutions,
when applied to the case of high but finite Mach number, is of the
order of 1L. cK )2 in comparison with unity, the first order effect
of which can be determined in a similar manner as in the expansion in

S+ 1CE
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tunnel and, particularly, free flight tests. It is known that pertinent
tests of this nature are now undorway or planned. It seems apparent,
therefores that any reliable information on transition point must come
from carefully instrumented and iumalyzed flight tests, where all possible
controlling factors are, consideritd. These are needed, particularly at
Mach numbers greater than three. There seems to be some hope that with
research missiles now reaching twards Mach ten, that flight test
transition data in this neighborhood will be available in the next year
or so*

A survey of experimental data on determination of the transition
point has been made and the results are summarized in Figures 5.7-1 and
5.7-2. As can be seen from Figure 5.7-1 no sharply definitive results
can be found because of the varied tunnel characteristics, although,
apparantly, trends can be lestablishede In the wind tunnel, the transi-
tion point is located through examinati6n of the plots of recovery factor
or skin friction coefficient versus Reynolds number, or through Schlierin
photographs or other visual methods such as china cay•, etc. For firing
range flight tests such as those in Reference 5.7-3, shadowgraph methods
can be used to find the transition point or, if telemetered data is
available, graphical analyses as mentioned above are used.

,I -The effects'of various parameter's on the location of thei transition
point has been investigated experimentally. These parameters include:
addition and removal of heat, surface roughness, angle of attack, wind
tunnel turbulence, free-stream stagnation prressures, and leading edge
thickness. References 5.7-4 to 5.7-11 found that heating of the
surface results in earlier transition •iile cooling has the reverse
effect, as predicted by the small disturbance theory of boundary layer
stability (cf. Reference 5.7-I). However, the stabilizing effect of
heat rcmoval is greatly red-ac•d if flow disturbances are present such as
those caused by ?oughness, tunnel turbulenc3, or transition inducing
devices (see References 5.7-4 and 5.7-5). Reference 5.7-h shovm that
if the insulated plate friction coefficient is large, the transition
Reynold' s number is greatly influenced by heat flow; if small, heat
flow effects are greatly reduced. Increased surface roughness results
in earlier transition; as does an increased angle of attack upon the
trat~nition on the upper surface of the model (as illustrated in
References 5.7-3, 5.7-12, 5.7-13). Transition Reynold's number increases
with the free-stream stagnation pressure and also with the leading edge
thickness of the model, according to Reference 5.7-14. Wind tunnel
turbulunce may have great effect upon the location of transition areas
t•nding,, to decrease the tranzition Reynold's numb~er as the degree of
turbuln(rce increancs, Thereforc, wind tunnel results arc often
chfrticto•fvk;tic of the tunnel used, svince streoa-turbulence is a function
of thr* tunn,.l design. In Reference 5.7-15, a concical model was tcsted
in N,'iio•i.£•. HACA supersonic wind tunnesc. Tunnel .Jlow chara.cteri.stics

". ,:-e -o v;.Ib,d, that. no conclusive I',sults could be found. Hourever, in
:....•t l:. tren(hs c:,n bL established through wind tunnel

S-.'j:;', 1.-- 1 . .1,, c o. In inou ,.h spr;c i .ic &Ae i may be quesloionable.
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Section 6
Test Facilities

It would be short-sighted to consider the problems of a system or
contemplate their solution without some knowledge of the test faoill.-
ties in which the problems could be investigated. In this section some
of the available facilities and those planned or under development -
which are noteworthy with respect to WX-2276 - are briefly discussed
and same basic information on the facilities presented. More complete
information than presented here will be necessary for detailed test
planning. This should be obtained during the next MX-2276 phase for
the facilities of particular interest.

A bar graph showing the coverage of the Mach number range by the
various facility types is showm in Figure 6.-i. Tables 6.-I to 6.-3
present inforration on the different facilities and possible MX-92?76
uses. As a general conclusion it can be said that there are now a
limited number of facilitiev with which most MX-2276 hypersonic aero-
dynamic problems can bc attacked and that in the near future (say
within 2 to 3 years) a consider.blc number of new facilities' of larger
size and/or increased test, ranýev will be available.

6.1 Wind Tunnels

The wind tunnel is usually the preferred aerodynamic test tool
if the data desired is within its limi.taLions. Wind tunnel testing is
the least"bxpensive and tim~e corsininv (n. g. a!ý compared to flight
test), test conditions can be -refnu.y controled, and, instrrentation
is rel-tively less complicated and mor-e accurate. Unfortunately, it
Is generally difflcu?t to siriulate P1ll the._Jmpo'rtant hypersonic flight
parnreters nimrultAneously in ".he- vind. t,•,1el SU'; B this is not to say
tne wind tunnel will not be /ovAl-Uble to Uhe ,X-2276: past ea erience
has shown it definite4,worthwhleo L6,-ompr•nm.se certain earpmeter3 'in
order to iir.,estigate t~he effect.s of othb.zs; e.i. in the past fPw years
supersonic eind tiinr.]. tehitin r h e teelealy been at flight •.ech number
but at less than £l'gr Reynolds nimbenqo, The several types of wind
tunnels, their abiliti.es and limitabion, are discu8sed hereafter under
their respective headings.

6,*1, Supersonic Wind Tunnold'.r'-

There are a number oft supersonic vilnd tunnels' (M S) in thia
country today in which MX-2276 testine..could be carried out, These
are generally vell known eo'that a. listint is( not included here,
Haki of the tunnels do not provide 'itheresuffiient stream Reynolds
numbers or temperature for. true flight aiihIlation3 but for general
configuration development and evaluation:in" this' Mach number rsnge
theme quantities usually are not considered'of first importance.
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6.1.2 Heat Trnnefer Tunnels

The unability of the supersonic wind tunnel., designed for general
test work, to produce flight temperatures bas led to a class of tunnels
planned for use in high tEmperature flow and heat transfer studies. A
nunber of these are described in Table 6.-1. It will be noted that
none of these are ready for testing though they are definitely in work.
Further it will be seen that these tunnels are limited in Mach number
range and that several use the products of H2 and 02 combustion as
test media instead of air.

6.1.3 Low Density Wind Tunnels

The purpose of this type of tunnel is to investigate the special
fluid flow phenomena which occur in high altitude, low density flight,
such as slip flow effects which may be significant to MX-2276. The
only facility cited here is that at the University of California at
Berkeley (Table 6.-1) which has produced much of the empirical slip
flow regime information available today.

6.1.4 H rpersonic 14ind Tunnels

The hypersonic wind tunnels which may be useful to MX-2276 are
described in Table 6.-1. For the hypersonic tunnels using air as test
media the supply air is gen ;rally heated to temperatures on the order
of 1000°F to prevent condensation of the air components; however, this
does not even approach the stagnati.on Enmpexatures needed for flight
temperature simulation. On the other hand, the hypersonic tunr els can
produce Reynolds numbers coeipar•ble to those of ?.M-2276 flight. This
type of tun~el thus can be used to investigate general hypersonic flow
phenomena excepting those which are the products of the extreme flight
stagnation and recovery temaperatures - such as real gas and dissocia-
tion effects.

6.1.5 Shock Tubes and Impulse Wind Tunnels

The shock tube has become well known as a tool for basic flow
investigations. Because of its unique abilities and low cost a
number have been built and are operated by universities and research
organizations. OIL particular interest to MX-2276 is that shocks waves
strong enough to cause measurable relaxation intervals, dissociation,
and ionization can be produced in'the shock tube." The shock tu'ue is
limited by the ve,47 short time in which steady test flow exists at the
test section and in maximum Mach number, which is between M - 2 and 3
for real air.

An outgrowth of added interest to N"2276 is the shock tube driven
impulse wind tunnel in which shock tube technique is used tj produce an
initial high energy column of air at low supersonic Mach number that is

SBestAvailable Copy
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then expanded through a nouzle to ?Wpersonio Mach nuimbers. The
resultant flow temperatures are of the sate order as those of flight.
This then gives a tool for the study of high temperature hypersonio
phanma., Its severest 1limit is the very short steady flow times =
losoP than .001 seconds - which make instrumentation very diffioult.
Other possible limitations are that the period of steady flow may be
so short that the boundary layer is not fully established on the toot
models and that high temperature phenomena such as dissociation may
firsot occur (prematurely) in the shook tube instead of at the model.
In general this technique is still in the development stage and its
full potentialities and/or limitations remain to be fixed. People
working in this field feel they will be able to measure model pree-
sure•, heat transfer rates, and even drags with usable acouraeies,

Another typo of impulse wind tunnel uses supply air almost
instantaneously compressed to very high pressures and temperatures by
a piston driven either by explosion or by rapidly released, compressed9
bottled gas. The test conditions again are high temperature - hyper-
sonic. The test time is improved to the order of 1 seoondj otherwise,
the above limitations generally apply to this type also. Several of
both types of impulse wind tunnel are given in Table 6.-l.

6.2 Ballistic Ranges

The capabilities of several ballistic facilities are shown in
Table 6.-2. Advantages of ballistic range testing are in the real
flight conditions that can be produced and the elimination of the air
flow non-uniformities and turbulance which inherently exist in wind
tunnels. In addition, variable density ranges allow very wide
Reynolds number latitude so that they are naturals tools for boundary
layer studies. Spark pictures of excellent quality which allow
exmination of the boundary layer structure are common. Disadvantages
are the small. models and the complicated instrwentation techniques
necessary. However, the methods of obtaining such characteristic
ballistic qupantitioe as drag and stability have been well developed.

New techniques are being developed to study aero-thermodynamic
phenomena. For example in the NOL Bromine range the dissociation in
the wakes of projectiles is determined by observing absorption of light
waves. The dissociated bromine does not stop 2 angstrom waves while
molecular bromine does. Relaxation phenomena are being studied by
measuring the distance of bow waves from the noses of spherical models.
A sharp focusing schlieren technique is used to eliminate the distor-
tion of the light rays through the shook.

The NACA-Anes Free Flight Wind Tunnel in which modeal are fired
from a gun upstream through the supersonic flow is herein classed as
rmore of a ballistic facility than a wind tunnel, as data from it is
basically obtained by ballistic techniques. Advantages of this com-
binmtion of wind tunnel and ballistic facilities are increased Mach
number, Reynoldo number, and tempersture ranges.
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APPENDIX 4A

OOMPRESSIBIE SKIN FRICTION AND HEAT TRANSFER METHOD

A basic step to be considered in the calculation of viscous heat-
ing is the estimation of the heat transfer coefficient. Implicit in
this estimation is the consideration of the closely related skin fric-
tion coefficiente The method proposed for the estimation of these
coefficients is the use of the well-known constant property incompres-
aible relations extended to supersonic and hypersonic conditions by
ewluating the air properties in these relations at a reference tem-
perature, a weighted mean temperature which occurs within the boun-
dary layer. The reference temperature is expressed as a function of
the wall, stream, and recovery temperatures (and thus Mach number).

1dh1 semi-empirical theory was derived for laminar flow but from
iUs agreement with test results also appears to be applicable to
turbulent flow. It is well-adapted to engineering calculations and
has been used in other hypersonic studies (References 4.6-6 and
14.6-7).

Eckert (Reference 4. 6 -4) in a recent survey of heat transfer
also recomends t)4s approach and shovi that excellent agreement can
be obtained with the more exact theories in the lannar flow case
and with the available experimental data in the turbulent flow case.
Eckert presents and discusses the method in considerable detail.
Therefore, it is presented only in brief form here for the sake of
completeness and for interpretation regarding this current study.

The following relations are those used herein for incompressible
flow. In their use znd exten-ion, two dimensional flat plate flow
with no pressure or t+oiqrature gradient is implied. The symbols
used are given in the table following this section. The wall shear-
ing stress is expressed as:

uof~ V2 ()

For laminar flow the skin friction coefficient and Stanton numbers
are:

+ 0.332 • 0.332 (2)

St * h - cf (Pr) 2/3 (3)c-r
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For tunbulent flowe the Bkinf friction coef~ficient and Stsanton wumberv

of *o0296 R9 -0.2 P x296 )0.2

-t 01.29 (V
22/

where in the tuz'bulont esee the Pr2/ is replaced by a~ constant Be
Aroan~onable choioo ror this constan t appears to be 8 a 1.2 (Rofer-

once 4.6-4&). Tf the preu~are across the bounc~ary layor is as awn.d
conuitant, the following expressions for heat tranafbr cooffioiornts
can be obtained for laminar flat, from Squationm (2) and (3),

fe,, V 0.5
hi 928.0 (6)DI

For turbulent flow~ from T(uatjon,9 (4~) and (5);

AP S v1 )0 .8 .
h. -c 106P(7

x T

The qu,-tW~n thrtivrio, at ýOh~it tenýratu,,rp Sh oC~ie. t~he tfi)pra turn
vnriant, ,ru --i~. , F _ ct" aw e ~iut;+e. The boiundaiy l~y~r
proril ¾-ii. vt-s. 'r~i~T~. a "L-4 or e1:~ and .a2tn!,nr:r-.

prw.ýrlty U;;Iution ,Lor -1 r! )in U;c ,.-.' ~r, t~r rvfoPrenceý IyA=T-rattrej

T,~

ThIl re! al iun.i ~4b( hA!, 1-er usefd in *,rbultint niýlit e.v. Refer-
ences L.6-6 ar'd

Retererce 4~.6-9 px'"i2tw.-,t faI-o-ine rl;1tIonship- for TI/bIb

Use- of theve reference tonncirsturs have civen good corre2atior, with
tho turbulent skin fricti on data obt~a~n~d t'ro-n vind tuninol teats by
Chapra aim at o r ( ?zfc ran c a and I½t~~ln data fror'. the
NACA Ames free flight wind tunnel. The TI nethod he-a1ai beenr com-
pared vith the friction coefficients from. tests of 2aw 'speed flow in
heated pipes vith good correlation.
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Eccert has modified the coefficients in the T' relation to read:

1 + 0.50 T(W -1 +0.22 (10)

or fr~ c~pri son with the nri•'vim re!ationp this ,,Qn be ritten as:

La~n~nar Flcre

1 +0.5 -W i) o )0.037l

Turbulent Flow

TT' - 1 +0.50T,_T - 1  +O.0396 M2 (lOb)

using perfect on rAl•t•l•nnn znd annrnnriatA roovmy fAotors. This

latter relation appears to have been derived from the more exact
IAminAr theory for a greater range of temperatures than the above
equation of Johnson and Rubesin.

The relation for T'/T1 given in Equation (10) has been used with
th-c prczibla relations for the laminar flow skin friction to
obtain a comparative chech: with the theory of Crocco, Reference
4.6-10. For this example TS - 4C 0°R. and the air properties as a
function of the tonperature given in Reference 4.6-11 were used. This
comparicon is jgivan for TW/T$ of 2 and . in MguRr hA-1. The compari-
tiun is only carried to 1 iL because the properties of/u are not
tabulated beyond 34OO0R. w1dch is thu T' for this condition. The
figure sho:,s that this T' rulation g-ives excellF:nt ngreemont with the
Crocco theory.

Thu preceding T' relttions have been used with the incompres-
sible rolitiono stated to give the curveb shcin in Figure LA-2 which
qre compnred with available turbulent data. It was assumed that
r - 0.9, r l.- 14nd that

.,AA (1.72

The representation advnnced by Eckert, Equation (10) appears to ftive
the best ovurall correlation. In view of this correlation, the Eckert
T' relation was adopted.

The following equations give the rel4tionship of comprý-ssile
skin friction cop.fficiputt to ino•,preib1! coefficient for both
Igvin-r ond turbulent flo',.

',,1.-
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Laininar flogw

efC 50 (11.a)

Cf.

Cf

w.here the cf' s are both dofinked by th:3 re2.stion cf and

and the primed quantities sre eva).untcc at the reference ternperatura.
The qbove equationtn hnve been evnlun' -' d and are. plotted versus TI/Ij
in Figure 4~A-3 using 400'R so a r ioe The solid lines represent the
functions that nre obtained by uuing, the N~k-11ACA tables (Reference
14.6-1.1) for the L-r propcrtic3,

Thoe ffectiv~e tcrmpor,9tur-co encountcre-3 in thn proposed I-O-2276
flir'.ht plan irill be ur~rnter t)m.-n 3ý,CC 0R. Ono then wonlers how to
extend the curvto ionson.-ibly. Powrr law vni-Intions of the air pro-
portieo vith tci!,poriture idgjcst the~r~solvoo beciuse of their conven-
ionce ond hecnuso thoy h-ivn luon co!mýionly used as approxinations in~
th~in -itu~ition in -idn fricticn, ,ivc The pouaýr lv~is which were
chozon to nmtch, thz,-o curvoz ,rfj.

C f

c ~(12a)

Tni'hulrunt f 1o

C (12b)

*ill-2mc po-<:ar imrcchoson in ordror to i:ntch tho ckiivej f4ven by
t~iit 'Iir prOpcP'f'iC3 pzirticulnrly lii tlhe tciipernture region of 3000*R.
it is ~cc-n thl2.t the powe.,r Ii,, vi'eprescnt,.tions are very good for tur-
ij)At:nt f2.o~i but lou socurato for tho laiiiiar 1clkin friction coeffi-

Knb. o,,;over, the totil e,1fvnrintion ir, mrnll r-nd of lenn

7i:-dilarly, from the heat iA'qusfer coe-fficient eq'uations, the
follow4ing: equations, pive the rel1;tion of compressible hen+ trm-il'er

O'fft-inients to the incaiipreusib½F coefficients for both LenirDar and~
urlbalen t. flow:
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Laminar flow

- ° ( :,!! PP ) I (13a)

Turbulent flow

6n JPS c ps(1b

These equations are evaluated and plotted as n function of T'/T 6  in
Figure 4A-4. The solid lines represent the fuictions that are obtain-
ed by using the NBS-NACA tables (Reference h.6-11). However, the
Prandtl number is given only to 1800"R in these tables; after this
point it was assuned the Prandtl n,,nber has a constant value of 0.715,
after Chnp-pnn and Cowling. The other property values at the higher
temperatures also arc felt to be less certairn and it must be stated
that at the higher values of T', particularly abovr 1800°R, the
validity of the curves becomes less certain.

As was done for the skin friction coefficients, power law vmria-
tions of the air properties with temperature were assumed in order
to extend this nvailable infornationi

Laiinar flow

h- (. r01_ 40.L (14a)

Turbulent flow

__ , ( T,_ ."0'576 (14b)
hi TS

These power liws m.tch the curvus given by the air properties parti-
cularly in the temperature range below 180O°R. It is seen that the
power liw representation is reasonably good for th3 turbulent case,
although it appears to be loss accurate for the laminar heat trans-
fer. The total hc/hi correction is small and of less importance.

It will be noted tKit the affects of wall-to-strearn temperature
ratios Tw/T& cn the skin friction coefficient in turbulent flow are
q ite large. Otlhr boundairy layer theuoies advncocd (e.g. Van Driest
P,eference 4.6-12) also rFhow this. Data frc;p MACA Ares free flight

i;ind tlulnel (Referc-];ce 1,.6-1.3), pre:rente.1 in ';uru' hA-2, also in-
,I tiert the incr,.a-,c ir. stin fr'•iction. .. .. .•.. .. ,,,• t•.-:rfer "w'-,th . c,.•r•,sa" . .. n

/ for fur tlo, !,',i. s i.'1 tlso beon confirmed in dirc'as-
: t.h thr 1) K-1 L n: Lar ''I I r cA ;,.rn'nr their free

I ]llf t >', t r1o:t , . l , rc-iunt ;.1-b;luný- ia. .,; t,;otr at the

.- -
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,I Ordnance Laboratory hypersonic wind tunnel reported by Lobb (Re-
I uonce 4. 6 - 1 4) at M - 5, 6.8, and 7.7, and unpublished data from
both NOL and Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Labo-:atory hy-
persoxic tunnels at M - 9 do not show this trend. They ahow no
appreciable effect of Tw/Th or if anything a slight decrease in skin
friction coefficient as the wall temperature decreases from the re-
covery temperature. There is some question as to the validity of
these latter tests because they were made on the tunnel walls where
the boundary layer develol ieat has not been exactly typical of flat
plate flow; but in the arBt of mensurement the streamwiso pressure
gradients were small and t.ie boundary layer measuromant techniques
&appear to have boon oxcell~nt. More experimental informntion is
needed to rosolve these di fferences. If the effects of Tw/T; are as
indicated by NOL and APL, the present method is conservative in this
respect, as their points agree well with the curve of C0f/Cfi for the
condition Tw - Tr predicted by the present method.

Finally using the power lAw representation the heat transfer
coefficients for lqminar end turbulent flow are Riven by the following:

Laminar flow

h ~0.00963 (xra 1'0O~ ~9 (15a)
C Tg 0.0.4 X ( hij

Turbulent flow

he 0.0334 ,0.8 (l

where the values of hc/hi correspond to the proper values T'/Tj .

Heat Tranirfer Equ-ttions

The convoctive hent transfer per unit Area it4:

Qv - he (Tr - Tw) (16)

where the rcncovwry tempeiaturr, Tr, is given by the relations

r a Tr - T
Tt - Ti -17)

or Tr = Tr r (Tt -Th )

U~'3~t Tb f' /

"I'Ie r'cci", ry C'HIcto,, r, for IArn-,r q uix is cloc-,,y approx:ia-ted by
r .a n1" l' ¶it',,ltlt li,, " ,, -ti, , ,valutod ,t thU
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reference temperature, T'. However, since the Prandt! number is al-
most invariant with temperature the recovery factor was assumed to be
constant, i.e. rL " .85, rT - .9. The adiabatic temperature rise

Tt - TO p at hypersonic speeds is very largel thus ) can be expected
to vary significantly. The variation of cp with temperature is ap-
proximated from Reference 4.6-15 byh

op C"p I (T) [lep4)2 ~ (18)

Equating the change in kinetic energy to the change in the total heat
or enthalpy when the air is brought to rest and integrating from Tj
to Tt givess

2 ( -1572 - 1572 (19)VS 200 t T5  exp(L55CO0 ax (55O00
TI -1 GX T J

The values of Tt - TV obtal.ed from this function are plotted in
Figure 4A-5. The right side of the plot gives the relationship be-
tween Tt - TS and velocity for a TS - 400R. The left side of the
plot gives a correction term dependent upon the actual TS . Figure
4A-6 gives a comparison of the adiabatic temperature rise for a con-

Btu
st ant specific heat, 0.24 ybo v-v, to the variable specific heat

o,'] Lned above using TS - 4OO0 R. The reduction in stagnation temper-
•, •o rise for variablo specific heat is significant. Also shown on
tUINx plot are .85 and .9 (approximately the laminar and turbulent re-
covery factors respectively) times Tt - TS to indicate the recovery
temperature rise.

SECRF'
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APPENDIX 4A AERODYANIC HEATINO SYMBOIS

of Skin friction coefficient dimensionless

op Specific heat, constant pressure Btu/lb "F

Cp Mean specific heat, constant pressure Btu/lb OF

-v Specific heat, constant volume Btu/Ib OF

g Gravitational constant ft/seo2

h Convective heat transfer coefficient Btu/ft 2 OF hr

3 Mechanical equivalent of heat ft ib/Btu

M Mach number dimensionless

P Pressure lb/ft 2

Pr Prandtl number dimensionless

Q Rate of host flow Btu/ft 2 hr

r Recovery factor dimensionless

no Gas constant ft-lb/eF lb.

Re Reynolds number dimenuionless

St Stanton number dimensionless

T Teraperature OR

V Velocity ft/sec

w Specific weight lb/ft 3

x Distance from leading edge ft

y Thickness of skin ft

SAbsorptivity dimensionless

*6 Ratit cp/c 1 , dimensionless
rp'i V Smi• Viv ty dimenEsl oilr-s8

VI F C( lb soc/it
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P Density slug/ft 3

Btu
Cr Stufan Boltzmnn constant ---

f eaR 4hr.

SPower law exponent dimensionless

Subscripts

c Compressible flew

i Iucompreosible flcM

L Laminar flow

V Roco very

S3S ta gn, ti on

T Turbulent flow

v Convention

W Wall condition

6 Local stream

Superscript

Referunce temperntawe condition
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EQUATIONS OF MOTION OF AN AIRCRAFT

In order to conduct a detailed study of the problems involved in

hypersonic flight, it is essential to both performance and stability

analyses that the equations which are employed accurately describe the

motion of the vehicles

Previously, the equations of linear motion for an aircraft had

been simplified to a great extent uy neglecting terms which were

small in mngnitude mostly due to relatively small flight velocitiAs.

The effects of centrifugal and Coriolis accelerations, gravity

variations with altitude and earth orientation, and the earth's rotation

were neglected compared with those of lift, drag, thrust, and weight

of the aircraft. Therefore, the apphrentp i.e. relative, motions of

the aircraft seen by an earth fixed observer could be calculated using

the following fmniliar equations.

T cos V- D - W sin m d2x (la)
dt

2

dx: d?Tsin V + L - W/ coSo in m r" (7t") (Ib)

wheret m is the mass of the aircraft

W is the weight of the aircraft

T is the thrust

L is the aerodynamic lift

D in the Aerodynirdic drag

x is the linear displacement of the aircraft in the flight

4 direction

wIC~
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!' is the angle between the flight direction and the horizontal.

if is tha angle between the thrust line and the flight direction.

Herein1 the complete equations of linear motion are derived so as to

Include most all the effects not found in Equation I. Since the Inclusion

of all the forces acting on a body moving in space obviously results in

highly complex epressionhs the effects of making certain simplifying

assumptions has been investigated.

As the equations of motion can be derived so that the motions are

relative to any arbitrary axis system, special consideration must be given

to the choice of an axis system which proves most convenient and useful.

Since, in this case, it is of primary interest to determine aircraft range

rclative to the earh, the equations of motion are derived to yield dis-

placements relative to an observer fixed on the earth's surface as caused

by forces acting alon3 well known aircraft axes.

The motion of the earth in space is to be consideredvtherefore the

first step in the evaluation consists of determining which of the various

motions and the factors which cause them are important to the analysis*

This is accomplished by evaluating the maximum possible magnitude of the

various terms.

If we consider a coordinate system fixed at the center of the suns

the position vector of a point in space may be expressed as the sun of the

vectors relating the origins of all intermediate coordinate systeiis and

the position of the point with rpspect to the final system as follcrs.

- If z is the por'tiii vector of a point with respect to the sun, .f is the

position ve(LVr of th- or~ain of tn axis syrttm loratcd at th6 center of

tho c•rth t,' cn with ici:pcct to the sunp F is the position voctor of the
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oripin of an axis systen locntcd on the surface of the earth and taken with

respect to the earth's center, and ;K is the position vector of the point

with respett to thn axis system located on the ':rth's surface, then

a +• *R 4 +

If we consider the center of the sun to be motionless in space then by New-

tnOfs Law for constant mass

F d2 z

Ihexeo 2 F represents tho vuctor sum of all the external forces acting on

the mass m. Difforontinting the vector z can bo ohovm to reoult in the

vector oquntion.

dt2

2 ( A .+ W] Xv ) + a

where 4e is the anulnr velocity of tho earth about the sun.•nA is Vie anjru -

lar velocity of the earth about its axis ano v and a ,ro the recpective

velocity and acceleration vectorc of the point with respoct to thn axis

system fixed on the earth's surfaco. It is arsumrd that the distanco of

the earth from thn sun (j2) and tho radius of tho carth (R) are constant.

The maximum rmgnitudo of the vector terms enan be evnluated ty assigning

the following approximiately values to the poruivnters

1UI - 93.0 x 106 stat'qta o iles ij - 2.0 x 1o"7 rL_

RIa * h.O x 1o3 otatute miles 1-1.. - 7.3 x i0"5 rad

X m 50 statute miles vi 20,000 ft/•so

w•hich result in

12 (,: xf .) 0.0o00r, t/^e 2

2 (4, + ) ( 0.1 f/!C2
12 ( [;'i +, (a] X, ".)1 3.1 ft/•'tc 2
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With these results, and considering that w < <Land x << R it is seen that

sufficient accuracy is obtained with the expression.
E ". 2, " (Ax: x: R) + 2 (A x v) + a

dt
2

which contains only the an&-4ar velocity of the earth and the relative

velooitr and acoeleration of the point with respect to the earth.

The accelerations of a mass at a point in space due to the gravita-

tional attractions of the sun and moon can be evaluated from Newton's

gravitational law which states that the attraetive force (F.) between two

masses (2S andH 2 ) is given by

Fg 0 0

where 0 is a constant 0 3.44 ft4/lb. sech and r is the intervening distance.

The acceleration of the mass .1 due to this attractive force is then

expressed by

If we assign the following values

SUN MOON

0.2 0137 x 10 30 slugs 0.504 x 1022 slugs

r 0.491 x 1012 ft 0.124 x 1010 ft

Then the accelerations are found to be

Pg 0.019 ft/sec2

Pg 0.0001 ft/sec2

* Ml MOON
4

'&

,- - -,--,
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which are neglibible when compared to the acceleration of the mass M, due to

earth's attraction (32.2 ft/seo2 at the earth's surface).

It is therelore establised that for the present study only the rota-

tion and gravitational attraction of the earth need be considered in expres-

sing the equations of motion*

The forces acting on the aircraft cause .absolute"* accelorationn

relative to the assumed inertial axis system located at the center of the

earth. Thust the aircraft at an instant of time may be located in space

relative to this fixed axis system X1 Y1 Z1 as shown in Figure 3-l,

wheres point A is the aircraft's center of gravitiy

r is the radial distance from the origin (0) to the point A

/t is the angle measured in the Xl Yf plane

X is the angle measured in the AOZ1 plane

At arn instant of time an obsorver, who is alco located in space oo-

incident with point A but stationary with respect to the earths surfaces

will see the aircraft moving with a relative velocity# Vs in some direction.

Rences a second axis system is established with the observer at the origin.

This axis system, herein called X2 Y2 Z2 is illustrated by Figures i2and

wheres The X2 Y2 plane is parallel to a plane tangent to the earth's

surface at point Ale

Z2 is in the direction of r# the instantaneous vertical, and

perpendicular to the X2 Y2 plane.

* The term "absolute" will be used to indicate the acceleration, velocity,

etc. referred to an inertial systemp

r
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12 is in the direction of instantaneous east.

i2 it in the direction of instantaneous south.

Sthe amuth angle, is measured from east in the 12 Y2 plane.

•, the flight path angle, is measured in a vertical plane

containing the velocity vector and perpendicular to the 12

Y2 plane. It is that angle between the velocity vector and

its projection onto the X2 Y2 plane.

H Likewise, there is a third axis system which is located in the

aircraft and rotates with it. This axies yetem i a a right hand system

orientated in the well known standard manner of aircraft axes (i.e.

either body or stability axes) in which the X axis is arbitrarily placed

along the thrust line# chord line, flight direction, etc. Herein, this

ada systen is denoted as the X3 Y3 Z) system. It is along these

axes that the aerodynamic, thrust, and gravity forces are moet

recognizable. Thus the linear motions of the aircraft along these

-axes are derived using the quantities npparent to the observer rotating

with the earthj nemelyt relative velocity, flight path and icnuth

angles.

Now that the a&xs systems to be used in the derivation of the

equations of motion have been illustrated, all that remains is the

choice of the physical principle upon whin.h the equations of motion

are based. The familitr F a ma cannot be used because it refers to a

system of constant mass and an aircraftespecially, a rocket propelled

Aircraft, with an operating propulsion system is obviously not such a

system. Therefore, the following principle is used in the derivation.

SAIR9.
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"If one has a system S of particles, then the vector eum of all the

exterior forces acting on S is equal to the time rate of change of

the total momentum of S plus the rate at which momentum in being

transferred out of S by particles that are leaving S.0 This principle

can be expressed by the following equations.

dYMYvMV (2)"1- dt 1 1 i

-. Z. M. - V o

whores __Py 1 and F are the sum of the exterior forces acting

on the aircrAft in the X1, Y, and Z1'directions respectively.

M is the mass of the aircraft at any time.

Sib the rate at which propellants are being consumed.

VVara e the absolute velocities of the body in the
Xl, Yl ZIJ

X1 , YI, Z directioi:e respectively.

VX~e, a e, and VZi arc thc, velocities relative to the

aircraft at which mass is leaving the system in the Xj, T1 and

Sdirections respectively.

By re-arranging equation (2) and taking note of the fact that

d "~ , the following equation results.
A dt
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_ X, ;V l t e (3)

F% Z, * v e dt Z

or
M dV

wheretu*

It P IY IVz

V X1

v'.
V

Since the forces nlong the aircraft's axes ar•e ordinarily used

in predictina performnnce it is convenient to derive the "apparent"+

accelerations along these axes. These accelerations are then integrated

to give velocity and displacement increments relative to the earth

SSuch similar notation for imatrixes will be used throughout
the remainder of the derivation. The subscript denotes the
axis system to which the quantity is referred.
The tcrm "apparont" indicntes the accelerations, velooities,
eta. as seen by tho observer on the earth's surface.

.9CRrr
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fixed observer. So that the equations are in terms of quantities

recognizable to the observe;, the transformation from the axis system

to the a 3 I Z3 system is neoessaryy this is aocomplished in

two steps. The first is a transformation from the X1 Y1 Z1 system

to the X2 Y2 Z2 system. This is accomplished in the following manner.

((4)

where (.) is a transformation miatrix as given byr

I os.e s in,,^ 0

A-I 005 siTI/4. 00 C A COD'A sin ~,(5)

-sin A SinV/4t- - i C•so/o I coo A

in which the rnelee/, and a ere thoso previously illustrated in

Figure 1. Likeriso, the abooluto velocities along the X3 Y3 Z3

axes can be obtained by a second transformation

(V 3) ( )(V2 ) (6)

where (f) is the transformation matrix given byt

ScusOeOS , Cosa ain ,-nin

-COS 0 .os nin~e+sin ~sini9cosY' ,cos ~cos)iý+sin~ sino sint*,k pioc"I co08

sin• i9n01+ cos'osinocoso -sin cos'+cos9 sin& sinlicoso coso

In which the Angles, Yf , 9, and 0 are Angfraur rotations fror. the

X2 Y2 Z2 axis system to the X3 Y3 Z3 axis system in the yaw, pitch and

roll planes respectively. The order of rotation is in the yaw, pitch

and roll directions. It should be nolt.ý th-it the ingle 0 is perfectly

4 arbitrnry nnd need not be the "pitch Antle;'.

.. e
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Combi•_ing equations (4) and (6)

Differentiating equation (8) with respeot to time

(4) (IQ ) )(7 Q 1).0* )u1 )0i[La

Differentiating equation (6)J substituting the results in equation (9),

&Ad making use of equation (4) to substitute for (Vl) and

1 dt I dt[- (10)

By multiplying both sides of equAtion (3a) by the quantity ()(.) and

substituting into equation (10) the following matrix equation is derived

wheres (as) are the absolute accelerations along the X3 Y3 andZ

axes respeotivelys

The right side of equation (11) is expanded to give

d vX 6

(LQ .VY 2  - z x.cooAA (12)

dt z V2 +'X2 sin + VY2

An Vý I Vy and are the absolute velocities of the aircraft's e.g.
2 2 Z2

in the direction X2Y and Z2 it can easily be seen from figures 1

4 and 2 that,
E
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V12 • v ooaoseGs *r l.ein A (13a)

2
VY2 - v cos sin 3 (13.b)

v Z2--v Bint (13o)

vhere.L. la the rotational velooity of the earth.

It is also appa'ent that

A A V aon t 0osy (14aa)
r sin A

,V can 0io,•'..j (14b)
r

' sin l (1i40
dt

Using equationa (13) and (M)Y to substitute for the values of dV2  '2

* dtand ; the following expresuions for ax3, y3 and RZ3 are derived.

73 ca s c~ouoo I (coo 0 oeap)*ooe 8' iný (costaein~t')+int (uin a)]I
..v3 linrooay (00os09oosW),uinrain~ (co9&ain'~')-co~es~enoJf

-V~ £.Cooes gin I (to~oss 0)-cooercoo~ (CowG sinw'i

*VlC (uin t sinA +coorain t cooA~)(coeo &os Pj

-sný L*Voollyooat ) rVosct +rj~sinA )(i&-Vid)c9c~,r iin A,

-COD & vo+ sco al) F(vaoo.cool *rvoinA)(co90sin*')-.(VcooBin} )
r* uin' L 1

(cosO co0 •y-,]

V cosrolný e (15a)
ILI, rL
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* coaolo.s (.COR Siy Sn ieco)Casn (cosolcoosY

+uino sine) sin ý)-einr'(oinocoe&)j

*.ineuinj (co oo,ý'ooin 0 visinee~in *~)*oor r(slnoaost9)j

'vi L corn t sin t (.coos oinP *sin Ornin & uousfr)-ooat cosy (coon 00

#si *fnsinaesinf l.V [(ain't aifl\*coo trnin~ Ioo:?0(.coososin

*sinosinlP0004'jJ +Bin A (JL va-o coa )O [vco tcoo$

+r,& umnA ) ( uin4 eve &s)+Vaint' (-cooa 0 iny~toin 0 sin a coorn

wcaoah(vA. co~roqIo )(crihoj rAm?~(oqosA

+Bm in 00ngintyf)-Vooo r Din eo(bh'oo 14)1

*Voor;' r in C sin e (coo 0 cocy +uin sý in ovinfr

+*Vcooar sn ý (nmn 1000) (15b)

;z3 * ~[Cos r coo ý (ain qOninrlPco1, V) flin oen, Vr)4.Cor X tiinj (-Ain (pcoo 1(t

*C09r(COSý$CoOv -Vi Eroe5'smný (d~n~niný+rcobainOcoaY-)

-cosecoiqý (-.9imýcoot+ cooag sinOsinA/~ +V" L( sin'T sinŽA

*ern (/Vcsin -N) [Vain Y (sin OsimnYf +cos simne cooVr)

i vcoa 'tCos ' .rA lsin? )(XcoatCos (j-co2 C 0 1(J 'r-onr

r 3in Xi

*cosr(Aan/couiii' *(VcO3SV Sin )[-Vsinb'(-sinqCos J

+ CO!41mn(,umnj,)*Vcos~sinI (nos Cois 0) (150)
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The matrix qu tit (X)(I)(Fl * nvze) In the v= of aerodyna•ic,

pravitI, and thrunt forces acting along the three axes of the aircraft.

For rocket propelled aircraft these are as follovas

S+ [(Pe-PA)Ao] (16a)

3
23 F'O3 cfoin(icoe0+Vy 3e [(Pue-PA)A.]Z3 (16b)

wheret A. is the area of the rocket exit

is the pressure of the exhaust at the exit

P is the ambient pressuze of the atmosphere at the altitude

under oonsideration

X"X3
1  " 3i and FZ3 ' are the aerodynamic forces acting along

the X3P Y3 and Z3 axes

g is the gravitational Acceleration constant at both the

altitude under consideration and orientation with respect to

the earth.

In the normal rocket aircraft the quantity ivy, [P.A)J13

which Is a sideward rocket thrust, is zero. Furthermore, if one

makes the simpUfioation of measuring 0 to the thrust line so that

the thrust is sating along the X3 axis (for such a choice of 0 the

X3 Y3 Z3 system is a body axis system) it is obvious that t.he rocket

thrust in the direction given by V Z Ae 1
h When equations (l1) and (16) are combined a very complex expression

for the Aircraft motion results. However, if the simplifying
. ,.
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assumptions are made thmt)/ " ý (case of no sideslip) and that 8 - r

(the angular rotation in the pitch plane of the XK 3[7 Z3  xie system

is through the angle r from the horizontal to the flight direction

mrukng the 1, T3 Z3 a stability axis system) the fol0oring simphtfied

general equations result.

T ccosV" Dw m-gmrdL 2gin"A )uint .irfl.einA cooA~ codoe inl. (17a)

Vijos Ooee -V u1nou M 1 (g.rIL 2 oi2 )uin 0 oos 9

*r. 2 sinv Coe (coo coo V +sin aint sin

*2VA [CsA(o 1n f .gn\o4co

.ao08 0 nsin~ t j gi !.2 ( ln 0oone - coo 0 oo2 coo Io cot) (17b)

400800iV i~4o~ ~ ~~~si . (g..dL 2 sin2 A)aos 0 C0s4

HM

*rfL ein~coosi 0 Cn~ODY - Cos 0Sint Sint)

*2VL [cos ?X(Pin~ocoa)+ein ?X(Cosecosa

$uin 11sin tuin~ )] !'. (coosýcose +sin Ocos ifcoal cot.A 000(c
r

In arriving at equations (17) from equritiona (15) and (16) it should be

remembered that the aerodynamio lift force, L, and drAg forces,, D,

are in the negative Z and X3 directions rcipectively, And thnt the

nerod'nAimi side force (represented by Y) is in the pocitivi Y3

direction. It is assu•ed that the thrust lirn- ie- di!ipliced frmt the

flight pAth direction by the ngnle td, i.e. tVc inelinntion at the

thrust line from the horizont~l is 1jven by the anClet + .

F)r.c ,E
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If additional restrictions are placed upon equation (17), as

done In Reference 3j namelY, 1) the aircraft. Lin fying n the

equatorial plmae# 2) the aircraft is flying towards the east, and 3)

the angle of bank is maintaaned sero, then equation (17) is reduced

to the form a given in Reference 3. These equations are repeated

below*

.7 a s 1 m sm A)M ~ (lea)

V coo i (18b)

Vel L T sihVf*'(S - rJ13 ) cost.2Vfl.

r

It in aeen by comparison of equation (18) with the equations resultina

from the combination of equAtions (1S) and (16) that the equations

given In Reference 3 are a special DAse of tho general equations of

motion* Hence, in using equation (18) to calculnte the porfortivrco of

an aircraft, the limitations piaced upon the flight conditions 0iould

be realized.

As equations of linear motion (see equations (15) and (16));,re

now available In their moot complete form, it is possible, by u:.;Ai:

one of eeverrl methods, to calculate the flight pnth relative to thI,

earth of An aircraft flying in Any direction at any latitudo, llo- . V,,,

ns Fhown tho equations of linear motion are extremely complex for tho,

conern]l ont;o. The possibility of negleoting terms and rnricinl..nimr]i(•-ai,

nasumptions will have to be investiqated in hopes th't the ivount of

lAbor and time to nAloulate fairly Aocur'rte flight paths ,iy be rodiic,.
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The equations of linear motion have derived for flight about a

rotating earth. Similar expressions will now be derived for angular

motion about the aircraft axis. For this derivation, the aussuptions of

an inertial ads at the center of the earth will be continued and only

earth curvature and rotation will be considered, in addition to the

angular motions of the vehicle with respect to the earth.

The law of coneervation of angular momentum may be expressed as

the vector equation
d(L,2 (9

dt

where N1 is the vector sum of all torques (moments).acting on the

zletem and L, ie the total angular momentum of the system being con-

midered, measured with respeot to the inertial X, Y1 Ih axis system

illustrated in Figure 4-B.1 As with the equations of linear motion,

it is more convenient to express the equations of angular motion with

respect to the X3 Y3 Z (aircraft axis) system, for which the moments

of inertia and aerodynamic moments are most recognizable.

The total angular momentum may be expressed in vector form as

=1) CJ3x L(20)
dt dt 3

where L3 is the angular momentum measured with respect to the X3 73 23

axis system an CW3 is the angular velocity of the 13 3 Z 3 axis

3 system with respect to the inertial X1 Y1 Z, axis system. Substituting

equation (20) into equation (19) and expressing the vectnr equation

'in its components, results in the followingt
M

L
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p. (LX) .wYL dzY(2a

M3 " dt 3 3 L Z 3 L 3  (21a)

-= *CZ LX - WCx. LZ - (21b)
3 t3 3 3 3

N ( ) + W x L,,h (YLX, (210)

HZ3 dt 3 3 3 3

where the components of AnaUlar momentum are given by equation (22)

LX3 " xX3X3 •X3 x X3 y3- y3 + X3z3 w z 3 (22a)

L3. zX3 C.)x X÷ Y3Yý-) 3 * Xy3 Z3 (..Z3  (22b)
LC 3  y Y y 4 Iz 3z C. z (22c)

Z3 013Z3X3 33 3

wherein IX3X3  XX 3 y etc. aor tho oompononts of milomonto and produots

of Inertia taken with respeot to thm X3 Y, Z3 axis system and are givon by

IX 3X3 a * ' m (Y'3  * Z3)

IX3y-3 2 m- X'3 Yi3

IX 3 Z3 - . 1i x '3 zi3

etc.

Differentiating equations (22) and substituting these results in

equations (22.) gives

W(.) d (IX3X.3) d (IX3y3)
N X d4 3 ' T X3X3 WX 3 +W 3

I* z (dx3Z3) +3. ' 3•,c 3  3 a 3 3 3

*+6y (Iz3x3Cx 3 + 3Y3 C -y3 + IZ3z3 CZ 3 )

Z-JZ3 (Iy 3XX3 0 . 3 + IY3Y3 Cjy 3 + Iy 3 Z3 C.jZ 3 ) (23r)
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NY I d 4 ( 1
3 3 * X,6X +(.h V (Iy3Y3)3 x3 7t 3 3 3 3 dt

T37,3 Y3 (Z 3 d + -+ 33

÷ ( 7Z73X3 , X X3 + ) X,3 ' 1x3zY3 I ,J z) Y

) xl3('z 3x3 WJx3 + Zh ) Y3  * IZ,3z 3 CJz 3) (23b)

NZ a (I 3X3 ) * X+Xw y,!*Z d 3(73 3)
*Z z "JX3 , IZ3X3  *3 ÷zJ3  Zt

3Y3 3÷ •Z3 dt z3 3 3

W YX3 (Iy3X3 (X3 + IX 3 1 IY3 3C. Z3)

The angul r velocity W 3 is found by tAkine the sun of rmmaar

veloeitV of the X3ý3Z3 a.is aystem with respect to the X2Y2 Z2 ,xie

system and the angular velocity of tho X2Y2Z2 axis system with ,respeot

to the inertial :IKX3Z m"a etoom so thnt

X !Cc tSin~
3r

wX 3  - k + j CooeXCoo, i.l Sin~k (24)
ra~xI k •"2 ACoa? cs ••.,(•

W. z 3 'J ".O ao A

3 where f is a traneformation matrix given by equAtion (7) and k in a

transformAtion m~trix which mAy be expressed As
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1 0 -SinO

k - Coa0 S0co in Co (2C)

0 -Sin P CoB coCo

Substituting for) and k and expanding the right hand side of equation (24)

then gives

* - YtSin 0 +Cos1PCo~90Sin( Q *X3 r (26a)
+.A (Cos A Sin g - Sin A Coo 0 Sin $')

• -6 coo 0 + ý Sin c Cos o sr [o, coo (Q. )

$ sin$ 0 Si s ( -Si)] -. ns ) (Cos n Co.),

- Sin Sing Sin - Sin Coo 9 Cot •) (26b)

W ... +ou0CosQ-6s • cost[Sin Cos(a .)P)

+ Coo 0 Sin 9 Sin (. P)]+.fLSin A~ (Sin 0coo ~

- CoO Sing sin•k- CosOCoOGCotA) (26o)

When equations (26) and their derivatives are substituted into

equations (23) the complete equations of angular motion in termi of

the applied moments N 3 resulta Since these equations are greatly

detailed and hence space consuming, they will not be presented here.

Some smp•lifications to these equations are possible however. If

we assume that the hypersonic glide vehicle will possess at least a

vertical plane of oyrmetry so that

IX3,! , Y3X3 - IY3Z3 IZ3y3 - 0

A
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and

Ix3z3 - z3x3 (27)

then equations (23) reduce the following form

NX W X3 L(lX3X3) *0 " + (xz3(Z d (1x3 z3)

3 333
' ÷~~ •~z3j*• z• ÷*CJx•Jzr(Iz: 3z - 1xyx 3 ).- Jx3 CJ z, I 3 z3 (28a)

NXr IJy,.. 3 Z3Z CO L),CZ,'Xy 3  1ZZ3

* ZX3Z3 ( W Z3•• X )2 (28b)

Nz Wz.z 3 z( 3) +x z 6 •x(• z •3( 3 Z3 )
3 3 d• 3 3 3 3 dt

+ Z + CJZ4)X yy xx)-Cy.J 3 xz (28c)
(J 3 3 3 W Y 3 ('Y7 XX)- I3)Z XZ

and if in Addition the time rAtea of ch~nrta of mo~ments arnd produoto of

inertia may be noglected then

Nx, I3x 36X3 + I X3Z3 673 j Y3 ~Cj ,~Z 3(IZz3z -yy3

x I 3y3L) 3 IX 3ZJ 3  (29a)3

+ IXz( 2 W Z,2 CX 2 ) (29b)

2Z3 IZ, 3 5 z IX 3 Z3 6 ''-x 3+L 3 Cj Y3 (Iyý3y - X3X3)

- y 3A (1UZ3 Ix 3 Z3  (29d)

,m

., .. . .
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At this phase of the study, it is not possible to determine what

further implifications can be made. The equation. of linear and

anglar motion as presented here, form the basis by which the metioso

of the vehicle in six degrees of freedom# including the effects of

earth rotation and curvature, may be analyzed-in particular the dynamic

behavior of such a vehiole mmV be studied once the necessary aero-

dynamic and kinematic parameters have been determined, Further analysis

wiU be required to determine whether or not the dynamic motion. can

be derived in an analytical fashion. Certoinlr at least, with the

present equations means are Mailable by which the dynmido etabili*V

and control characteristics may be studied by the use of analogue

computing equipments provide sufficient equipment is availnble to

hAndle the complewty of the 'equations.

a

-?"I-
b n_ ,.
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PENDIX 5A

Steady., two-dimensional flow in the laminar compressible boundary
layer over a flat surface or one whose radius of curvature ie large
compared with the boundary iaer thiokness is governed by the following
equationo:

momentum

eUX + P• "u y P ÷ (p + y) (1)

py 0 (2)

Gontinuit

( x ) * (3 V)y "0 (3)

eH• •~ IS• ()A Hy)y (4)

where H a apT + 1/2 u2

st__t p a p RT (5)

Further, it is aeamaed that the viscosity is related to the
temperAtore by the Sutherland law

/ (T/T)3/(To + S)/(T + S), (6)

where 9 is a conetant which for air is 216" R and where the subeoript
o denotes reference condition.

From the momentun equation, the external pressure p can be
e&Vressed in term of the external velocity distribution as

6x dx X

The boundary conditions on the flow are

aty a O u v a 0 H = Hw(7)

at Y - Iu U1  0 ~H H, HsE (.E)

SECRET
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To start the analyessp Equation (1) is converted into the following
integral differential equations

•(4"Y)w (9)

With the use of Equation (3), Eiquation (9) is more oonveniently
handled by introducing Dorodnitsin transformation* Accordingly the
new var•iablo i defined such that for a given value of xe

dt - dy (10)

This implies the introduction of a new boundary ler thickness
in the x - t plane defined must conveniently by the inver3e tranafor-
mation,

.10

Now using Equations (10) and (11)p Equation (9) beeomea

2 Ul 1 at U L(u j

Pis oan bA. ldttten AH

F1  U1

whereA PO Uo ? U1  TW 2 2 Uo .

and the prime denotes differentiation with respect to

SECRET
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F, (I - '
01 U1

F2  2 ( 91~)f( (U)2)

02 el .Ul Tj JA W l U1  Hl I W

PC 110 Tw o 40 Uo (I ÷ M..K1 /,o

ist

Nov equation (13) is in a form a"naqle to approximate solution
following tho Integr.l methed of von Karmfn.

Similarly the energy equation becomesi

.,fu H. d" ,. j1 v K1 y U--(. H), (17)

V or

0(1"

Applying Dorodnitazin transformation to Equation (18) we getl

d 111, Bt 'IL(I - !)d-t -,'U T, [L.),] (19)
U1 H, 1  1 -t -F, H, w

and introducing the variable A and t the above equation becomes:

L3, F3 A (• n (,o) ). [!Lc 1w (20)2 Hf v •

where
whref !L (1 - .!-)dLt (21)

Equation (20) is now also in a form anenable to solution by an
integral procedure. To got an integral a.ut!on, we assume velocity
and eiithalpy d ior•ilon t'ho A :

SECRET
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4J

5H *bi T o
H1  1 0

The boundwry condltions are, at 'T = 0

,". U1 u 2 " (U 7 ).' (,,•)Y , •o, L. w

and at 1 1 ,t

.* (IL" t.* o, 1

8ubetituting the above boundar7 oonditions in equation (22) ad
(23), we get

bo W a,. (2 4 Z/3)

b l 1* I()uba

b1 [rH ba
b),w 12 m-

22 H1%t W

The velocity and enthalpy prof.lee can be evaluated in terme of
Z, b andb 2. They are

- (2%~ - 2'% +}~ T. (--*
33

and

H x (1.- W) (1- 10. T, t 3 +15X46.5)bIC-63+t43T5

"9

HI

SECRET
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Using the above equationej the F integrals can be evaluated in

terms of W. b and b2 . We obtain

3 37/315 2Z/ 945 - Z2/2268 (24)

S363o 2 3780 2268 10 )

P3 N (1 - W'70 2520 M126 7560 27720 207720

where b2 and Z are given by,
bab2 (L (7w1 - b 2 (4), (24a)
2 WTw + 3 P'

{V
Z a(A -14. + 2b(f (W) (I n (f(W M )

Now equations (14) and (20) are trannfomed to a form where (A)
Is the dependent variable and ( 1-) is the independent variable.
Ui.ng the isentropic equations and e u 1.hl we hAveo

0 a Ml 1/2 (c1 1 Mi O 2)3 -A/ 0i /

and for W'pereonic flow, M >) 1, 0 reduces to

2 MO 2.5 ( )A 1/2

&noae the variable tern in F1 and F3 are relatively small (of.

equation 214); following Reference (5.3-6) we let *' P 3 - 0.

Thum equation (14) becomes

LlJ !-A . 3-5 FiA +12 t-i HiJL.
22

2
I-i

3 T 1  (25)

SECRFT
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Denating d by ')4..Xand regrouping terme, Equation (25)
becomesi dM1  Ao

Ml31  1(l - 1/3 bf (W)) F, ~ 1 Hb~ ~ ~ -f-W) L dl)' 2)•

In order to evaluate d•//dj we muot choose a region in which
we want our equation to deocribo the flow. In tie method, einoe very
little Ie known about the region olooo to the leading edge, md since
w would like to have a method which will be valid, independent of the
leading edge effect, we chall stArt our solution downstream of the
leading edge uoing the two-region theory, Thus we use the rcesute
available to start the problem mid join our solution downstream of the
leading edge. Thereforeg using ieontropio expansion (Reference ;.3-19).

dl 2 )A IO0 a (26
!! a Woý M1 Uo (7

Since for M )) 1 it will be shown lAter that (1) -ax

If we apply the same transformation to equation (20) we get

F3 F3 4A'~ (28)
M1  Ao A%

Using the initial condition we can now solve numerioally equntions
(26) and (28) and find the parameters b and , as a function of *
Now b can be found At once as a function of A if we eliminate A
between equation (26) and (28) by multiplying equation (26) by F
multiply e untion (28) by F, and subtracting the resulting equat~onzi.
mulatpnl ( t6) con then be solved numArically using ADAMS method
(Reference 5.3-20).

SECRET
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In our cane tho problcem wan otnrted by means of the method
donoribod in Appn(Ux 511 uni$ng tho nolution dotorminod for several.
vvi~uon of H, Qs, Ad Bme for n flat plate in eteody flight,

Zn terms of the pnrwtor (U A s Z And b the coefficients Of and

SUl Uo (2 +z (29)

2 3•b U -

Th Of Ann for the vrioiin M 0. j nnd Ri y wore correlnted

vajd ploti0od in 'icuro .3-?2 i oi 5.3-3. oil wCti found to be Approximately
/2 for All t.lh nntlen cfml1itoi-d. Ih

Thif mltod onvi ble 1imrov~id by uthilnt 1r a contint (not neceeafrly 1)
p'rd by uning th. vxx't ,xpruritlimn for (•) which is found at' follows

(1u) 1  -- ,-A

. f. a x

In the case considered in this pnper we assume S * m Sand therefore

(z ) j U yUld

USR

SECRET____________ __
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and 12 being the dnminat4ng tam for N I : then 6 *. Thi1nomton get@ better a@ the vWU to erature Increaseso
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APPFN IX 5A LIST OF 8DMOLS

F1, 2,3 Integrals defined after equations (15) and (21)

0 Function of H. and M, (of. equation 24b)

H Stagnation enthalpy* 2- ,+ T

M Mae. number

p Static pressure

R Oae oonetait

Rm Reynolds nurbor ( P Ul xps, )

S Sutherland conetantp 216*R for air

T Absolute temperature

t Tranuforviod variable (of. eq'iation 16)

u Velocity component, in x direction

U Potential flow velocity i x direction

v Velocity component in the y direction

W Ratio of stngnation enthnlpy at the wall in potentl a] flow

x Coordinate along the surface

y Coordinate normp3. to the surface

Z Pressure gradient parameterl (cf. equations 24a)

Ratio of specific heats

SBoundrny lryer thickness

*• Boundary layer displaceimnt thickness

Non-dimenoloncl boundary layer thickness ratio ( A " A/A.

/A Coefficient of viscosity

SECRET
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Non-dimenrional apnce ooordinate ( o o 0)

Maas density

A Non-diaonoionnl boundary Isrer thoicness parameter

( A -, ? P o U0 
6 t 2 Tw/ . 0 w P )

t/ 8 t,

Subscript@

( ) Value at the aurfAce, y a 0 for any value of x

( )1 Value at the outer edge of the boundary lter

( ) VAluo nt x o

( ) Value in the x - tort-T, plana

( ) Stagnation vrlues

()C Valuo nt inif'inity upotream

( • V•tlov 8t, In~t'inity downlutr'ow,

.4
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APPENDIX 5B

The Momentum Integral Method for ypersonio Via•cous Flow

It oan be shown that the Prmndtl boundary theory remains valid in
the h, peronio flow range (Me'>> 1) under the following anuomptiones

(I) The fluid can be !oneideard an a continuumi and the flow field
is describable by the Navi ,r-Stckr oquationa! (II) A sufficiently thin
laminr boundAry layer witt continuous elope Oxietn; (i11) The curvature
of the body surface in ouf ioi-ntly Giall.

The aucord condiitin mtoy ho written, if tho thicknoss of the
layer 6 io introduoud, no

•---<'<•(11)'

and the first condlition, togithor with tho sooond condition above,, mily
be taken arbitrarily nt t1h, orto.lc *

With the aid of thu oontmlbut.y eqwition, the momentm umnd energy

integral relation'i nnn be writtun in tho unuanl form

and

?± MkT) (2)
M2 dx C" F-, U -

* The oriterin (I) and (II) can he shown to be equivalent in order of
magnitude, i.e., (it)

-- <<1

;•I althuurh rot. equ.-! nuv;orioailyr,

-,-Thu nom,)ncJ:.itur. '.imod hure As th.vt dtotind 'n App'endix 5A.

II
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where

f url J-A (3)

f~ 111)d
(TO)

, (Iu2  O vP) r(CT) .(
'V * U~o Tc r8a(c

and

Ix a; i (p (u) (5)

Assuzming the body to be vwry thin, (and L << 1), it is oonsistent to
x

assume also that u Uo • Sidoe nsM I) I, then M1,) 1,, while

M' )p M11 hen+

thus

(6)

4iflre tho convint'loini. notation is used, namtely , 0(y) ,,,0,,,ii

.x . (r)Itntit, I o, and ( " o (y) meons 1. X,
y v--

S4okf
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On the wall the x-momentum equation reducos to

@A v by 4YI 1w

Whilo the energy equation beoomes

b k- ~ [R- (I -Pr)( .) a 0(8

Introducing tho Dorodnit.in-Stearton trans formation

t 'II

vhere

P d, (10)
t ef

one has

2• dt -; .- l -2 Lu: •p*

1- -2 2

+ (R U At1 ln p (11)

SECUIFT
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(Pr r1i , ))d p*'1(2{ .-7 ,-: M W (13<" 4 L ' ul' ,.. .,,> J ( +• ,.o, ,> p (1,2)

where

" U/Ul, P"* p/m4 P , (Pr) -

and C p io asoumw d to be a oonstant, S5 "-- H' , i a the

S'thoela,, oonstant, anid

ST~ Re ag-Le 2..•, w, A ,-W (.,, < U.
2 ~ ~ 2G * ti 5P*/ f 0

The suhscriptsn m, w, and a rufer to the Cr•,e stream, wall and etagna-
tiun quantities, ripi.ot~tivmly. in deriving hqutRtion (13) the Suthn'trhnn
viecosity-temporature relation has been used.

In duterviaitnia thu above syst om uf equations, the energy equationi
on the wall hav not boen used. It cnn be nhown that tho error intrluad'ud
by ignoring this condition is or the order of (I - Pr). The above thr ,,:
differential equations of the first1 order, togother irith an appro•riatu
formula relating pressure to the normlal velocity at thio odge of thu
layer, or

.zsr auffiujent to determnna (with proper initial conditions), , 1`
and two other unknown functions whioh oharootorize the distribuiton of
velocity and of the total, onttlalpy across the layer. Sinrce the oxtcrnia
"entropy.-layer" is at loeat as thick as • , and the ohanige In volocity

. ......... . _.
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is of the order of the larger of U8 (.0.) and UaCC 2, the vortiotty

there is at moot of the order of X1. , which is maller by one

order of m.-•_.ad.o than the vorticity in the boundary layerl ono may,
thereforeo aeme u o up• and • 0 at the edge (but h 2 0

and write

I . -- )2 (1 - at) (15)

One can also write for RI

R 1. (.1¶.)2 [ 1 TA- . j (16)

where a and b are vxdniown tianotione of or X . Note that tho tomiparJA
ture on the wall haav also bear' accounted for in Sq~uatiori (1(), Oubati-
tuting Equations (15) and (16), into IXquat~ions (11.), (12) and (13), wo
have

2p* 112 21 2(2 +a) p* (17)d 15,60 105

d ('l 2 .0 1/3 b
2 17~ T ~ ~ O

wP)" *(i[ 1 ) - l/20 b 1/30 (1- -w)aab

2 (2 Lw +b) p*

and 

T

F 2T * o x-sLs T
d# p [4 (1 4 2a) *w+ (2 *a (2-2 b (9

L _

r WT

SERE
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The skin friction coefficient can then be expressod as

b•( 4 Y_ ,L 2 (2, a) (20)

and the heat trip.nsfor oooefioient as[

kC k __w Ts [2 (1T"o (21)

h ý077 ;-7 0 Fr (TI,- TV)

and thuo

Tw 2 + a (2*2 Pr (1 - aW) - -(
Yh2 (1 - *b

With nn additional relation - tho proseuro formula -one can pro-
ceed to obtoin n aoe3tion either numorioally - using step-wise integra-
tion or itorotion - or nnnlyt.ically by expanding the solution In poiers
of the varinblo I * For points nuar tho leading edge, where the I rter-
action ia strong, Mnn Oxpnnds the solutions in aocending powers of I I
for points far downeitrenm, whore the intoaotion is wetEk, one expands the
solutions in docoonting powerv of I

The formula deduced from Prandtl-Muyur flOt may be used when the
shouk, if it exists, is very weak. This is

-l I [xM. + ( O.0 jt~ (23)

1hero p, and M, are the arbitrary reference pressure and Mach nmbnrr
belong.ing to tho same state.

In the absence of a better formula, the so-called "t&ngent-wedge
formula" may be used whenever the shock involved is strong enoxjgh.
This cnn be expretssed as (continued next page)

*%•Note that this definition differs from that employed by Crocco
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21 A0- + 0

arnd atriotly spepkling, choild bo oonsidored ns m oempirionl fo•r la

in nppliontion,

It hao boon outinactvd by tho omlculntionu in Appendix 5D that for

(44 0>1 and nnAr tho lond:ing odgo tho orror involvad in uani cqunLion
(2-may be not too lArgc for idoal idr ,f * - 1.I1); the crr-Potion factor
buine (1.,!h)3/2 in Ohn 1,iomlting prnnnm,,rn-, nnd (1,L)3/i•in the ukin
fZrotion, For tho otrong :%rto\r,.otion solution obtained hero, thin
faotor has been takon into accoxint.

Sinoc tho uolutionu muo oinripjlze nmnr tho loading edge, a euitnblo
transformntion of tho varitibl, in uach of the oxpanoione is introduced,

StroneSho• k - Bnmdnry rn-,yr Intoraotion

Tho governing of cquAtion.s oonoist of Equations (17), (18), (19)
and

k82 (U~~i~I iP2 (2 5

on~ly the hirhst order tonn are retaincd in Equation (25), and the
factAr k iu intond.,d, -n... .. .ctIv. to the tsngent-wedge formula.

We thus have four nqimtio,,8 for thnr four unknoims are Z , p*, a and b.

In viaw of +he ,invuihr behavior of the solution to this cyst-m
asj>Ol the variable

S .. S 1A (26)

is Introdce~d, And it i s assumed tfhct (for 5 I)

SEC RE
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a a + * c÷ (27)

b " 'b 0 +bjS + 0*1

The expresesons of Equation (27) -am aubstitutcd into Equationa (17)p
(18). (19), n (25)p and the leading tormw of eaoh of tho rooauant
equations we# reepeotively#

4- H 2 ' (2+ a) p0

2 J2

0 a

+1 ( 1..3)t~ 9ii~~ 2 b H 2 3(I -

100

- S To 2  1-T
7? (1 +2ao) Tw-S T 2 w + b]]
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8Simultaneous so:Lution on the Equations (28) then yields the
paresmtere Hop Pop1 a and b. The ooeffi•oients of the second order

tor• involve H,, Fl. a, and b, and aret

+ +-1 H_ 2, (D (4-

Ho[3/2 H, +.4i (2 +a)* 2

WH 0+ (1 4 2%o) + t-j (l + 2uio )] l

2 00.a
4- .1 Ho b, 30a

3(DHhII +2a3 .Hof (1. ) -T HO I1 1+2% + P b

Sf ,o !
0o

LO- b3 0{ 2 -1 Tw)+ ]] 0 -2*b

0

48 Tw T- L. T (To (2-2 Tvj b0 )]e71 0, (0.Vc)

1 '2 1+(2 11 H

This in a linear alpebraii.' system widch ccn bo solved for H11p PlP al
and b:o.

SECRET
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It is clear that the ocoond order terms give the angle of attack
affect, since all the unkowns appearing in thca are linear in CC,
The loading terma hioh do not Oontaino, give the solution at zero
amnlo of attack (when M d6 >> 1),

In the flrat order system# ono finds for the insulated oncec

so a 2.333p bo O, (for r - 7/5 - 1.b); no 0  0.399p bo 0, (for'

I - 513)

3C (0) k()

and M3  f I [k I 2 + 2t (2

whero the value of k is to bo taikon from Alpendix 5T) as l.el for 1' 7/5
and 1,:30 for'

and wh. _. ••// 2 + 1/21

11 T 1 1(33)
Red

tho ouprsoript (o) referring to the nsyMptotio valuoe noar the leodlng
ease,

If tile power l11,1w ti unc~d innt ead of the Sutherland law *, then

72+(

For the "coolod" wall of constant tmperature with TTw 3,

Me51 20, and 1.4l, woe obtain ao -1.2s05, b0  -..1h62,

S kl/2 ( 1/2 1/2 2 (2 + r1)

i,• It is of irtercint to note that the roesidts of, different nuihort, ver.
(within tile same oC'rier" w. i-iýnitude) diw- ~ 1 Gl(5.3).Tl~e prvesent rcr]'{.
pi'-vidos the highlus vshle for the st]If-illchlcd pr'ssitu'e,

sL(:R
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P(O) _ $11/2

U

o0) *, Ja) 1 (35)c~ "

(2)
x /TWV '3/4I (/ to-3/ (Ree -3/4

wharoomn4®refor to tho oxprousione given by(29).

An analytic expreosson for theo a oinptotic value of p/pwand of
can be obtained ferr sufficiently oU di vulue of TW/r.4 L.e., for

2 TW (36)

P(+ )Ifr1/2 (37)) 1

wherer X . M2 ÷ ./2 i1

NO (31f

4 It shondd be noted that. for a given (low) wall temperature, as Mnch
niumber M increases, the slope. in the velocity. nd temperature profi.or
IncreaSeRT
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It can be aloo be Shown that

e() ! *) +f

Ihopeotion of Equation (308)and (33) shows that with the asawnption
of the Sutherland viooosity-temporature relation, the oesential
parameter in the problen of i'porvonio viDoouc flow is

SM/2 / R 1/2 for both Laulatea (TwiTs) oonou and the cooled

wall(.w /T (< 1),(inotufd of ? 3 -/RHl'/2) obtained in Reforunooo

5.3.1 and 11.3-3 lbioh wav based on the linoar viscosity law.

Figuroe 5.3-2 and 5.3-3 appoerinp in tho tort, wore computod, at
tho time the nngtl. of ntt.nok offoct •ih•oh is the solution of the
linear algobraic 9yotom Equation (30) had not been carried out
explioitly. From roaulto obtainod from a flow model similar to tliat
used by Shen and Pail Refornoos 5.3-2 and 5.3-8, wo obtained

Cf OW+ c

under the asiiption of on incuizted wuLLl, a linear velocity profilol
and t - 7/5 i.11. niis exproanio, vorved as a basis for the
estimation of the anglo of attack effect on Cf and (p/po) shown in
Fiiures 5,3-2 and 5.3-3. A chock at Me- 20s Tj,/Ta a 3, with the
calculation obtained later reveals that the error involved in the
coofficients 8 and appeared al'ove about 20% or less which in of the

same order of magnitude as terms neglected in the computation of the
angle of attack effect.
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Effoct of a Smarll Indu00d Firas ura Orrnd'.ent on
laminar SkCin

F'or tho aroa of woak inViraotiwnO whicoh Is noocaaar±1l' at acme
distayivo dom1itrow.. of theQ ja~i4no Odne: one cann develop the eclution
into dawicondin,? powore of and the appropriate transform~ation i9

L/2 
(9

Tho firmt ordor oclivtion r, s'tom obvico'.wy reduooio to tho or~iniiry moofuu
a flat plato (at zoro iyioi"'snco and zoro privinura gradient). The firat
ordor uorrootion account~irl,; for th-' ahanni in prollouri (4 p) ricy tlw'n bo
obtainod. In ftiot, if onk' tho 1'irat ordow offoct in ul' primnarey intoront,
tho puroontrigo chnnaou in okin friction und in the rateofci hout tranrifor
dopondo onlyr on tho ratio (4 p/pQ).-

Tho firut order eolution (ooro prouaura gradient) oatiofiun tho
following al.1 abrAio uquations

H 2 L ao n 2 2(2 a.) 1" 0

Fir)~~~P 2 T1 u ho w a

( 2 (1 -(~) o 0% o Pý

L-SL

where H. ll which yields t~he zero angle asymptotic solutions
for high 113ch niunbur. It iD of interest to note that, even with iero
pre~sura gradiý,nt, t~he skin friction coefficients for insulated and
co~e wall ( T; can both be exproessd in the asymptotic form~

M30 Cf Coflst. X (d
provided the Sutherland viscosity-teriperaturo law is used.

SECRL i
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The firnt or-dr correotion for the pressure gradient afIfect can
thon be obtained from tho following linear algebraic system for

a and b in terms of the oolution of Equation (ho) and P1

2 (2 4 ao) "!-! - 2" A
So)

"+ - 2 02 0

t -fOllOW1 (r5m k juutiorn (20) mid (21) th-1t,

1i -to2 (1 () # b

whore the subscript. (o) refers to the canu' of zero preeeuri gr•,dLr(it,.

'To-

I SI~~~~5: C RE1]_________
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x 
-

"I P e P--
Slince from Fquation 0~2),

a4d 
(r2)

" " % • -~ T..o..

10 (2 + ) 2L2( a 0 3) H5

2T2W SfA 2

Thiu' t~o the first order of npproxirittioln, the rate of heat trauefer at

the wall is praotioflhly unna'~ect, ed by the change in preseure, and the
loo&1 akin friotson - norea4es proportio.flY to the local inorf•ae in

preos~u'o.
The coofficiont of ( - ) in Equation (46) rduces simpy to

P-ho -o

(•T %, 1).

7 9 1 - 1~ T -d
SErRE ... -I..............
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For (Ma•c)>• 1, and on the "ooampreaeson side", one can doduoce

from the tazF'ont-wedge formula that

2 f ___1)3/ 1/2 x(47)(for insulated wall)

'I and 1/2 V4

1()~) T04 +1?~ 1 (MCC)(for Tw TO)

where

Thus it gun bo seon thnt tho interaction offoot deorooses wi'h inoruasinf

angle of attaok.

While HMo OC. <I on thu crlprcrpniion aido, nnd also on tho

"oxpansion" side, it CAn be Aeon froryi the Prandtl-,Yemyur kolution that

A ~~1/2M 5/

r21r21'5 20 2 I3 2,+ 1 1.' 111 /

- -12-0 " •IJ t

(for insulated vfall)
and

2 (-,S1 - 1/22 T ", S To " 1 -7

1.2 Tw T14 ÷ S, 1/ CN 5/2

(for cooled iwl.'))

S:CREI
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Tho aboorpti~or crova-sectiono 0 (v )ar udmnl %ntio

in aqunt~taivetheory o aitoeTetortclepocin o
the abnorption crovu oootions are derived on the baois of' a quantum
muchaniccd theory of radintiori. Thin dotaila of tho dtarivatio~n aro detvr-
mineid ',y the spocific nnturie of' tho opoctra. Sinna %v art) prixinrily ooln-
cornind uith tho abuorption continuum of oxygon, the mikjor part of thin
appinfdix in devotod to a dori1vatIou of the ce'ono cootiono d..criblng, thAnl
typo of aboor'ption. 2hu o rusu-vctiuna for 11mo spentra are iiioludod for
oomplintnonori, but no c(c.irivatiVon ia fpivun. Thu radisition probluvnn inivolv-

1in1g lin pu(:traf (ru JILJum-o(A in iirviy hooka mid paporn (Roforancoo .hi
ý04li Y-29 mid 5.h-30,

Thoeoxprocudlon for the croou voottioii for ubflorption duo to trniaii-
toobotwoon bound ota-ta Piny bo uri'ttans

817T V 0(. ,2 S(

or 3(X) (i I ONOS(,X )

whore Ci [p r) in tho m:itrix~ nb.'mpit 1k" nn olectric dipole trm1nition
and S (V , v) is the chopo fuiUUC mi Ifor A hoUn.i Tho oxnot oxpi~uoulJot
for tho ohnprip function dripozidku on tho -,tnt.j of tho gauu the mikilrol liliti

Uohepo in ep'tmdaoi S - " -. Wihnru r mth. ti-nittitatvi
'I (V -V)

probabilityl tho dloppJ or bront'cnitilt g ivou a uiutpo fiuictioia

I 2 e;_1 ( V( nd ciollition broading, usually
2 Tr IKT V 0  e 2 kTV V

hns nn ex~ruonsioti snimilr to tho natuiral line shape w~ith ra v~huirn
Tois t.ho 'noon timu botum~n colliujonn.

Transitiona vuhich p,) from bound tntoAts to continuum stntas aro ro-
sponsibla for continuous typo abuorption spactra, and the corr-J.ponding,
cross auction iss

32Tly 4V m2 v 2
3h 3c 0Ih1

iihore m~ is tho rcdutevel maos of tho. tmo body sysl~e-m, v iCtuv(.Ž1oci. t.,v
of tht., rviurtu.d particlz! in thn finatl st,:,te.
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The above equaticn oan bo derived in a straight forward manner
from tho prinoiplos of the qiirintum theory of rndiation (Reforenoe
5,4-.1), The derivation is oketched below.

where Ha2 .02 2 P i e , Lh'

and

M Roduoed mahe

A Proparation veotor

P Deneity of final staten

Fe Component of mcnaontu in the diremtion of the polar.liation
veotor

In the visible and near ultra violet rogion of the spectrum

Orr 1 -

r is the order of mioiuoulnr dimonsions 0.0? - 10.8

K " r - 2 1 (10.2) or losu and , 1

Ifwedefine e - (K k)

0 a 4 betwteen 9 k, plans and 6 &9 plant)

then o PC illCo 0

. ml.nro P m V

and v i 1w r wher'n W

because we Are using eiNn funotions of the LUn. Indnpnndlint
Sohrodinger equation

ING 1.
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Uning tho abuov ra~htiona wa write~

2 2 * 1 ( 17j? li i2 e08 c~i 2 m2 (~i jAf )2

whero (±i~j is the dipole matrix element eo f

The final otaton in the tr ~riit~ion will be closely approximated b.y the
oican funotione for froo j. rtiolesi over mosts of physical apacol

'1 thoreforo, weI can out the oinnity of final states Pj equal to

k m dA M? Vdfl

If we aiib,,Ait'uto tho abovo rolations Into tho original expression
for tho di'ffurtntiaj. orosoi avotion, wv.s f±indi

2'th~ 1~ )2 si 2 a oag20

The totuJ. oro~i# nootlon ii, CuiuA ty intogtr.,ltinig the above expreouion
over thii solid tinglei d At

~1 If

Th maitrtx filt-moira (o. If ) cti bu splH.t into two partst in tho
omt or 04oitor.,itij trim.,itiumi In minlouUlar i'hdi.at.1cý, prublornie (titfo

whtjr'i Wi I tfr 0  f 0) iRq tho &oluitruaio dipols niatrkx eleinunt and

(jlif N 4'" x41" i

Itu tito ovoi-l1p iiih'r~i-i of the Ji ttial mul&n final . iudoar izavo func ti outv;
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'rho eleotronio dipole metri x elornont (10 ~8 is diff !cult.
Wo oompiito, but itt can be determninod by spentrosoop'.c nmu,-uroinunt~bi at
room~ tanpoiratuz'e. The matrix alemont. is doterininod from the "fit
numbor of apuotroooQg4y %-r thu uquatiun 8 P. V"2

whero mn arid a are the mass and charge of the elootron respoot.veuly,
The f number for thoU2 , 2B3-

trannitien has the V&lUni 2.59 (Itiou Rofer ~IMa 5.1h-25) I and this cIvu~i
tho matrix element the valuut 2,.11 x 10-1 cuu or 2.84i debuyo u~nit-;.j

'rho final step In thte croue sootion oalzulr'tion ta tho detarmrinin-
tion of tho overlap intotgral for tho nuclear wavo runotiona, ThouO
wavo functions aru colutiowi of tho t~ii indopwidonit E!ohrotlingor
equatiorn for the roducad uyutc..rt of' thoi iiucolo.L

r 8 (8V a in 0
r2  -a r- '~iU 80

i,,. in- ) 2

idiui11.1 ( s t " haw u~,v i ji' ' * V. 1 ,,I V itt th. j1u :w .

X a-. it I* V''/tr-

;,V V J

1141' r
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The values of V e and Cr are givun in the literature for nitrogen,
oxygen and many other diatomico molooulea (Referonow 5.4-14). For
oxygen

h 2.23x103o and C 2.07 cgs

Tho final statee in the continuum are known to have the asymptotico
eoliitiona

4k2 " (2A 4 1) 1 • 0 11A P (cooi e) gin ( Air
kr

whore k •' and is a phaui angle,

The general solution ie of the form Ag P't (coa 8) Fg (v) where Fj (r)
satisfies the radial equation

- (r F) q - (r) - L (r F)

r2U (r) - 2m"T v 0:)

"'• p .A.•.4.a•, ,) . V (r) iu available in the literaturo for inrcy
moleoulee; in partioular thu potorntiale whioh are significant for the
Sehumann-himge tranaitio:IM nra prmesnted on page 64 of Referonoe 5.,-16.
The uulution to the radial uquntion can be obtained by Joining the
AuYMptotiC expruunion to a nwidruioel 8olution in the regior, of thu
tundrig puitit with the nid of the W.K.3. approximation. If -re indtoate
this Boluttira by - k9 (r) r FUjL (r) our final wave function

* + 1) '• t P• e ,. )
k1 U' PI k (r)

r

When the nbovo in.t•al and ftnal wave funntion are eubstituted
into the ovoerlap Intoe•ra. and integrated over the angles e and j, the
1itegral ie reduoed in the folloving mannori

"d ' h&''LM7 kJ r2 dr d:.1,r2, (2 +-W r)27v', (kJAn-•.1" -•

IIV

Sl.CRF.
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When V * 0 the integrand above is simply the product of a gaussian
ourve times a distorted sine wave. A modest oomputational progra% is
needed to complete the preae(Ling development and provide a good
quantitative descripticn of Ohe oontinuum radiation of oxygen.
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APPENDtx 5D

The Piston AnalogZ and the Limiting Solutions in Hyearsonic nlow

1ho analogy botvwen tWe problm of a steady twe or three ddino
sional hypersonic Invieu d flow over a thin body and the unsteady
orosoflev problem has been pointedt out by "o and Van Dykes
Rofaorncen 5.6-4 and 5.6-5. In this treatu•et vw shAll considor
only the two diwinsioml casec vhere the equivalont orooes.flov
problem I@ that of a piston advanoing at a speed comparable to the
speed of the shook yaw starting instantaneounly from rast at tim
t a 0. Let the distance of the piston surface an4 thb shook from
their Indentioal atarting position ai t a 0 be Y and A respeotiv.ly.
Wearrding to Figure 5.4 - the conrormttion lawa of moo•, i nt•lt am%

energy givo the Intoegnl rvlattoi~e

£v P- )dt (1 v1)

f Wo*~ t P' # , ' ,] t
¶eh re vo v, are the denotty, nnrr."l veloolty and praimirol
respeotively, and the subscripts s arnd v refer to tho values in
the fro stream and at the pietyn wall, mepottivuly.

AT

yI

Fi~u~ YlI

. .: 
.. . .lJ • • : •h.i.

. • _ ~~~~~~~.. .. •, -•,- • ,
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The above ralat~ions can be r'earraned an

] (pv P.0 )dt Joe *6 * #d y (a),

The oondittorma £07058 the ehoak aro

The buuidri7~ cufultim tn t tlw, I-Intn willI in

Alt tho 1fltog6 1m o~f the f(rpi dy (stit pt~I univae tvvA
"WPatrOP)y..1,yeV) vo bei aproxtaal~P b'y "o4 u~i ef a Itnar
vaylatiell low fon(3 P art4 v UWIAV the n tnq'mr .dgtKII

---- SE0CHE-T
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So that the system of Equation& (9) and k10) reduces finally to

0t +
pw dt A2(13)

and f tp,, dt.Yfot Ndt ~4- (A -Y)pN, (14)

(1 k29 (A- Y)AA+2 ft (A- Y)] (1 .4 2 ) ]

wheno and pa are the two unimans

EijwUdiz• the uolution in the ae/mptotio series

P " p(O) .,2(•l) U 4p( 2 ) +

.42 (1) OOU a ()6. A1o) +,•2 A•1 *t1) + (2 ) +.

11old, from Equations (13) and (14), the explioit solutions

AM0) Y (t) (16)

06

[ ii2] J2o?2  4jY rdt (19)

i C T
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Equations (16) &nd (17) vhich are identifiable as the Newton Imaot
forula wohen the effect of ,urfaoe ourva+vre is ignored gives the
pusemnn result after substituting x - No t, (Reference 5.6-1 and

5.6-3).

For the favdly of ourfaces

Y a (20)

vherev is an arbitrary pLmmeter, the "similar solution"

A (21)

can be obtained without reorting to the asymptotio dovelopnent
of Equation (15)Wand Equations (13) and (14) are rettioad 'to a
eyeate of algebraic equations for the determination of the

coefficients A and 9 which are funotions of the epeotfie heat
ratio 'p. The case aft 1 is trivial, as it leads o*iply to the
wvell-known liiting values for a vedgoe

2' (22)

2
Pe 10 u. (-,Y, )X

For ir - 3/49 1.e.,• a K %3A/, which expresses the growth of a

hypeoronie vinsoou boundary layer near the leading edgeait giv,

for'1 1.1.,

A 1.63 K 
(2/4

p - ( 1/2 )o,a.0-2 53)1'%P

For'" 1.67, we have

L 1.99 X X3/4j

p - (1/ 2 )p?. (1.'78) K 2 Z /"2
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

HEADQUARTERS 88TH AIR BASE WING (AFMC)

WRIGHT-PATTERSON AIR FORCE BASE OHIO

17 March 2006

88 CG/SCCMF
3810 Communications Blvd
Wright-Patterson AFB OH 45433-7802

Defense Technical Information Center
Attn: Ms. Kelly Akers (DTIC-R)
8725 John J. Kingman Rd, Suite 0944
Ft Belvoir VA 22060-6218

Dear Ms. Akers,

This concerns Technical Report AD073754, MX-2276 Advanced Strategic
Weapon System. Aerodynamics, 23 April 1955. This technical report, previously
Unclassified/Limited Distribution, is now releasable to the public. The attached
AFMC Form 559 verifies that it was reviewed by release authorities at Air Force
Research Lab Air Vehicles Directorate (AFRL/VA) and determined to be fully
releasable to the public.

Please call me at (937) 522-3091 if you have any questions.

Sincerely

Lynn Kane
Freedom of Information Act Analyst
Management Services Branch
Base Information Management Division
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